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Release Notes

1.1 2.7 Release Notes
1.1.1 New Features
• Field masking is now customizable. See Field Maskers for details.

1.1.2 Additional Improvements
• Users can add, modify, or delete Normalizations after a Source has been configured
• Enable per data set job minimums via API
• Upgrade Tika Version to 1.17
• Make normalizations enabled by default

1.2 2.6 Release Notes
1.2.1 New Features
• Records and index entries can be automatically aged off. See Auto Age Off Settings
• Transforms can be configured to operate over a specific time window. See Configure Transform Sliding Time
Windows

1.2.2 Additional Improvements
• Normalization for reversing timestamps during ingest
• Normalization to make text lowercase
1
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• Improved information in Job History Table for Transform Jobs
• Better indexing of non-text types found in text blobs
• Minor UI updates
• Custom Authentication Example. See Example Webapp Authenticator
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Quick Start Guide

This Quick Start guide for Koverse is intended for users who want to get up and running quickly with Koverse. It
steps through the installation of Koverse, ingesting data and executing queries. Check out the Koverse User Guide for
complete documentation of all features and installation instructions.

2.1 Recommendations
The recommended Operating System is RHEL 6.x or Centos 6.x.
Recommended Hadoop Release is Cloudera Manager 5.5 with Accumulo 1.7 Parcel and Service installed. See http:
//www.cloudera.com/documentation/other/accumulo/latest/PDF/Apache-Accumulo-Installation-Guide.pdf for more
details.
Recommended Koverse release can be found at http://repo.koverse.com/latest/csd

2.1.1 Infrastructure and Software
Koverse and the open source software it leverages must be run on a system with no less than 10 GB of memory. For
workloads beyond simple examples and testing we recommend a properly provisioned Hadoop cluster with five or
more nodes.
Using the Cloudera QuickStart VM is not recommended.
See http://www.koverse.com/question/
using-the-cloudera-quick-start-vim-and-the-koverse-parcel for more information.
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2.2 Installation
2.2.1 Amazon Web Services Installation
Using Koverse with AWS Marketplace
The paid AMI available in the AWS marketplace is an easy way to get a Koverse instance up and running if you do
not need to install on existing infrastructure. The instructions below assume a familiarity with AWS and Amazon EC2
instances.
AMI Installation
• Use the AWS Marketplace to select the Koverse AMI and launch an instance using it.
• Determine the instance type appropriate for your use case. For simple proof of concept cases, r3.xlarge will be
sufficient, more demanding uses will require more resources.
• Perform the normal launch process for the instance. Ensure that port 7080 is available in the security group, as
this is the port that Koverse uses.
• Instance launch will take 10-15 minutes while the Hadoop stack is configured.
• Once Koverse is available, you can login at this URL: http://<hostname>:7080/ using username ‘admin’ and the
password is the instance id (for example, ‘i-1234ab567’)
• You can now skip ahead to the Adding a New Data Set section.

2.2.2 CSD Installation
• Copy the CSD file onto the Cloudera Manager server and place it in /opt/cloudera/csd
• Change the permissions on the CSD file
sudo chmod 644 /opt/cloudera/csd/KOVERSE-2.0.jar

• Change the owner of the CSD file to cloudera-scm
sudo chown cloudera-scm:cloudera-scm /opt/cloudera/csd/KOVERSE-2.0.jar

• Restart Cloudera Manager to pick up the new Koverse Service from the Cloudera Service Descriptor
sudo service cloudera-scm-server restart

• For further reference:
services.html

http://www.cloudera.com/documentation/enterprise/5-5-x/topics/cm_mc_addon_

Manual Parcel Installation (Optional)
The CSD automatically installs the parcel repository where Cloudera Manager can download the Koverse Parcel from.
If you are installing on a cluster without Internet connectivity though, you will need to manually install the Koverse
parcel and checksum to the local parcel respository.
• Ensure that the CSD file is installed.
• Copy the parcel file and SHA file to /opt/cloudera/parcel-repo
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• Change ownership of all files cloudera-scm
sudo chown cloudera-scm:cloudera-scm /opt/cloudera/parcel-repo/*

Distribute and Activate Parcel(s)
1. Click the Parcel icon in the menu bar of the Cloudera Manager UI. The Koverse parcel should be visible in the
list. If not, click the Check for new Parcels button.
2. Click the Download button. Once downloaded, the button becomes the Distribute button.
3. Click the Distribute button. Once distributed, the button become the Active button.
4. Click the Activate button.
As described in the Infrastructure Guide, Koverse depends on Apache Accumulo 1.6 for data storage. If you do
not have it installed already, you should now install the ACCUMULO 1.6.0 Parcel. Follow the above Download,
Distribute, and Activate process and then install the Accumulo Service.
Configuration
Currently there are a few manual configuration steps that need to occur before adding and starting the Koverse Service
in Cloudera Manager. In the future, these will be automated as part of the parcel install. All of these should be
performed on the host where you will install the Koverse Service.
• Ensure that dfs.permissions.superusergroup is set to an existing Unix group. You can check the value of this
property in Cloudera Manger by navigating to the HDFS Service and then selecting the Configuration tab and
searching for this property. On the host you can view /etc/group to confirm this group exists. By default, the
value of this property is “supergroup”, if you see this value, we recommend changing it to “hadoop” in the
Clouder Manager console. A dfs.permissions.superusergroup value of “hadoop” is used in the examples below.
• Add koverse and accumulo users to the superusergroup
sudo usermod -a -G hadoop koverse
sudo usermod -a -G hadoop accumulo

• Ensure that the java binaries are available in the path for the koverse user. If these are not already in the system
path somewhere, it can be added using these commands
sudo alternatives --install /usr/bin/java java /usr/java/jdk1.7.0_67-cloudera/bin/
˓→java 120 --slave /usr/bin/keytool keytool /usr/java/jdk1.7.0_67-cloudera/bin/
˓→keytool --slave /usr/bin/rmiregistry rmiregistry /usr/java/jdk1.7.0_67-cloudera/
˓→bin/rmiregistry
sudo alternatives --install /usr/bin/javac javac /usr/java/jdk1.7.0_67-cloudera/
˓→bin/javac 120 --slave /usr/bin/jar
jar /usr/java/jdk1.7.0_67-cloudera/bin/jar
˓→--slave /usr/bin/rmic rmic /usr/java/jdk1.7.0_67-cloudera/bin/rmic

Add the Koverse Service
1. In Cloudera Manager, click the dropdown menu for your cluster and click Add a Service.
2. Select the Koverse Service and click the Continue button.
3. Select the host where you want to install the Koverse Server and Koverse Web Server Roles. The same server
should be selected for both Roles. Click the Continue button.

2.2. Installation
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4. Enter the initial configuration
1. Accumulo Instance: This is the instance name for the Accumulo cluster. It can be found in Cloudera Manager
in Configuration section of the Accumulo Service under accumulo_instance_name
2. JDBC connection string: It is recommended to share the existing PostgreSQL database server that Cloudera
Manager uses. If you have installed the Koverse Roles on the same host as you are running the Cloudera
Manager server, you can leave the default value of “jdbc:postgresql://localhost:7432/koverse”. If you have
installed the Koverse Roles on a different host, you will need to update the host in the connection string to the
hostname of the Cloudera Manager server. Also if running on a different host, you may need to update the
PostgreSQL configuration in /var/lib/cloudera-scm-server-db/data/pg_hba.conf to allow remote connections to
the koverse database.
3. Zookeeper Servers: A comma separated list of host:port where ZooKeeper is running. The hosts can be seen in
Cloudera Manager under the ZooKeeper Service on the Instances tab.
4. PostgreSQL Password: this can be left blank if you are using the Cloudera Manager PostgreSQL database as
the installation process will automatically retrieve the login credentials.
5. Accumulo Password: The password for the root user in Accumulo. Accumulo’s default is “secret”.
Verify that everything has installed and started properly.
Once both processes have started up, you can access the Koverse user interface from a web browser at http:
//<hostname>:8080/ The default username and password are ‘admin’ and ‘admin’. The password can be changed
immediately after logging in.

2.3 Adding a Data Set
Koverse allows data to be imported from a variety of external data sources.

2.3.1 Logging in
In some production instances of Koverse, authentication is handled automatically by a public key infrastructure or
other integrated single-sign on system. If so, when you first visit the Koverse URL in a browser you will automatically
be logged in. On a system that is using built-in Koverse user and group management, you will see the following login
screen:
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To login to a newly installed Koverse instance, type in ‘admin’ for the user name and ‘admin’ for the password.
Otherwise, login using the username (often your email address) and password that have been provided to you by your
administrator.
If your password is incorrect you will see an error.
To import data into Koverse, click the ‘Add’ button on the primary navigation menu on the left.
Data can be imported from a number of source types, which are listed on the Add Data Set page. Alternatively, data
can be uploaded from your browser.
Loading data into Koverse is a three-step process.
1. Select and define an external source or upload files from your browser into a staging area managed by Koverse.
2. View a preview of the records to be imported and make any corrections to parser settings. You can also apply
additional processing rules to your records at this step called ‘Normalizations’.
3. Enter a name for the new data set and optionally create a schedule for importing data.

2.3.2 Step 1. Selecting a source type
To import data from an external data source (versus via uploading files from your browser) ensure that ‘Connect
Source’ is selected at the top of the Add Data Set page. Choose a source type from the list shown.

2.3. Adding a Data Set
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After a source type is selected you will see a list of parameters used to identify and connect to that data source. Fill
out the access information and click Next. To change the type of source selected, click Back. Clicking Cancel will
allow you to start over from the beginning.
After clicking next you will see a preview of the records to be imported. See the section Step 2. View a Preview of the
Data to proceed.
If there was an error generating the preview (e.g. caused by source invalid parameters), a message describing the
nature of the error and diagnostic information will be shown.
Example
Koverse hosts some example data files for use in these examples. This data is synthetic and is designed to illustrate
how Koverse can be used to explore data sets with the goal of identifying potentially risky internal behavior. There are
5 different files that we’ll load into 5 new Koverse data sets. The files are hosted at the following URLs:
Bank Security Incidents https://s3.amazonaws.com/koverse-datasets/financial+demo/all-incidents.csv
Bank Transactions https://s3.amazonaws.com/koverse-datasets/financial+demo/all-transactions.csv
Bank Employee Timesheets https://s3.amazonaws.com/koverse-datasets/financial+demo/employeeHours.csv
Bank Employees https://s3.amazonaws.com/koverse-datasets/financial+demo/employees.csv
Bank Departments https://s3.amazonaws.com/koverse-datasets/financial+demo/orgs.csv
We’ll load these one at a time into individual data sets. To load the first of these we’ll choose ‘URL Source’ from the
list. In the parameter labeled ‘Comma-separated list of URLs’ paste in the following URL:
https://s3.amazonaws.com/koverse-datasets/financial+demo/all-incidents.csv
And click ‘Next’.
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2.3.3 Step 2. View a Preview of the Data
After selecting an external source or uploading files you will be able to view a preview of records to be imported. It
may take a few seconds to connect to the external data source or open uploaded files.

Once the preview of records is ready it will be displayed as either a table of records, or as a ‘tree’ view of records with
nested values, depending on the structure of data imported. You can change the type of view by clicking the buttons
on the upper right of the list of records.

2.3. Adding a Data Set
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On the right there are settings for changing the type of parser used for this import, as well as a set of optional normalization rules you can apply to records as they are imported. If for some reason the records being displayed to not look
right, for example, records from a file containing CSV records, but ending in .txt may have been imported all into one
field called ‘body’, you can change the parser used to process raw records by clicking the drop-down menu at the top
of the darkened section on the right to select a new parser to try.
Sometimes the correct parser was used but it’s options may need to be adjusted. For example, the records from a CSV
file may have all their values concatenated into one value because the CSV parser used the wrong delimiter character.
In this case you may need to change some of the options specific to the parser, such as the delimiter character used to
separate individual values within records.
Text file formats such as CSV represent all values as text, including numbers and dates. Koverse parsers for text file
formats can automatically interpret these values as their proper type so that they can be passed to analytics properly
and searched using ranges, for example. This behavior can be enabled or disabled by checking the ‘Determine Types’
option. Disabling it will result in some values being unsearchable, but can be useful for applying normalizations to
the original text values before interpreting their types. When disabling type conversion by the parser for this purpose,
types can be determined again after original values are modified by applying the normalization titled ‘Interpret all
string values’.
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One example of this process is using the normalization titled ‘Prepend text to a field value’ which can be used to add
some text such as ‘ID’ to the beginning of number values so that they are interpreted and searched as textual identifiers
rather than numbers. In this case the ‘Determine Types’ option of the parser should be unchecked, then the ‘Prepend
text to a field value’ normalization added, and finally the ‘Interpret all string values’ normalization added. See the next
section on using normalizations for more detail.
After making a change to a parser or its options, the import preview will automatically update so that the changes can
be verified.
We can choose to apply optional normalization rules next, or simply click ‘Next’ to go to step 3.
<<<<<<< HEAD:docs/source/snippets/addingdata2.rst Also note the automatic normalization of field names. Koverse
supports nearly all 1,114,112 UTF-8 characters except for 2,097 that are problematic for JSON parsing and/or query
syntax. These problematic UTF-8 characters or codepoints are generally grouped into three categories: ======= Also
note the automatic normalization of field names. Koverse supports nearly all 1,114,112 UTF-8 characters except for
2,097 that are problematic for JSON parsing and/or query syntax. These problematic UTF-8 characters or code-points
are generally grouped into three categories: >>>>>>> 2.4:docs/source/quickstart/import.rst
• control,
• punctuation, and
• emoticon codepoints.
These UTF-8 codepoints are regularly referred to as illegal characters. The UTF-8 illegal characters that are control
codepoints are in decimal range [0, 31]. The UTF-8 illegal characters that are punctuation control codepoints are not
in a contiguous decimal range, but include (and is not limited to) characters such as left/right parenthesis, exclamation
mark, colon, left/right square bracket, and reverse solidus (backslash). The UTF-8 illegal characters that are emoticon
codepoints are in the decimal range [55296, 57343]. All UTF-8 illegal characters are simply removed from the original
field names before being stored. As field names are normalized by disallowing illegal characters, this normalization
impacts downstream querying as user may expect querying against the orignal field names but some (or all) field
names may have changed.
Example
In our example we’re loading a CSV (comma-separated values) file from a URL.
On the preview page you should see a list of the first 100 records from this file in the record grid. Koverse tries to
determine the file format automatically and should select the ‘Excel-style CSV’ parser. If so, the records should look
correct in the grid, where there are 100 separate records, and each record has 21 fields (even though some values are
null).
If some other parser was used, the records should not appear correctly in the grid, and you can choose ‘Excel-style
CSV’ from the list of parsers on the right and click ‘Apply’ to see a corrected set of records. When the records look
correct, click ‘Next’ and go to Step 3. Choose a Destination Data Set.
Applying Normalization Rules
In addition to correctly configuring a parser for an import, users can apply one or more optional normalization rules
to modify records being imported. On the right below the parser settings on the records preview page there is a list of
available normalization rules to apply.

2.3. Adding a Data Set
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For example, you may choose to only import a subset of fields available in records. Choose the ‘Select Fields’
normalization from the list by clicking on it. This will display a section at the top of the right hand section where you
can enter in a comma-separated list of fields that you wish to import. Any other fields will not be imported.
Click ‘Save’ and the records preview will change to reflect our new settings.
Once you are satisfied with the view of the records, click Next to go to step 3.

2.3.4 Step 3. Choose a Destination Data Set
After a source has been selected or files uploaded, and after verifying that our parser settings are correct and applying
any optional normalization rules, records are ready to be imported into a destination data set.
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Enter a name for this new data set. If records are being imported from uploaded files, this import will be a onetime process. If records are being imported from an external source, you will see the option to do this import once,
continuously, or to run the import periodically, ‘On a set schedule’.
Choosing ‘continuous’ means that the import will start now and will run indefinitely until it is stopped by a user. This
is appropriate for streaming sources such as when importing from the Twitter API or from a message queue that pushes
data to Koverse.
Selecting ‘On a set schedule’ will allow you to specify one or more schedules that define when import jobs will run.
Example
We’ll store our example data in a data set called ‘Bank Security Incidents’. Type that name into the form for the data
set name.
Leave the option for ‘How often should this collection be updated?’ set to ‘Only one time’.
Click ‘Finish’. This will start an import of all the records from that file.

2.3.5 Viewing Import Progress
After adding a new data set, you will be navigated to the overview page for the new data set. If the import is one-time
or continuous, within a short time you begin to see progress information for the initial import job. There are a few
follow-on jobs that run after the import completes or after a continuous job has been running for a while, including
indexing the data, gathering statistics, and sampling the data. Progress for these jobs will display until they complete.
The data set will not be searchable until these jobs are done.

2.3. Adding a Data Set
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Once complete, the view will update to show an overview of the attributes contained within the data set.
Any newly created data set is viewable only by the user that created it. In this case an icon of an eye with a line through
it and the label “Not shared” will be shown along with other information about a data set. When a data set is shared
with one or more groups, the number of groups with whom the data set is shared will be shown instead.

2.4 Search
Koverse enables search across all attributes of all data sets that users are authorized to read. Users can also search
within a specific attribute or a specific data set.
To access search, click on the ‘Data’ button on the primary navigation menu on the left. A list of available data sets is
shown in a list on the left. To the right of that at the top of the page is a search bar.
By default the search bar is set to search across all data sets.

2.4.1 Auto-complete
Typing a word in the search bar will show suggested search terms which will match values in any attribute in any record
of any data set you have permission to read. Search term suggestions matching data set records have a magnifying
glass icon next to them.
When the checkbox labeled ‘Limit search to ..’ followed by the data set name is checked, only auto-complete suggestions that apply to the data set selected will be suggested.
In addition to suggested search terms, the names of labels and data sets that match the word typed will also appear.
Label suggestions have a small label or tag icon next to them. Data set suggestions have a small page with writing
icon next to them.
Clicking on a suggested search term will execute a search for that term.
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2.4.2 Example
We’ll start typing in the search bar to explore some of the example bank data we have loaded.
In this example we want to quickly find everything we have that relates to a particular bank trader. To search across
all data sets, make sure that the check box labeled ‘Limit search to . . . ’ is unchecked.
Start typing the word:
Velm

in the search box. You should see some suggested search terms, one of which is ‘Velma Huber’. Click on ‘Velma
Huber’ and you will be taken to the page listing all search results for that term.
Viewing Results from All Data Sets
To search across all data sets, type in one or more search terms in the search bar and hit enter. Make sure that the
check box labeled ‘Limit search to [data set name]’ is not checked.
You will now see a list of search results from any available data set. Each data set is listed in alphabetical order of the
data set name. The number of attributes names matched is listed, followed by the number of records that match.

2.4. Search
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Additional information about the data set follows, including the number of total records in the data set, the creation
date and date the data set was last updated. The first 10 records are shown in a table for each data set.

Records in the table can be sorted by a particular attribute by clicking the down arrow next to the attribute name and
selecting ‘Sort ascending’ or ‘Sort descending’. Clicking on ‘Pin Left’ will pin the attribute and it’s values for each
record to the left side of the table. This can be done with multiple attributes to allow their values to be viewed side by
side for each record.
To see more results for a particular data set, click on the name of the data set in search results or click on the link below
the table for a data set labeled ‘Search in [data set name]’. This will take you to the data tab on the data set details
page.

2.4.3 Example
We searched for ‘Velma Huber’ and we see results from three data sets: ‘Bank Employee Timesheets’ showing Velma’s
timesheets, ‘Bank Employees’ showing HR information about Velma, and ‘Bank Security Incidents’ which show
instances where Velma appears as in the ‘manager’ attribute or in some cases as the ‘submitter’.
Velma’s trader ID is listed in the ‘Bank Employees’ results under the column labeled ‘traderId’. We might decide to
expand this search by adding Velma’s trader ID to see if there are additional records in which her trader ID appears.
In the search box at the top type in:
"Velma Huber" OR TRD0050350

and hit enter.
Now we see some additional results from the ‘Bank Trade Transactions’ data set representing trades that Velma executed.
Viewing Results from one Data Set
Search results from one data set can be seen by selecting a particular data set from a search of all data sets, or by
clicking on a data set on the ‘Data’ page and checking the box labeled ‘Limit search to [data set name]’ before
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performing a search.
Search results for a single data set appear in the ‘Data’ tab of the data set detail page.
The number of matches on attribute names and on records are shown.

The set of records resulting from the search appear in a table. Users can scroll down to view more records, up to the
first 50 records.

2.4.4 Example
Continuing from our search above of data relating to Velma, we saw that there were 2744 records matching Velma’s
trader ID in the ‘Bank Trade Transactions’ data set. To see more of these results we can click on the title of the data
set in the results, or click on the link to the lower right of those results labeled ‘Show in Bank Trade Transactions’.
This will take us to the data set detail view for the ‘Bank Trade Transactions’ data set. Our previous search has been
repeated here and now we can see more of the search results, up to the first 50.
For a description of valid search syntax, see the section Exploring a Data Set for details.
To get all of the results we can click the ‘Download Search Results’ button as described in the Exploring a Data Set
section.
Continue on to the Usage Guide for further information on using Koverse.

2.4. Search
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Usage Guide

3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Key Terms and Concepts
Data Set A set of records managed by Koverse. These records may have been imported into Koverse from an external
data source such as a relational database, a set of structured files such as CSV files or JSON or more unstructured
files such as Microsoft Office documents in a remote file system such as an FTP server, or even a messages from
a streaming source such network socket or a message queue.
Record A set of one or more attributes.
Attribute Sometimes called a ‘field’ or a ‘column’. A single attribute consists of a name and a value. For example,
from a relational database we may import several rows from a table, each of which is stored as a record in
Koverse. The individual columns of each row from the database table are the attributes of the record. But
Koverse records in the same data set do not necessarily all have the same set of attributes. And a value associated
with an attribute may be a simple value, such as a number or a date, but may also be a large body of text, or a
complex value such as a list or a set of name-value pairs.
Transform Data sets can be processed to produce new data sets via ‘Transforms’, which are distributed data processing jobs.

3.2 Getting Started
In this user guide we will walk through using the Koverse user interface.

3.2.1 Accessing the User Interface
To access the Koverse user interface you will need to know the URL of your Koverse instance. The URL consists
of the hostname of the server on which the Koverse web application is running into a browser, followed by :8080 to
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indicate that port 8080 should be used. For example, if the Koverse web application is running on a server called
‘koverse-server.net’, the user interface can be accessed by visiting http://koverse-server.net:8080 in a web browser.
Supported browsers include:
• Chrome (recommended)
• Firefox
• Safari
• Microsoft Edge
• Internet Explorer 10+
Logging in
In some production instances of Koverse, authentication is handled automatically by a public key infrastructure or
other integrated single-sign on system. If so, when you first visit the Koverse URL in a browser you will automatically
be logged in. On a system that is using built-in Koverse user and group management, you will see the following login
screen:

To login to a newly installed Koverse instance, type in ‘admin’ for the user name and ‘admin’ for the password.
Otherwise, login using the username (often your email address) and password that have been provided to you by your
administrator.
If your password is incorrect you will see an error.
Once logged in successfully, you will now see elements of the Koverse user interface, which are described below.
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3.2.2 Navigation
The buttons on the left allow you to navigate between major sections of Koverse. Some of these may not be viewable
if your user account does not have permission to perform certain actions. The major sections are:

Data
Explore data sets that are currently managed by Koverse, via search and viewing summary information. Settings for
data sets and audit events can also be seen and changed here.

Add
Add a new data set to Koverse from an existing data source. If you do not have permission to add a new data set to
Koverse you will not see this button.

3.2. Getting Started
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Transforms
Transform are distributed processing jobs that can be used to clean up records in a data set, summarize or aggregate
information in a data set, or combine two or more data sets to create a new data set. If you don’t have permissions to
create or run transforms you will not see this tab.

Account
Access your user information, and make changes such as setting a new password.

Admin
Add new users and groups to the built-in Koverse user management database, upload extensions to Koverse called
‘Add-ons’, and view system wide audit logs. If you don’t have permissions to manage users and groups, upload
add-ons, or view audit logs you will not see this tab.
Next we’ll look at the elements of each of the sections we just described.

3.2.3 Viewing Available Data Sets
The ‘data view’ the first view seen after logging into Koverse. On the left you will see a list of data sets in alphabetical
order. These are the data sets your user is allowed to see. There may be other data sets managed by the system that
your user account does not have access to that do not appear in this list.
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To filter the view of the data sets in the list, click on the search bar labeled ‘Search Everything’ just to the right of the
list of data sets. You will see a drop-down menu with a list of labels that may have been applied to these data sets, as
indicated by the icon that looks like a little label or tag.

Clicking on a label will limit the list of data sets to the data sets that have that label. You can click ‘show all’ to return
to the full list of data sets.

3.2. Getting Started
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You can also filter the list of data sets to those that have a name matching a particular word by typing in a word in the
search bar. The drop-down menu will automatically change to show a list of the data sets whose name matches the
word typed. Clicking on a suggested data set will show that data set’s details.

The search bar will also suggest values as search terms that match records in any data set. We’ll discuss searching the
records of data sets in the Exploring a Data Set section.
Clicking on a data set in the list on the left will show the detail view for that data set.
When viewing details for a data set the name of the data set appears on the right, and below the name is a list of
optional labels that have been applied to this data set. To the right, there is a circular button that allows the entire data
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set to be downloaded, either as a CSV file or a JSON file.
Finally we have some ‘metadata’ about this data set, including the total number of records, the date the data set was
created, the last time data was imported, and the number of groups with whom the data set is shared.
Data Tabs
There are four tabs on the data set detail page:
Overview A summary of all the data set ‘attributes’ (also sometimes called ‘fields’ or ‘columns’) found in this data
set.
Data Search results from this data set will appear here.
Data Flow View data flowing into or out of a data set, import more data, setup transforms and exports.
Settings Change data set settings such as the name, view processing events, and other actions.
Audit View the audit log of events that have taken place involving this data set, such as searches, imports, etc.
We discuss each of these tab pages next.
Note: If you are using a new installation of Koverse, there will be no data sets listed in the list on the left.
To load some example data sets, see the Importing Data section and return here.
Once example data sets are loaded you will see five data sets in the list on the left:
• Bank Departments
• Bank Employee Timesheets
• Bank Employees
• Bank Security Incidents
• Bank Trade Transactions

3.3 Importing Data
Koverse allows data to be imported from a variety of external data sources. To import data into Koverse, click the
‘Add’ button on the primary navigation menu on the left.
Data can be imported from a number of source types, which are listed on the Add Data Set page. Alternatively, data
can be uploaded from your browser.
Loading data into Koverse is a three-step process.
1. Select and define an external source or upload files from your browser into a staging area managed by Koverse.
2. View a preview of the records to be imported and make any corrections to parser settings. You can also apply
additional processing rules to your records at this step called ‘Normalizations’.
3. Enter a name for the new data set and optionally create a schedule for importing data.

3.3. Importing Data
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3.3.1 Step 1. Selecting a source type
To import data from an external data source (versus via uploading files from your browser) ensure that ‘Connect
Source’ is selected at the top of the Add Data Set page. Choose a source type from the list shown.

After a source type is selected you will see a list of parameters used to identify and connect to that data source. Fill
out the access information and click Next. To change the type of source selected, click Back. Clicking Cancel will
allow you to start over from the beginning.
After clicking next you will see a preview of the records to be imported. See the section Step 2. View a Preview of the
Data to proceed.
If there was an error generating the preview (e.g. caused by source invalid parameters), a message describing the
nature of the error and diagnostic information will be shown.
Example
Koverse hosts some example data files for use in these examples. This data is synthetic and is designed to illustrate
how Koverse can be used to explore data sets with the goal of identifying potentially risky internal behavior. There are
5 different files that we’ll load into 5 new Koverse data sets. The files are hosted at the following URLs:
Bank Security Incidents https://s3.amazonaws.com/koverse-datasets/financial+demo/all-incidents.csv
Bank Transactions https://s3.amazonaws.com/koverse-datasets/financial+demo/all-transactions.csv
Bank Employee Timesheets https://s3.amazonaws.com/koverse-datasets/financial+demo/employeeHours.csv
Bank Employees https://s3.amazonaws.com/koverse-datasets/financial+demo/employees.csv
Bank Departments https://s3.amazonaws.com/koverse-datasets/financial+demo/orgs.csv
We’ll load these one at a time into individual data sets. To load the first of these we’ll choose ‘URL Source’ from the
list. In the parameter labeled ‘Comma-separated list of URLs’ paste in the following URL:
https://s3.amazonaws.com/koverse-datasets/financial+demo/all-incidents.csv
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And click ‘Next’.
Then go to Step 2. View a Preview of the Data.

3.3.2 Step 1 (alternative method). Uploading files from desktop
Instead of connecting to an external data source, you can upload files directly from your browser into a data set in
Koverse. To do this, click on ‘Upload Files’ on the Add Data Set page.
You can drag and drop files from your desktop into the grey rectangular section on this page or click the ‘Browse Files’
button to select files to upload. These files will be staged and listed on the right. If you wish to remove some staged
files before importing, click the minus icon next to the file you wish to remove. To clear all the files currently staged,
click on the minus icon at the top of the list of staged files.

Note that typically files loaded into a single data set will have the same ‘schema’ or structure. For example, you may
have several CSV files you wish to load. Each CSV file may have a header that identifies the names of fields contained
in the CSV records. If the fields in each file are not the same it may make working with the data set more inconvenient
later on.
However, Koverse makes no restrictions on the fields that records in a data set can have, and it is often the case that
not all records have exactly the same fields. Koverse also does not require that all the values in a particular field be of
the same size or type.
If the set of files you want to load are of the same schema (have the same set of fields) but for some reason are of
differing formats, e.g. some fields are CSV and others are XML, you should load the files of each format into separate
data sets and combine them into one data set later using a transform. This is because Koverse will use one parser per
import job, so you can use a CSV parser to import the CSV files in one import, and an XML parser to import XML
files in another import job.
Note: Microsoft Word Files
Very large Word files above 1,000 pages in size may cause a failure during import.
3.3. Importing Data
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When you are satisfied with the list of files staged, click ‘Next’. You will be taken to a preview of records to be
imported on the next page.

3.3.3 Step 2. View a Preview of the Data
After selecting an external source or uploading files you will be able to view a preview of records to be imported. It
may take a few seconds to connect to the external data source or open uploaded files.

Once the preview of records is ready it will be displayed as either a table of records, or as a ‘tree’ view of records with
nested values, depending on the structure of data imported. You can change the type of view by clicking the buttons
on the upper right of the list of records.
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On the right there are settings for changing the type of parser used for this import, as well as a set of optional normalization rules you can apply to records as they are imported. If for some reason the records being displayed to not look
right, for example, records from a file containing CSV records, but ending in .txt may have been imported all into one
field called ‘body’, you can change the parser used to process raw records by clicking the drop-down menu at the top
of the darkened section on the right to select a new parser to try.
Sometimes the correct parser was used but it’s options may need to be adjusted. For example, the records from a CSV
file may have all their values concatenated into one value because the CSV parser used the wrong delimiter character.
In this case you may need to change some of the options specific to the parser, such as the delimiter character used to
separate individual values within records.
Text file formats such as CSV represent all values as text, including numbers and dates. Koverse parsers for text file
formats can automatically interpret these values as their proper type so that they can be passed to analytics properly
and searched using ranges, for example. This behavior can be enabled or disabled by checking the ‘Determine Types’
option. Disabling it will result in some values being unsearchable, but can be useful for applying normalizations to
the original text values before interpreting their types. When disabling type conversion by the parser for this purpose,
types can be determined again after original values are modified by applying the normalization titled ‘Interpret all
string values’.
3.3. Importing Data
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One example of this process is using the normalization titled ‘Prepend text to a field value’ which can be used to add
some text such as ‘ID’ to the beginning of number values so that they are interpreted and searched as textual identifiers
rather than numbers. In this case the ‘Determine Types’ option of the parser should be unchecked, then the ‘Prepend
text to a field value’ normalization added, and finally the ‘Interpret all string values’ normalization added. See the next
section on using normalizations for more detail.
After making a change to a parser or its options, the import preview will automatically update so that the changes can
be verified.
We can choose to apply optional normalization rules next, or simply click ‘Next’ to go to step 3.
Also note the automatic normalization of field names. Koverse supports nearly all 1,114,112 UTF-8 characters except for 2,097 that are problematic for JSON parsing and/or query syntax. These problematic UTF-8 characters or
codepoints are generally grouped into three categories:
• control,
• punctuation, and
• emoticon codepoints.
These UTF-8 codepoints are regularly referred to as illegal characters. The UTF-8 illegal characters that are control
codepoints are in decimal range [0, 31]. The UTF-8 illegal characters that are punctuation control codepoints are not
in a contiguous decimal range, but include (and is not limited to) characters such as left/right parenthesis, exclamation
mark, colon, left/right square bracket, and reverse solidus (backslash). The UTF-8 illegal characters that are emoticon
codepoints are in the decimal range [55296, 57343]. All UTF-8 illegal characters are simply removed from the original
field names before being stored. As field names are normalized by disallowing illegal characters, this normalization
impacts downstream querying as user may expect querying against the orignal field names but some (or all) field
names may have changed.
Example
In our example we’re loading a CSV (comma-separated values) file from a URL.
On the preview page you should see a list of the first 100 records from this file in the record grid. Koverse tries to
determine the file format automatically and should select the ‘Excel-style CSV’ parser. If so, the records should look
correct in the grid, where there are 100 separate records, and each record has 21 fields (even though some values are
null).
If some other parser was used, the records should not appear correctly in the grid, and you can choose ‘Excel-style
CSV’ from the list of parsers on the right and click ‘Apply’ to see a corrected set of records. When the records look
correct, click ‘Next’ and go to Step 3. Choose a Destination Data Set.

3.3.4 Applying Normalization Rules
In addition to correctly configuring a parser for an import, users can apply one or more optional normalization rules
to modify records being imported. On the right below the parser settings on the records preview page there is a list of
available normalization rules to apply.
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For example, you may choose to only import a subset of fields available in records. Choose the ‘Select Fields’
normalization from the list by clicking on it. This will display a section at the top of the right hand section where you
can enter in a comma-separated list of fields that you wish to import. Any other fields will not be imported.
Click ‘Save’ and the records preview will change to reflect our new settings.
Once you are satisfied with the view of the records, click Next to go to step 3.

3.3.5 Step 3. Choose a Destination Data Set
After a source has been selected or files uploaded, and after verifying that our parser settings are correct and applying
any optional normalization rules, records are ready to be imported into a destination data set.

3.3. Importing Data
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Enter a name for this new data set. If records are being imported from uploaded files, this import will be a onetime process. If records are being imported from an external source, you will see the option to do this import once,
continuously, or to run the import periodically, ‘On a set schedule’.
Choosing ‘continuous’ means that the import will start now and will run indefinitely until it is stopped by a user. This
is appropriate for streaming sources such as when importing from the Twitter API or from a message queue that pushes
data to Koverse.
Selecting ‘On a set schedule’ will allow you to specify one or more schedules that define when import jobs will run.
Example
We’ll store our example data in a data set called ‘Bank Security Incidents’. Type that name into the form for the data
set name.
Leave the option for ‘How often should this collection be updated?’ set to ‘Only one time’.
Click ‘Finish’. This will start an import of all the records from that file.
One common situation is importing XML data. Koverse requires that an XSLT script be provided to let Koverse know
how the XML file should be broken into individual records, since there isn’t enough information in XML files to do
this reliably automatically. See the section on Providing an XML Transform (XSLT) to import XML data for details.
Go to Viewing Import Progress for more details.

3.3.6 Configuring a Schedule
To add a schedule, choose ‘On a schedule’ and specify the date that the schedule starts, how often to repeat, and an
optional end date. Click ‘Add Schedule’ to add the schedule.
You can add additional schedules if necessary.
When the settings for when to import are complete, click ‘Finish’. If running this import only one time, or continuously
the import will begin immediately, otherwise it will start according to the schedules specified.
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3.3.7 Viewing Import Progress
After adding a new data set, you will be navigated to the overview page for the new data set. If the import is one-time
or continuous, within a short time you begin to see progress information for the initial import job. There are a few
follow-on jobs that run after the import completes or after a continuous job has been running for a while, including
indexing the data, gathering statistics, and sampling the data. Progress for these jobs will display until they complete.
The data set will not be searchable until these jobs are done.

Once complete, the view will update to show an overview of the attributes contained within the data set.
Any newly created data set is viewable only by the user that created it. In this case an icon of an eye with a line through
it and the label “Not shared” will be shown along with other information about a data set. When a data set is shared
with one or more groups, the number of groups with whom the data set is shared will be shown instead.
You can now explore and search the data set as described in the section Exploring a Data Set.
To grant access to other groups of users, see the section Data Set Security and Access Control.
For example when our import of bank security incidents is done, you will see an overview of each attribute, including
‘causeType’, ‘impact’, etc.
Once this is done we can load the other four files into four additional data sets, giving each data set the name listed in
the Step 1. Selecting a source type section.
Go to Exploring a Data Set for details on exploring these attributes.

3.4 Exploring a Data Set
To explore summary information about a data set, click on the ‘Data’ button on the primary navigation menu on the
left and select a data set from the list to the right of the navigation menu.

3.4. Exploring a Data Set
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3.4.1 Viewing Data Set Attributes
The information in the ‘Overview’ tab is shown first, which displays a summary of all the attributes in this data set. If
the Data Set has a job that is currently running, that information will be displayed here as well.

When any data is imported, Koverse automatically profiles the incoming records and keeps track of information about
individual attributes. Information about each of these attributes is displayed here including:
• the attribute name
• the number of records in which it is present
• an estimate of the number of unique values found for this attribute
• the predominant value type
• a visualization of the distribution of values
To see the associated visualization for an attribute, click the down arrow at the right of the attribute information.
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This information can help you get a sense for what kind of information a particular data set contains, and can help
identify potential opportunities for answering questions using this information either in searches or in analytics, as
well as any data quality issues that might exist. For example, as a data scientist I might be interested to find out which
attributes in a data set contain text that I can process to extract a sentiment score. Or I may be interested in finding out
what fields contain customer IDs so I can join this data set with another data set.
If I see that a field isn’t present in all the records, or of not 100% of the values are of the same time, it may be because
there are data quality or consistency issues, or it may be another feature of the data that may need to be considered. For
example, not all Twitter messages contain hashtags, and I can get a sense for what proportion do from the information
in this overview.
For example after loading the first example data set as described in the Importing Data section, you should be able to
select the ‘Bank Security Incidents’ data set to see a list of attributes.
We may not know much about the information contained in a data set and this view helps us figure out what the likely
meaning of each attribute is.
For example, the first attribute is called ‘causeType’. In the context of ‘Bank Security Incidents’ we may infer that this
contains some information about the cause of each incident.
The presence count for this attribute should be 49,894 out of 49,894 records, so this attribute is present in every record.
The estimated number of unique values for this attribute is 7, so out of almost 50 thousand records we’ve only ever
seen 7 unique values.
The data type is 100% Text, which means in every record the type of the value for the ‘causeType’ attribute is ‘Text’.
Sometimes an attribute will not always have the same data type in every record.
Clicking on the down arrow by the ‘Visual’ column will show us a visualization of the top most frequent values for this
attribute. In this case Koverse automatically selected a bar chart to display a histogram of the most frequent values.
For example, the ‘Infrastructure’ value showed up in this attribute 3,857 times. Placing your mouse over a column will
display the exact number of records for each value.
Clicking on the up arrow at the top of the visualization will collapse this view again. Scrolling down allows us to see
other attributes.

3.4. Exploring a Data Set
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3.4.2 Viewing Sample Records
To view records of a data set, click on the ‘Data’ tab. Initially, you will see a representative sample of the records in
this data set. This sample is maintained as new data is added so that it represents a subset of records sampled uniformly
at random.
You can also perform a search to see records matching specific criteria.

3.4.3 Search
Koverse enables search across all attributes of all data sets that users are authorized to read. Users can also search
within a specific attribute or a specific data set.
To access search, click on the ‘Data’ button on the primary navigation menu on the left. A list of available data sets is
shown in a list on the left. To the right of that at the top of the page is a search bar.
By default the search bar is set to search across all data sets.
Auto-complete
Typing a word in the search bar will show suggested search terms which will match values in any attribute in any record
of any data set you have permission to read. Search term suggestions matching data set records have a magnifying
glass icon next to them.
When the checkbox labeled ‘Limit search to ..’ followed by the data set name is checked, only auto-complete suggestions that apply to the data set selected will be suggested.
In addition to suggested search terms, the names of labels and data sets that match the word typed will also appear.
Label suggestions have a small label or tag icon next to them. Data set suggestions have a small page with writing
icon next to them.
Clicking on a suggested search term will execute a search for that term.
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Example
We’ll start typing in the search bar to explore some of the example bank data we have loaded.
In this example we want to quickly find everything we have that relates to a particular bank trader. To search across
all data sets, make sure that the check box labeled ‘Limit search to . . . ’ is unchecked.
Start typing the word:
Velm

in the search box. You should see some suggested search terms, one of which is ‘Velma Huber’. Click on ‘Velma
Huber’ and you will be taken to the page listing all search results for that term.
Viewing Results from All Data Sets
To search across all data sets, type in one or more search terms in the search bar and hit enter. Make sure that the
check box labeled ‘Limit search to [data set name]’ is not checked.
You will now see a list of search results from any available data set. Each data set is listed in alphabetical order of the
data set name. The number of attributes names matched is listed, followed by the number of records that match.

3.4. Exploring a Data Set
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Additional information about the data set follows, including the number of total records in the data set, the creation
date and date the data set was last updated. The first 10 records are shown in a table for each data set.

Records in the table can be sorted by a particular attribute by clicking the down arrow next to the attribute name and
selecting ‘Sort ascending’ or ‘Sort descending’. Clicking on ‘Pin Left’ will pin the attribute and it’s values for each
record to the left side of the table. This can be done with multiple attributes to allow their values to be viewed side by
side for each record.
To see more results for a particular data set, click on the name of the data set in search results or click on the link below
the table for a data set labeled ‘Search in [data set name]’. This will take you to the data tab on the data set details
page.
Example
We searched for ‘Velma Huber’ and we see results from three data sets: ‘Bank Employee Timesheets’ showing Velma’s
timesheets, ‘Bank Employees’ showing HR information about Velma, and ‘Bank Security Incidents’ which show
instances where Velma appears as in the ‘manager’ attribute or in some cases as the ‘submitter’.
Velma’s trader ID is listed in the ‘Bank Employees’ results under the column labeled ‘traderId’. We might decide to
expand this search by adding Velma’s trader ID to see if there are additional records in which her trader ID appears.
In the search box at the top type in:
"Velma Huber" OR TRD0050350

and hit enter.
Now we see some additional results from the ‘Bank Trade Transactions’ data set representing trades that Velma executed.
Viewing Results from one Data Set
Search results from one data set can be seen by selecting a particular data set from a search of all data sets, or by
clicking on a data set on the ‘Data’ page and checking the box labeled ‘Limit search to [data set name]’ before
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performing a search.
Search results for a single data set appear in the ‘Data’ tab of the data set detail page.
The number of matches on attribute names and on records are shown.

The set of records resulting from the search appear in a table. Users can scroll down to view more records, up to the
first 50 records.
Example
Continuing from our search above of data relating to Velma, we saw that there were 2744 records matching Velma’s
trader ID in the ‘Bank Trade Transactions’ data set. To see more of these results we can click on the title of the data
set in the results, or click on the link to the lower right of those results labeled ‘Show in Bank Trade Transactions’.
This will take us to the data set detail view for the ‘Bank Trade Transactions’ data set. Our previous search has been
repeated here and now we can see more of the search results, up to the first 50.
For a description of valid search syntax, see the section Search Syntax for details.
To get all of the results we can click the ‘Download Search Results’ button as described in the Downloading Search
Results section.
Continue on to the Usage Guide for further information on using Koverse.

3.4.4 Search Syntax
Koverse supports simple searches as well as some syntax to allow for more precise searches.
Users can simply type in terms and retrieve results that match all the terms. This means the terms are ‘ANDed’
together, so that records containing term1 AND term2 and so on are returned. There is no need to type the word AND
into the search box.
Searching for records that contain a term in any field:

3.4. Exploring a Data Set
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mary

To search for terms that contain spaces, use quotes around the terms:
"mary had a"

Searching for records that contain a term in a particular field, for example, to find records with the term ‘mary’ in the
‘name’ field:
name: mary

Combining Terms
Searching for records that contain a term in one field and another term in another field. This is like requesting records
that match the first clause, AND the second:
name: mary occupation: shepherd

Two or more terms may be combined this way. Some terms can be field specific and others not. For example:
name: mary shepherd

Would return any records where the value “mary” appeared in the name field, and where the value “shepherd” appeared
in any other field, including the name field.
Note that the difference between querying for a two-word phrase with containing a space and searching for one word
within a field and one word in any field requires quotes. To search for a two-word phrase within a single field, use
quotes around the two-word phrase:
name: "jane doe" shepherd

The preceding query would search for the entire string “jane doe” in the name field and the word “shepherd” in any
field.
Searching Ranges
To search for records that contain a value within a range, use square brackets and word ‘TO’:
height: [60 TO 70]

For an open-ended search, use an asterisk, * , to indicate positive or negative infinity. The following means return
records with a value for the height field that is greater than or equal to 60:
height: [60 TO *]

The following returns all records with a value in the height field less than or equal to 60:
height: [* TO 60]

Searches can also be done across ranges of text values using wildcard syntax. Only trailing wildcards are supported.
The following returns records with a value beginning with the letters ‘ma’ in any field:
ma*

Koverse understands the ordering of several types of values including numbers, text strings, dates, and IP addresses:
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[192.168.1.0 TO 192.168.34.0]

To query a range of dates, the following formats are recognized:
"yyyyMMdd hh:mm:ss"
"EEE MMM d HH:mm:ss Z yyyy"
"EEE MMM d HH:mm:ss zzz yyyy"
"yyyy-MM-dd"
"yyyy-MM"
"yyyy/MM/dd HH:mm:ss"
"yyyy/MM/dd HH:mm:ss.SSS"
"MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm"
"ddHHmm'Z' MMM yy"
yyyy - four digit year
yy - two digit year
MM - two digit month
MMM - three letter month
dd - two digit day
d - one or two digit day
HH - two digit hour
mm - two digit minute
ss - two digit second
Z - time zone. such as -0800
zzz - time zone. such as Pacific Standard Time; PST; GMT-08:00

An example of a query for a date range is:
creation_date: ["20140211 11:28:08" TO "20140211 13:30:08"]

Another example date range is:
["2014-02-11" TO "2014-02-12"]

Note that a date format such as “20140211” is indistinguishable from a simple number, so dashes should be used if a
date is meant.
Searching for records that contain a geographical point value:
coordinate: [-60,-40 TO 30,35]

Searching a single range does not require that a composite index be built. To query multiple ranges at once or a range
and other terms, a composite index must be built. These types of queries are described in the following section.
For additional information on Composite Indexes, please refer to CompositeIndexes
Combining Ranges
Koverse supports querying for multiple ranges or ranges and single terms simultaneously but requires that composite
indexes be built first before such queries can be executed. This is because composite indexes reduce the work done at
query time to just a few short scans without having to do any set operations so queries with multiple ranges can return
quickly, without impacting other users of the system.
An example of a query that combines a range with a single term. To perform this query, a composite index of the
height and name field is required. See CompositeIndexes for how to build this type of index:

3.4. Exploring a Data Set
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height: [* TO 10] name: mary

An example of a query that combines multiple ranges. To perform this query, a composite index of the height and
weight field is required:
height: [* TO 10] weight: [70 TO 80]

To query across a range of geos and time simultaneously, do the following. To perform this query, a composite index
on the geo field and time field is required:
geo: [-60,-40 TO 30,35] time: ["20140211 11:28:08" TO "20140211 13:30:08"]

3.4.5 Downloading Search Results
When viewing search results for a single data set, the full set of results can be downloaded using the ‘Download
Results’ button, as either a CSV file or a JSON file.
CSV files can be loaded into many other tools such as Microsoft Excel and Tableau, and is a good choice when records
consist of simple values and don’t have nested lists or other structures. JSON is a good choice for records that have
complex values such as lists and lists of field-value pairs.

For example by clicking the ‘Download Results’ button on our search of Velma’s trade transactions we can choose to
download all the results as either a CSV file or a JSON file. Choose CSV and click ‘Download’.
Your browser will start downloading a file that starts with the phrase ‘bank_trade_transactions’ and ends in ‘’.csv’.
Once this is downloaded you can open it in a 3rd party application such as Microsoft Excel.
For more examples in working with this bank data, see the Analyzing and Transforming a Data Set section.
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3.4.6 Downloading an Entire Data Set
To download all the records in a data set, click on the circular download button in the upper right corner of the data set
detail page.
Records can be downloaded to your browser as a CSV file or a JSON file.
Note that if a data set may contain more records than can be stored on a single disk drive. For data sets with more than
about a hundred million records or so it may not be possible to download the entire set to a desktop or laptop machine.

3.5 Configuring Data Sets
3.5.1 Controlling Data Flow
To configure which source or transforms flow into a data set and which transforms and exports are fed from a data
set, click on the ‘Data Flow’ tab. This tab shows a diagram illustrating the sources of incoming data as well as any
destination data sets storing transform results or external systems to which data has been exported.

3.5. Configuring Data Sets
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Data sets that hold data imported from an external source will display the external source on the left. In the case of the
‘Bank Incidents’ data set shown, the source is a URL source.

To edit the details of the import click on the pen icon. Make any necessary changes and click ‘Update’ to save.
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To re-run the import process click on the circular arrow icon. This will start the import process and fetch additional
data into this data set from the source according to the import settings.
Data sets that have been created via a transform will show the upstream data set from which the transform read data
on the left. In the case of the ‘Wikipedia Entities’ data set shown, the upstream data set is ‘Wikipedia Articles’
and transform being applied is ‘Document Entities’. The ‘Document Entities’ transform reads from the ‘Wikipedia
Articles’ data set and extracts Named Entities such as persons, places, and organizations from unstructured text and
writes out the list of entities found in each article to the ‘Wikipedia Entities’ data set. Upstream transforms can be
re-run by clicking on the circular arrow icon and can be edited by clicking on the pen icon.

3.5. Configuring Data Sets
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Downstream data sets are shown on the left along with the name of the transform reading from this data set to create
a new data set. In the case of the ‘Wikipedia Entities’ data set shown, the downstream data set is ‘Wikipedia Entity
Graph’. To re-run the downstream transform, click on the circular arrow and to edit the transform settings click on the
pen icon.
Any external systems to which a data set has been exported will also appear on the left and can be re-run and edited
the same way as sources and transforms.
New downstream transforms and exports can be added to a data set by clicking ‘Create Transform’ and ‘Create Export’
buttons respectively. For details on creating a transform see Analyzing and Transforming a Data Set. For details on
exporting data sets see Exploring a Data Set.
Any import, transform, or export jobs can be seen in the History table under the Settings tab for this data set.

3.5.2 Changing Data Set Settings
To change settings for a data set, click on ‘Data’ in the primary navigation menu on the left and then click on the
‘Settings’ tab. The settings tab allows the data set details to be viewed and changed.
The first section allows the name and description of the data set to be changed. To edit the data set name or description,
simply enter new information into the form inputs and click the ‘Update’ button.

On this tab, you can also repair a data set by clicking the ‘Repair Data Set’ button, which will re-index records,
recalculate statistics about attributes, and resample the data set.
To clear a data set, removing all records from it but leaving the settings, sources, transforms, and exports configured
intact, click the ‘Clear Data Set’ button.
To delete a data set, removing it completely from the system, click the ‘Delete Data Set’ button.

3.5.3 Data Set History
A history of the processing jobs that have been applied to this data set can be seen by clicking on the History tab on
the Settings page.
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If jobs are currently running they can be stopped if necessary by clicking the red X icon next to the job.
Any errors encountered during the job will also be shown in this table. If available, a complete diagnostic for the cause
of the error will be shown as well, in the form of a exception stack trace.
This stack trace can help you diagnose what caused the error so you can resolve any problems that caused it. It can
also be sent to Koverse Support for help diagnosing and fixing the error.

3.5.4 Data Set Permissions
This section shows a list of groups and the specific permissions those groups have for this data set. See Data Set
Security and Access Control for details on controlling access to a data set.

3.5.5 Indexing Settings
The indexing settings tab makes it easy to configure which attributes of a data set are searchable. By default, Koverse
indexes all attributes found. Any new attributes showing up in newly imported data will also be automatically indexed.

3.5. Configuring Data Sets
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To prevent a particular attribute from being indexed, and therefore being searchable, click the radio button labeled
‘Index Specific Fields’. This will allow you to select whether to index attributes by checking or unchecking the box
next to each attribute. Once the set attributes to be indexed is selected, click the ‘Save’ button at the bottom of the
page.

Changing the set of attributes indexed will cause a background re-indexing job to be started. When this job is complete
the index will have been updated to reflect these settings and any newly imported data will be indexed according to
these settings.
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3.5.6 Masking Settings
This section shows a list of attributes within this data set, whether each attribute is masked, and any groups that are
allowed to see the original values of a masked attribute. See Data Set Security and Access Control for details on
controlling masking settings.

3.5.7 Auto Age Off Settings
The Auto Age Off settings allow data to be automatically removed from a data set when it reaches a certain age.
Records aged-off this way are removed according to the time that has elapsed since the records were ingested, and not
by any particular value within the record.
When a record is aged-off its index entries are also removed. It is possible to remove index entries before a record is
removed. This allows storage space to be saved in the case when an application no longer needs to be able to search
records, but a Transform may want to process the older records or in order keep them available for download.
By default Koverse does not age off any data. To configure records and index entries to be aged off at a certain age,
click on the Auto Age Off tab in the Data Set Settings tab and click the check box labeled ‘Automatically remove
records older than the given age’.
This will then display two slider controls, one for the age at which records will be aged off and one for the age at
which index entries will be aged off. Enter a value for the number of days after which records and index entries will
be aged off and click the Update button.
Note that index entries can be aged off earlier than records but not later.

The Auto Age Off occurs once per day by default, at midnight. This can be change to occur less frequently or at a
different hour of the day by setting the configuration settings in koverse-server.properties:
com.koverse.server.dataset.compactfrequencydays=1
com.koverse.server.dataset.compacthourofday=0

3.5. Configuring Data Sets
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3.5.8 Viewing Audit Information
All actions performed that involve a particular data set can be viewed on the Audit tab of the data set detail page.
These audit log entries are shown in reverse chronological order so the most recent events appear first in the table.

The details of each particular audit log entry can be seen by clicking the ‘Show Details’ button next to an audit log
entry in the table.

3.6 Analyzing and Transforming a Data Set
Beyond storing and securing data sets, and making the information within them available via search, Koverse also
supports performing bulk processing and analysis on data sets via a feature called ‘Transforms’. Transforms allow
users to clean up a data set, summarize or aggregate the information in a data set, or combine two or more data sets
to produce a new data set. Data sets created this way are also managed by Koverse and can be searched and explored
like other data sets.
To use a transform to process a data set, click on the ‘Transforms’ button on the primary navigation menu on the left.
Note that your user account must be a member of at least one group with the permission to ‘manage transforms’ in
order to use the transforms feature.
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Once on the Add Transform page, you will see a drop-down menu for selecting one or more data sets that will provide
input records to this transform, an input for specifying a new data set or selecting an existing data set that will store
the output records from this transform, and a list of available transform types.

3.6.1 Selecting Data Sets
Select one or more data sets to provide input records to this transform. Note that not all transforms are designed to
operate on more than one input data set. If two or more data sets have the same schema (i.e. set of attributes) then a
transform designed for one input data set can process their records as if they were one data set. This makes it easy to
combine data sets with information of the same general type together.
Some transforms, like the Spark SQL Transform, are capable of joining two data sets that have differing schemas.

3.6.2 Configure Transform Parameters
Selecting a transform type will show a description of what this transform does as well as a list of parameters used to
configure this transform. Read the transform description to determine how a transforms is designed to work and what
if any expectations it may have for the data sets used as input.

3.6. Analyzing and Transforming a Data Set
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Fill out the transform parameters. In some cases, transform parameters expect the names of attributes from input data
sets. In this case you will see a drop-down that allows you to select the attributes you want from a list.
After the transform is configured, choose whether this transform will run ‘Automatically’ or ‘Periodically on a schedule’. Choosing ‘Automatically’ means that the transform will execute whenever one of the input data sets is updated
with new data. Choosing ‘Periodically on a schedule’ will allow you to add one or more specific schedules that define
when a transform will run.
After choosing when a transform should run, select how much input data this transform should process each time it
is run. Choosing ‘All data’ means that a transform will read all of the data available in all input data sets every time
it runs. This is appropriate if the transform computes some properties of an entire data set that cannot be updated
incrementally. In this case you may want to leave the checkbox labeled ‘Replace Output Data’ checked, but this is not
always the case.
Choosing ‘Only new data’ will allow a transform to process only the data that is newly written to input data sets since
the last time the transform ran. This is appropriate if a transform is able to produce useful information from a subset
of the input data. In this case you may want to uncheck the box labeled ‘Replace Output Data’ so that a transform
appends newly transformed data to the output of previous runs, but this is not always the case.
Choosing ‘Data within a sliding window’ allows a transform to process data within a window of time. See Configure
Transform Sliding Time Windows for more detail.
Finally, select whether to write output to a new data set, or an existing data set. For a new data set, provide a name for
this new data set. For an existing data set choose the existing data set by clicking on the drop down menu and selecting
the data set from the list.
Once the transform is configured, click Save. You will be navigated to the data set detail page, on the settings tab, of
the output data set of the transform. The new transform will be listed in the list of inputs to this data set. You can run
or edit a transform from this table.
For example we’ll combine some of our synthetic bank data to create a weak ‘Key Risk Indicator’ or KRI for short.
Let’s suppose that our traders are supposed to do trades while under the supervision of a manager. We may decide that
it might be interesting to see if any traders are at risk for having done trades while a manager is not around, say after
hours after the manager has left.
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Working after hours alone might not be a good indicator of any wrong doing, and it’s likely that most traders will have
worked after hours at one time or another, but what we want to find out is if anyone is doing it regularly. If we can
create a ranked list of the traders who work after hours most frequently we can use that list to prioritize which traders
we may want to take a close look at.
To create our list of traders who most frequently work after hours we will create a simple Spark SQL-based transform.
Click on the Transforms button on the left navigation menu.
Select ‘Bank Employee Timesheets’ in the drop down menu labeled ‘Input data sets’.
For the output data set, type in ‘Bank After Hours Working’.
Select the ‘Spark SQL Transform’ from the list labeled ‘Select a Transform’.
In the input parameter labeled ‘SQL select Statement’, enter the following SQL statement:
SELECT ?1.name, COUNT(?1.name) as daysWorkedLate FROM ?1 WHERE ?1.date > "2016-01-20"
˓→AND ?1.stopTimeHours >= 18.5 GROUP BY ?1.name

This statement will count how many days each trader left work after 6:30 pm.
Click the ‘Save’ button. If the transform was configured to run automatically, it will then be started.
You will now be taken to the detail view for the output data set, ‘Bank After Hours Working’, on the settings tab. We’ll
walk through running this transform in the next section.

3.6.3 Configure Transform Sliding Time Windows
Transform sliding time windows allow the transform to only process data that was created within a specific time
window. For example, transforms can be configured to only operate over the last 24 hours of data. Because sliding
time windows have both a starting and ending time window, it is also possible to operate over an interval of data. For
example, transforms can be configured to only operate over data that is between 2 to 4 hours old.
Both the starting and ending values for the time window can be configured using a variety of time unit specifications.
Those time units are: minutes, hours, days, weeks, and years. When the transform is run, the data that it is given as
input will be limited to that which has been added during the configured interval.

3.6. Analyzing and Transforming a Data Set
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To use sliding time windows for a transform, select “Sliding Window” in the transform’s configuration page. Next,
select a time interval, such as hours. The “Window start time” slider component specifies how far in the past to start
the time window. The “Window duration” slider specifies the duration of the time window.
For example, to process all data in the past two hours, set both sliders to two hours. To specify all data that is older
than one hour but newer than two hours, make the start time to two hours and the duration to one hour.

3.6.4 Running a Transform
If a transform is set to run on a schedule, it will be automatically started according to the schedule. If a transform is
set to run automatically, and there is already data in the input data sets, it will automatically run after saving it. After
saving, the transform can also be run manually at a later time.
To run a transform manually, click on the ‘Data’ button on the primary navigation menu on the left, and then the ‘Data
Flow’ tab. Select the output data set of the transform (if you just created the transform you will be navigated to this
page).

Next to the transform type desired, click the circular arrow icon for that transform. This will start a new transform job.
The job will appear in the History table under the Settings tab.
You can view the status of this running transform job and optionally stop a running job by clicking the X next to the
progress bar of a running job.
If there are any errors encountered in the process of running the transform they will appear in the History table next to
the transform job.
If available, a complete diagnostic for the cause of the error will be shown as well, in the form of a exception stack
trace.
This stack trace can help you diagnose what caused the error so you can resolve any problems that caused it. It can
also be sent to Koverse Support for help diagnosing and fixing the error.
For example to run our example transform, scroll to the ‘Inputs’ table on the data set details page, on the Settings tab.
You should see a single transform of type ‘sparkSqlTransform’.
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Click on the circular arrow to run this transform. Click on the Settings tab, and then the History tab see the job appear
with a progress bar indicating how much of the processing has completed. After the job is complete you should see
the status as ‘Complete’.
You can then navigate to the attributes for this data set by clicking on the ‘Overview’ tab. Initially some follow-on
processing will take place to index and summarize this new data set. You will see a progress bar indicating the status
of these jobs on the overview page until they are complete.
When this is complete the overview will be displayed and will show two attributes, ‘daysWorkedLate’, and ‘name’.
Clicking on ‘daysWorkedLate’ will show us a visualization of the distribution of values for this attribute. It appears
that most people. 88 of them, worked only one day late.
Four people worked late twice. The next values we see are 29, 30, 31, 34, 35, 37 and 40. So there is a bit of a divide
between folks who work late once or twice and the people who have done it 30 times or more.
We can decide to take a closer look at who those people are using a search. Check the box at the top of the page
labeled ‘Limit search to Bank After Hours Working’ then type in the search:
daysWorkedLate: [29 TO *]

This is the syntax for searching for records where the ‘daysWorkedLate’ field contains a number from 20 to positive
infinity. Hit enter to execute this search.
You should get 11 results, listing the names of people who worked late 29 days or more, with the exact number of days
they worked late. In previous search examples, we looked at the information for one of these people, ‘Velma Huber’,
as an example of how we might get additional information on these individuals.
This concludes the synthetic bank data examples. In the Interactive Analytics section we have a few more examples
of working with data using some data science tools.

3.6.5 Troubleshooting a Transform
Sometimes a transform is simply misconfigured. In this case you may see an error message and diagnostic information
associated with a job for a transform to the effect that there is a misconfiguration or in some cases a syntax error. To
fix a misconfiguration, click on the Data Flow tab for a data set and click the pen icon next to the transform you wish
to edit.
You will be taken to the configuration page for the transform where you can make changes to the parameters. Once
the changes are complete, click Save.
You can run the transform again by clicking the circular arrow icon next to the transform in the Data Flow tab.
Other times a transform may fail because of a hardware failure from which the underlying execution engine, such as
Hadoop MapReduce or Apache Spark, may not have automatically recovered. In these cases a transform may simply
need to be re-run. This can be done by clicking the circular arrow icon next to a transform in the Data Flow tab.

3.6.6 Viewing Transform Output
Once a transform job has completed successfully, as indicated by the success status of a transform job in the History
table on the Settings tab of the output data set details page, a few background jobs will run to index and profile the
new data in this data set.
You can then search the data in this data set and explore attribute information as described in the Exploring a Data Set
section.
By default only the creator of a output data set of a transform can view the information in that data set. To grant more
permissions so other users can view this data, see the section, Data Set Security and Access Control.

3.6. Analyzing and Transforming a Data Set
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3.7 Interactive Analytics
In addition to running transforms to process data sets at scale, Koverse also enables users to perform interactive
analysis of data sets at scale via popular tools such as Apache Spark and Jupyter Notebook.

3.7.1 Using Python with Koverse
Python is a popular interpreted programming language.
Koverse ships with a Python client to allow Python scripts to access the Koverse API. The Koverse Python client uses
Apache Thrift to communicate with the Koverse server. It is possible to generate clients for other languages as well.
To use the Koverse Python client, do the following:
sudo pip install koverse
Downloading/unpacking koverse
Downloading koverse-X.X.X-py2.py3-none-any.whl
Requirement already satisfied (use --upgrade to
˓→7/site-packages (from koverse)
Requirement already satisfied (use --upgrade to
˓→Python/2.7/site-packages (from koverse)
Requirement already satisfied (use --upgrade to
˓→site-packages (from kafka-python->koverse)
Installing collected packages: koverse
Successfully installed koverse
Cleaning up...

(144kB): 144kB downloaded
upgrade): thrift in /Library/Python/2.
upgrade): kafka-python in /Library/
upgrade): six in /Library/Python/2.7/

The Koverse Python client can then be used in Python scripts by importing the koverse module:
$ python
Python 2.7.6 (default, Sep 9 2014, 15:04:36)
[GCC 4.2.1 Compatible Apple LLVM 6.0 (clang-600.0.39)] on darwin
Type "help", "copyright", "credits" or "license" for more information.
>>> from koverse import client

Connecting to the Koverse Server
The Python client can connect to the hostname of the Koverse Server (note: this is not the address of the Koverse Web
App):
>>> client.connect('localhost')

If for some reason the client loses the connection to the Koverse Server, such as when the Koverse Server is restarted,
the client can reconnect simply by calling client.connect() again.
Users can authenticate themselves to the Koverse server using their username and base-64 encoded passwords:
>>> import base64
>>> client.authenticateUser('myusername', base64.b64encode('mypassword'))
>>>

If the authentication is unsuccessful an exception is raised:
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Traceback (most recent call last):
File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>
File "/Library/Python/2.7/site-packages/koverse/client.py", line 93, in
˓→authenticateUser
tUser = ugClient.authenticateUser(auth, None, parameters)
File "/Library/Python/2.7/site-packages/koverse/thriftgen/usergroup/UserGroupService.
˓→py", line 782, in authenticateUser
return self.recv_authenticateUser()
File "/Library/Python/2.7/site-packages/koverse/thriftgen/usergroup/UserGroupService.
˓→py", line 807, in recv_authenticateUser
raise result.ke
koverse.thriftgen.ttypes.TKoverseException: TKoverseException(_message='No
˓→authenticated user found')

Querying Koverse Data Sets
The Koverse Python client can be used to interactively query data sets, fetch samples, create data sets and run transforms.
To query one or more data sets, use the client’s query() method. In this example, we’ll query Koverse for any data set
that has a value above 100 in a field named ‘Close’.
>>> results = client.query({'Close': {'$gt': 100.0}})
>>> len(results)
736

Results are returned as a list of Python dicts, each representing a record from a Koverse data set:
>>> import pprint
>>> pprint.pprint(results[0])
{'AdjClose': 34.9,
'Close': 256.88,
'Date': time.struct_time(tm_year=42304, tm_mon=11, tm_mday=6, tm_hour=0, tm_min=0, tm_
˓→sec=0, tm_wday=6, tm_yday=311, tm_isdst=0),
'High': 267.88,
'Low': 199.25,
'Open': 263.84,
'Volume': 236228300}

Koverse records contain fields and values. Values may be of a simple type such as int and date, but may also contain
lists or dicts.
To query a specific set of data sets, specify an optional parameter with a list of data set names to query:
>>> client.query({'Close': {'$gt': 100.0}}, ['stocks'])

or, by using the name parameter ‘datasets’:
>>> client.query({'Close': {'$gt': 100.0}}, datasets=['stocks'])

Clients can also request that the results be limited to a set number, and can request that the Koverse server deliver
results beginning at a specified offset. For example:
>>> client.query({'Close': {'$gt': 100.0}}, datasets=['stocks'], limit=10, offset=100)

Clients can also request that the Koverse Server return only a subset of the fields in each record by specifying a list of
field names to include:
3.7. Interactive Analytics
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>>> pprint.pprint(client.query({'Close': {'$gt': 100.0}}, data sets=['stocks'],
˓→limit=10, offset=100, fields=['Close']))
[{'Close': 110.88},
{'Close': 111.56},
{'Close': 111.25},
{'Close': 110.75},
{'Close': 111.63},
{'Close': 111.25},
{'Close': 111.5},
{'Close': 111.25},
{'Close': 111.5},
{'Close': 111.5}]

Fetching Data Set Samples
Because Python runs on a single machine, and because Koverse data sets may contain a large volume of records, it
can be useful to work with a sample of a data set’s records, especially when building statistical models designed to be
trained on a representative sample.
Koverse maintains representative samples for all data sets by default. These samples can be retrieved by the client
using the getSamples() method:
>>> samples = client.getSamples('stocks')
>>> len(samples)
1000

3.7.2 Koverse Spark Data Source
The Koverse Spark Data Source provides an easy way to load a Koverse Data Set as a Spark DataFrame for interactive
analysis in Spark shells, including pyspark, spark-shell, and sparkR. To reference the Koverse Spark Data Source
package, use the following coordinates:
group: com.koverse
artifactId: koverse-spark-datasource
version: 2.1.8

This package can be added to Spark using the --packages command line option when also referencing the Koverse
Maven repository. For example, to include it when starting the spark shell:
$ spark-shell --repositories http://nexus.koverse.com/nexus/content/groups/public/ -˓→packages com.koverse:koverse-spark-datasource:2.1.8

Alternatively you can download the koverse-spark-datasource JAR file from the Maven repository and reference it
with the --jars option.
Options
• hostname: The FQDN of the server running the koverse-server process
• apiToken: A Koverse API Token that will have the required access to the Data Set being loaded. You can
create API Tokens via the Koverse Admin UI. Use the API Token UUID, not its name.

3.7.3 PySpark
An example of starting the Python Spark shell is seen below:
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$ pyspark --repositories http://nexus.koverse.com/nexus/content/groups/public/ -˓→packages com.koverse:koverse-spark-datasource:2.1.8

Note that at this point the SparkContext sc and the SQLContext sqlContext are initialized. To load a Koverse
Data Set into a DataFrame:
>>> df = sqlContext.read.format('com.koverse.spark').options(hostname='<your koverse
˓→fqdn>', apiToken='<your api token>').load('<your data set name>')

Now you have access to the Koverse Data Set via the Spark DataFrame API.

3.7.4 Spark Shell (Scala)
An example of starting the Scala Spark shell is seen below:
$ spark-shell --repositories http://nexus.koverse.com/nexus/content/groups/public/ -˓→packages com.koverse:koverse-spark-datasource:2.1.8

Like with the PySpark shell, at this point the SparkContext sc and the SQLContext sqlContext are initialized. To
load a Koverse Data Set into a DataFrame:
scala> val df = sqlContext.read.format("com.koverse.spark").option("hostname", "<your
˓→koverse fqdn>").option("apiToken", "<your api token>").load("<your data set name>")

3.7.5 SparkR
An example of starting the R Spark shell is seen below. Note, this has the prerequisite of the R runtime already being
installed:
$ sparkR --repositories http://nexus.koverse.com/nexus/content/groups/public/ -˓→packages com.koverse:koverse-spark-datasource:2.1.8

To load a Koverse Data Set into a DataFrame:
df <- read.df(sqlContext, "com.koverse.spark", hostname="<your koverse fqdn>",
˓→apiToken="<your api token>", path="<your data set name")

3.7.6 Jupyter Notebook
Jupyter is a development tool that allows users to create notebooks containing comments and code using different programming languages/environments call kernels. This example will show how to use a Jupyter notebook that leverages
the Koverse Spark Data Source in Python. Juypter requires Python 2.7 or Python 3.3+. For simplicity, this example
shows how to install the required Python runtime and Jupyter via Anaconda on a single node. For multi-node clusters,
the required Python runtime must be available throughout your cluster so Spark can use it when executing your code.
Setup
• Download the Anaconda installer for Python 2.7 https://repo.continuum.io/archive/Anaconda2-4.2.
0-Linux-x86_64.sh
• Run the installer.
This does not need to be done by the root user bash Anaconda2-4.2.
0-Linux-x86_64.sh Follow the prompts and choose the location of the install
• Set the following environment variables based on the Anaconda home directory chosen in the previous step:
3.7. Interactive Analytics
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$ export PYSPARK_DRIVER_PYTHON=$ANACONDA_HOME/bin/jupyter
$ export PYSPARK_DRIVER_PYTHON_OPTS="notebook --NotebookApp.open_browser=False -˓→NotebookApp.ip='*' --NotebookApp.port=8880"
$ export PYSPARK_PYTHON=$ANACONDA_HOME/bin/python

• Create a directory where you want to save your Jupyter notebook files and change into this notebook directory.
• Run the following command to start Jupyter:
$ pyspark --repositories http://nexus.koverse.com/nexus/content/groups/public/ -˓→packages com.koverse:koverse-spark-datasource:2.1.8

• Go to http://notebook-server:8880 and from the New dropdown, select Python [default]. This will launch the
Spark driver and just like in the PySpark shell the SparkContext sc and the SQLContext sqlContext are
initialized and available in your notebok. You can now access Koverse Data Sets using the Spark Data Source
as seen in the screenshot below.

3.7.7 Apache Zeppelin
Apache Zeppelin is a notebook tool that allows developers to create code and comments in an interactive manner
without requiring a full development environment. It supports a variety of interpreters for different programming
languages. This documentation will detail how to use Apache Zeppelin with Scala to analyze data in Koverse via the
Koverse Spark Data Source.
Setup
• Apache Spark 1.6 is required by Zeppelin to work with the Koverse Spark Data Source, so this will need to be
available on your cluster.
• The Koverse Spark Data Source is not distributed as part of the core product, so you will need to download the
correct JAR file for your version of Koverse from http://nexus.koverse.com/nexus/content/repositories/releases/
com/koverse/koverse-spark-datasource/ This JAR file will need to be placed on the system where Zeppelin will
run and the operating system user running Zeppelin will need to be able to access it. For example, this shows
downloading the file for Koverse 2.1.10 and placing it in the /home/zeppelin directory:
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cd /home/zeppelin
wget http://nexus.koverse.com/nexus/content/repositories/releases/com/koverse/
˓→koverse-spark-datasource/2.1.10/koverse-spark-datasource-2.1.10.jar
chown zeppelin:zeppelin /home/zeppelin/koverse-spark-datasource-2.1.10.jar

• Zeppelin an Ambari stack available in HDP 2.5 and later to allow for easy integration into these common
control panels. There are instructions at https://docs.hortonworks.com/HDPDocuments/HDP2/HDP-2.5.0/bk_
zeppelin-component-guide/content/ch_installation.html for installing Zeppelin using on HDP 2.5 and later.
• If you need to install Zeppelin manually, you can follow the instructions at https://zeppelin.apache.org/docs/0.
6.2/install/install.html to install it from source:
• Once Zeppelin is installed, you will need to configure Zeppelin to connect to the Koverse data source.
Edit the zeppelin-env.sh file and add the location of the Koverse Spark Data Source JAR to the
SPARK_SUBMIT_OPTIONS variable, for example:
export SPARK_SUBMIT_OPTIONS="--jars /home/zeppelin/koverse-spark-datasource-2.1.
˓→10.jar"

Restart Zeppelin to make these configuration changes active.
• To authenticate from Zeppelin to Koverse, you will need to create an API token in Koverse and assign it a group
with permissions to the data sets you wish to access from Zeppelin.

Once the API token is created, click on it to see the token string to use.

3.7. Interactive Analytics
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• You can now proceed with creating Zeppelin notebooks that access Koverse. Simply create a new notebook and
then create a new data frame using the Koverse Spark Data Source as follows:
// Connect to the Koverse Spark Data Source on localhost and create a data frame
˓→using the data set named "employees"
val df = sqlContext.read.format("com.koverse.spark").option("hostname", "localhost
˓→").option("apiToken", "99ff62de-42ac-4b8b-b7dd-79b02bb50da2").load("employees")

• The data in the data frame can now be manipulated as any other data in Spark. For example, see below for
a full example using the sample bank employee data available at https://s3.amazonaws.com/koverse-datasets/
financial+demo/employees.csv

3.8 Data Set Security and Access Control
Koverse provides fine-grained access control to data sets and even individual records and attributes within data sets.
Organizations can define groups, associate users to groups, and grant permissions to groups for system actions or data
set-specific actions.
In some cases the mapping of users to groups is defined by an external system such as Active Directory, LDAP, or
another single-sign on system. If not, Koverse provides a built-in method of defining users and groups.
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Regardless of how users and groups are managed, Koverse will manage the permissions granted to groups for Koversespecific system actions and for access to data sets.
In this section we outline how to carry out common data set access tasks. For details on how to control access to
system actions, see the Administrator’s Guide.
All data set specific permissions are controlled via the Permissions tab for a specific data set’s details. To work with
the permissions for a data set click on the ‘Data’ button in the primary navigation menu on the left. Select the data set
of interest from the list, click on the Settings tab and then click the Permissions tab.

3.8.1 Making a Data Set Private
A newly created data set is controlled by the user who created it, known as the ‘responsible user’. By default this user
is the only user that can see that this data set exists, and this user can perform all actions on the data set.
To ensure that a data set is private and accessible only by the responsible user, remove all groups from the list on the
data sets Permissions tab. Do this by clicking the red minus icon under the ‘Remove’ column in the permissions list
for all groups.

3.8.2 Making a Data Set Available to a Limited Group of Users
To grant specific access to a limited group of users, first add the group that you wish to allow access to by typing in the
name of the group in the input box labeled ‘Add Group’, if the group does not already appear in the permissions list.

3.8. Data Set Security and Access Control
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Even though the group is now added to the permissions list, the users that belong to this will only be able to know of
its existence until specific actions are granted. Select the specific actions to grant to this group from the list, which
includes:
Read This allows members of the group to query this data set. Download This allows members of the group to
download the entire data set. Write & Delete Members of the group can import new data to this data set and can
delete existing data. Manage Permissions Members of the group can grant permissions to other groups. Manage
Configuration Members of the group can change the name, indexing options, and other settings for this data set.

3.8.3 Making a Data Set Available to Everyone
Koverse ships by default with a group called ‘Everyone’, which all new users are added to when they are created.
To make a data set available to everyone, simply add the ‘Everyone’ group to the permissions table and grant the
actions desired to this group.

3.8.4 Masking Specific Data Set Attributes
Koverse allows data set owners to mask specific attributes so that their values are not visible in search results or
downloads. This enables organizations to protect sensitive values, such as personally identifiable information, in order
to comply with privacy policies and regulations such as HIPAA and GDPR.
To edit a data set’s masking settings click on the Data tab on the left navigation menu and select the data set you want.
Click on the Settings tab and then the Masking tab.
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This will show a list of all the attributes within this data set. By default all attributes are visible to users that can query
this data set.
To mask an attribute, select the attribute name from the drop down menu and click the ‘Add Masker’ button. As an
example, let’s say we want to protect employee information in a field called ‘name’. We’ll choose the ‘Completely
Mask Values’ option, which is the default. As of now, the ‘name’ field is masked for all users.

3.8. Data Set Security and Access Control
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Instead of seeing employee names, all users will now see the text ‘[masked]’. This also applies to the data if we now
download it.

But if we want to apply different masking logic for a specific group of users, we can exclude a specific group so that he
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masker no longer applies to users belonging to that group. For example, we can choose to except the ‘Administrators’
group from the first masker we applied, the ‘Completely Mask Values’ masker. To exclude a group, click the plus icon
next to the masker you wish to modify, click on the drop down menu labeled ‘Excepted Groups’ and check the boxes
next to the groups to be excluded.

Now the ‘Completely Mask Values’ masker no longer applies to our example ‘admin’ user since that user belongs to
the ‘Administrators’ group. The ‘name’ field will still continue to be masked for everyone else.
We can now apply a second masker that will take effect for all groups excluded from the first masker. Simply select
the ‘name’ field again and click ‘Add Masker’. This time we’ll apply the ‘SHA Hasher’ masker.

3.8. Data Set Security and Access Control
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Now, users in the ‘Administrators’ group will see hashed values instead of employee names, while all other users see
the text ‘[masked]’.

If we were to add ‘Administrators’ to the list of excepted groups for this second ‘SHA hasher’ masker we would again
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see the unprotected employee names. When there are one or more maskers applied to an field, the first masker that a
user is not excluded from will take effect. This way data can be masked differently for different user groups, allowing
for a wide variety of data protection policies to be enforced.
It is important to note that while values are masked in search results and downloads from the Koverse UI and REST
API, values of masked attributes are not masked when the data set is processed in transforms or exported to external
systems via a Koverse export. For this reason, the ability to export and transform data should be restricted when using
masking.
Also note that users who are not able to see masked values may still perform searches for a value that is masked and
get results, albeit with the masked values still masked in results. If searches should not be performed on values of a
masked field the field can be excluded from being indexed, thereby preventing searching on masked values.
If an attribute needs to be completely removed, a new data set should be created via a transform to create a new data
set without particular attributes.

3.9 Appendix
3.9.1 Providing an XML Transform (XSLT) to import XML data
XML can be imported into Koverse as any file can. To parse XML data into proper Koverse records, an XSLT must
be used to convert XML into Koverse Record XML.
For example, let’s say you have the following XML file which you wish to import:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<books xmlns:xsi='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance'
xmlns='http://www.koverse/xml/example/books/1.0.0'>
<book id="1">
<author>Miguel De Cervantes</author>
<title>Don Quixote</title>
</book>
<book id="2">
<author>John Bunyan</author>
<title>Pilgrim's Progress</title>
</book>
<book id="3">
<author>Daniel Defoe</author>
<title>Robinson Crusoe</title>
</book>
</books>

For this example, this XML file would conform to your XML schema (XSD):
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<xs:schema version="1.0" elementFormDefault="qualified"
xmlns:tns="http://www.koverse/xml/example/books/1.0.0"
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
targetNamespace="http://www.koverse/xml/example/books/1.0.0">
<xs:element name="books" type="tns:books"/>
(continues on next page)
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<xs:complexType name="books" final="extension restriction">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="book" type="tns:book" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="book" final="extension restriction">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="author" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="title" type="xs:string"/>
</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute name="id" type="xs:string"/>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>

Now, to transform this XML into XML that represents Koverse records, the following XSLT would be used:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0"
xmlns:xsi='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance'
xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"
xmlns:b="http://www.koverse/xml/example/books/1.0.0"
xmlns="http://www.koverse/xml/records/1.0.0">
<xsl:output method="xml" indent="yes"/>
<xsl:template match="/">
<records>
<xsl:for-each select="b:books/b:book">
<record>
<securityLabel></securityLabel>
<fields>
<entry>
<entry-name>id</entry-name>
<entry-value xsi:type="decimal">
<value>
<xsl:value-of select="@id"/>
</value>
</entry-value>
</entry>
<entry>
<entry-name>author</entry-name>
<entry-value xsi:type="string">
<value>
<xsl:value-of select="b:author"/>
</value>
</entry-value>
</entry>
<entry>
<entry-name>title</entry-name>
(continues on next page)
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<entry-value xsi:type="string">
<value>
<xsl:value-of select="b:title"/>
</value>
</entry-value>
</entry>
</fields>
</record>
</xsl:for-each>
</records>
</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>

Which would produce the following XML file that conforms to the Koverse Record XML Schema:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<records xmlns:b="http://www.koverse/xml/example/books/1.0.0"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns="http://www.koverse/xml/records/1.0.0">
<record>
<securityLabel/>
<fields>
<entry>
<entry-name>id</entry-name>
<entry-value xsi:type="decimal">
<value>1</value>
</entry-value>
</entry>
<entry>
<entry-name>author</entry-name>
<entry-value xsi:type="string">
<value>Miguel De Cervantes</value>
</entry-value>
</entry>
<entry>
<entry-name>title</entry-name>
<entry-value xsi:type="string">
<value>Don Quixote</value>
</entry-value>
</entry>
</fields>
</record>
<record>
<securityLabel/>
<fields>
<entry>
<entry-name>id</entry-name>
<entry-value xsi:type="decimal">
<value>2</value>
</entry-value>
</entry>
(continues on next page)
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<entry>
<entry-name>author</entry-name>
<entry-value xsi:type="string">
<value>John Bunyan</value>
</entry-value>
</entry>
<entry>
<entry-name>title</entry-name>
<entry-value xsi:type="string">
<value>Pilgrim's Progress</value>
</entry-value>
</entry>
</fields>
</record>
<record>
<securityLabel/>
<fields>
<entry>
<entry-name>id</entry-name>
<entry-value xsi:type="decimal">
<value>3</value>
</entry-value>
</entry>
<entry>
<entry-name>author</entry-name>
<entry-value xsi:type="string">
<value>Daniel Defoe</value>
</entry-value>
</entry>
<entry>
<entry-name>title</entry-name>
<entry-value xsi:type="string">
<value>Robinson Crusoe</value>
</entry-value>
</entry>
</fields>
</record>
</records>

Finally, for your reference, here is the complete Koverse XML Schema:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<xs:schema elementFormDefault="qualified" version="1.0"
xmlns:tns="http://www.koverse/xml/records/1.0.0"
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
targetNamespace="http://www.koverse/xml/records/1.0.0" >
<xs:element name="records" type="tns:records"/>
<xs:complexType name="boolean" final="extension restriction">
<xs:complexContent>
<xs:extension base="tns:scalar-field">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="value" type="xs:boolean"/>
</xs:sequence>
(continues on next page)
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</xs:extension>
</xs:complexContent>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="scalar-field" abstract="true">
<xs:complexContent>
<xs:extension base="tns:field">
<xs:sequence/>
</xs:extension>
</xs:complexContent>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="field" abstract="true">
<xs:sequence/>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="date" final="extension restriction">
<xs:complexContent>
<xs:extension base="tns:scalar-field">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="value" type="xs:dateTime"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:extension>
</xs:complexContent>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="array" final="extension restriction">
<xs:complexContent>
<xs:extension base="tns:container-field">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="element" type="tns:field" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:extension>
</xs:complexContent>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="container-field" abstract="true">
<xs:complexContent>
<xs:extension base="tns:field">
<xs:sequence/>
</xs:extension>
</xs:complexContent>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="map" final="extension restriction">
<xs:complexContent>
<xs:extension base="tns:container-field">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="entry" type="tns:entry" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:extension>
</xs:complexContent>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="entry" final="extension restriction">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="entry-name" type="xs:string"/>
(continues on next page)
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<xs:element name="entry-value" type="tns:field"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="records" final="extension restriction">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="record" type="tns:record" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="record" final="extension restriction">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="securityLabel" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="fields" type="tns:map"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="string" final="extension restriction">
<xs:complexContent>
<xs:extension base="tns:scalar-field">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="value" type="xs:string"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:extension>
</xs:complexContent>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="decimal" final="extension restriction">
<xs:complexContent>
<xs:extension base="tns:scalar-field">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="value" type="xs:decimal"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:extension>
</xs:complexContent>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>

3.9.2 Connecting Data to Tableau via the Web Data Connector
Koverse can easily send data to the Tableau Desktop Application via the Koverse Web Data Connector.
Follow the steps below to connect Koverse to Tableau
• Open the Tablau Desktop Application
• Under the Connect Pane on the left, select the Web Data Connector option
• Enter http://<hostname>:8080/#/tableau-connector as the url when prompted
• Tableau will launch a web browser showing the Web Data Connector interface
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• After logging in you will be able to choose a data set and select a subset of records from that data set via an SQL
select statement

• Once you’ve selected and previewed the records, click “Send to Tableau” to import the data into Tableau
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4

Administration Guide

4.1 Infrastructure Guide
4.1.1 Software Infrastructure
A Koverse cluster relies on the following software infrastructure
Software
Hadoop - HDFS
Hadoop - YARN
Spark
ZooKeeper
Accumulo
PostgreSQL
Oracle Java

Required Version
2.6
2.6
1.5
3.4
1.6
8.x or 9.x
1.7 or 1.8

Cloudera parcels are available for CDH versions 5.5 and later.
Koverse leverages Hadoop MapReduce and Spark for data processing and analytics, but these components run as applications on YARN, so besides some very lightweight Job History servers, they don’t require any running infrastructure
besides YARN.
Additionally the Koverse software runs as
• a server java process (koverse-server)
• a web application process using embedded Jetty (koverse-webapp)
Much of the required infrastructure software is actually comprised of multiple processes that run as a distributed
system. As such, there are clearly many combinations of how to map all of these processes to some number of servers
in a cluster. For production use cases where fault tolerance is required (a disk or server can fail without data loss) there
are some guidelines that should be considered.
• Multiple HDFS nodes for proper data replication
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• 3 or 5 Zookeeper process
• RAIDed disk for RDBMS and HDFS/YARN master processes
Ignoring High Availability (HA) configurations, we can segregate processes by how many instances of them run on a
cluster. Some processes, such as the YARN ResourceManager, have a single instance. Others, such as the Accumulo
Tablet Server, will have 1 process per worker node and thus scale with the size of the cluster.
• Worker processes (1 process per worker node)
– HDFS DataNode
– YARN NodeManager
– Accumulo Tablet Server
• “Master” processes (1 process per cluster)
– HDFS NameNode
– HDFS Secondary NameNode
– YARN ResourceManager
– Accumulo Master
– Koverse Server
– Koverse Web App
– Postgresql
• In-between processes (1+ process per cluster, depending on usage)
– Zookeeper (1 is required, 3 is needed for fault tolerance)

4.1.2 Example Configurations
As noted, there can be many combinations of how the processes are mapped to servers in a cluster. A large variable
in this equation is the system resources (disk, CPU, memory, and network I/O) available to each node. Many of these
processes are sensitive to having adequate resources and thus the load on servers needs to be considered. Shown below
are some example configurations along with the budgeting of system resources. In all cases, 1GbE is the minimum
recommended network interface, with 10GbE preferred.
1-Node Proof-Of-Value (POV)
Example Minimum HW: EC2 d2.4xlarge with 16 CPU, 122G memory
NOTE: Not production ready with no data replication and a single ZK. If you lose a disk, you will likely lose
data and have to rebuild your system.
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Node ID(s)
0

Process Name
koverse-server
koverse-webapp
Postgresql
HDFS NameNode
HDFS Secondary NameNode
YARN ResourceManager
Accumulo Master
Accumulo Monitor
Accumulo GC
ZooKeeper
HDFS DataNode
YARN NodeManager
YARN Applications (MR, Spark)
Accumulo TabletServer

0 Totals

CPU(cores) per node
2
1
1
.5
.5
.5
1
.5
.5
.5
1
1
4
2
16

Memory(GB) per node
8
4
2
2
2
2
8
2
2
2
1
1
48
8
92

3-Node Proof-Of-Value (POV)
Example Minimum HW: EC2 d2.2xlarge with 8 CPU, 61G memory
NOTE: Not production ready with a single ZK. HDFS replication factor of 2.
Node ID(s)
0

0 Totals
{1,2}

Process Name
koverse-server
koverse-webapp
Postgresql
HDFS NameNode
HDFS Secondary NameNode
YARN ResourceManager
Accumulo Master
Accumulo Monitor
Accumulo GC
ZooKeeper
HDFS DataNode
YARN NodeManager
YARN Applications (MR, Spark)
Accumulo TabletServer

{1,2} Totals

CPU(cores) per node
2
1
1
.5
.5
.5
1
.5
.5
.5
8
1
1
4
2
8

Memory(GB) per node
8
4
2
2
2
2
8
2
2
2
34
1
1
48
8
58

5-Node Production
Example Minimum HW: EC2 d2.2xlarge with 8 CPU, 61G memory
3-node ZK quorum. HDFS replication of 2
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Node ID(s)
0

0 Totals
{1,2}

{1,2} Totals
{3,4}

Process Name
koverse-server
koverse-webapp
Postgresql
HDFS NameNode
HDFS Secondary NameNode
YARN ResourceManager
Accumulo Master
Accumulo Monitor
Accumulo GC
ZooKeeper
HDFS DataNode
YARN NodeManager
YARN Applications (MR, Spark)
Accumulo TabletServer
ZooKeeper
HDFS DataNode
YARN NodeManager
YARN Applications (MR, Spark)
Accumulo TabletServer

{3,4} Totals

CPU(cores) per node
2
1
1
.5
.5
.5
1
.5
.5
.5
8
.75
.75
4
2
.5
8
1
1
4
2
8

Memory(GB) per node
8
4
2
2
2
2
8
2
2
1
33
1
1
48
8
1
59
1
1
48
8
58

20-Node Production
ZooKeeper is sensitive to resource contention and thus it is recommended to have dedicated ZooKeeper nodes, especially as cluster size grows. ZooKeeper doesn’t require large amounts of physical resources, so these nodes can be
significantly smaller/cheaper. This example configuration specifies a different node type for the dedicated ZooKeeper
servers.
Example Minimum HW: EC2 d2.2xlarge with 8 CPU, 61G memory
Example ZooKeeper HW: EC2 m3.medium with 1 CPU, 3.75G memory, and 4G local SSD storage for ZooKeeper
data
3-node ZK quorum. HDFS replication of 3
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Node ID(s)
0

0 Totals
1

1 Totals
[2..17]

[2..17] Totals
[18..20]
[18..20] Totals

Process Name
koverse-server
koverse-webapp
Postgresql
HDFS NameNode
HDFS Secondary NameNode
YARN ResourceManager
Accumulo Master
Accumulo Monitor
Accumulo GC
HDFS DataNode
YARN NodeManager
YARN Applications (MR, Spark)
Accumulo TabletServer
ZooKeeper

CPU(cores) per node
4
2
2
8
2
.5
2
2
.5
1
8
1
1
4
2
8
1
1

Memory(GB) per node
24
12
4
40
4
4
4
12
2
4
30
1
1
48
8
58
2
2

4.2 Install Guide
This section describes the prerequisites and process for installing Koverse software on your cluster.

4.2.1 Infrastructure Requirements
For a complete description of the infrastructure required for a Koverse install, please see the Infrastructure Guide.
Operating System
Koverse requires a Linux operating system. Installation packages (RPMs) are provided for RedHat/CentOS distributions, but other distributions are also supported with .tar.gz packages.
Koverse requires all servers in a cluster to have clocks synchronized within a few seconds of each other, so it is
recommended to use ntpd for this purpose.
Here are the recommended operating system for a Cloudera installation:
• RHEL 6.x or Centos 6.x
• Accumulo 1.6 Parcel and Service installed. See http://www.cloudera.com/documentation/other/accumulo/latest/
PDF/Apache-Accumulo-Installation-Guide.pdf for more details.
Software
As described in the Infrastructure Guide, Koverse runs atop several distributed systems. All of these dependent
systems need to be properly installed and configured for Koverse to execute successfully. The proper installation of
Hadoop and associated software infrastructure is not within the scope of this document, nor is it a trivial undertaking.
If your organization does not have well established provisioning tools and/or experience installing Hadoop ecosystem
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software, we highly recommend tools like Cloudera Manager or Apache Ambari to help automate and manage the
installation of the required software infrastructure.
Koverse is supported on the latest distributions from Cloudera, Hortonworks, and MapR. Koverse also requires the
Hadoop client binaries and configuration to be installed on the server.
The latest Koverse parcel can be found here:
• http://repo.koverse.com/latest/csd
Hardware
Koverse runs on off-the-shelf commodity hardware. The two Koverse software components, koverse-server and
koverse-webapp, require minimum HW resources as shown below. As the number of concurrent users of Koverse
grows, these resource requirements would also increase.
Process
koverse-server
koverse-webapp

Minimum CPU(cores)
2
1

Minimum Memory(GB)
8
4

Here are recommended hardware specifications for a decicated Koverse installation running the koverse-server and
koverse-webapp:
• 31 GB memory
• 4 CPUs
• 40 GB disk space for /tmp
• 50 GB disk space for /var/log
• tmpwatch configured to clear /tmp every three days
The above specs are based on an AWS d3.xlarge instance. The disk space for logging that goes in /var/log is for the
rolling koverse-server and koverse-webapp logs, and can be tuned via the log4j configuration to use less than 50 GB.
However 50 GB is a safe starting point. Also note Koverse uses /tmp for small temporary data for each job run on
the cluster by Koverse - these are small artifacts, and certianly does not fill up 40 GB in three days even on a very
busy cluster, however this is again a safe starting point to accomodate for other processes (with the Centos tmpwatch
clearing it every three days).

4.2.2 RPM Installation
Before starting this install process, you should have downloaded the 2 required Koverse RPMs listed below. If you do
not know where to get the RPMs from, please contact Koverse Support at support@koverse.com.
1. koverse-server-<VERSION>.rpm
2. koverse-webapp-<VERSION>.rpm
While separate components, typical installs will install both the Koverse Server and Koverse Web App on the same
server. The directions below assume commands are being executed on this single server.
Users
The koverse-server and koverse-webapp processes run as the user ‘koverse’. To create this user, as root run:
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sudo useradd koverse

HDFS Configuration
The ‘koverse’ user added above needs to be in the HDFS Superuser Group. This group is defined in the HDFS configuration property of dfs.permissions.superusergroup. Additionally, the value of that property must be a UNIX group on
the server where the HDFS Name Node resides. For instance, if dfs.permissions.superusergroup was ‘hadoop’, ensure
this group exists, and if not:
sudo groupadd hadoop

And then add ‘koverse’ to this group:
sudo usermod -a -G hadoop koverse

It is also currently required to have the ‘accumulo’ user in this same group, so also run:
sudo usermod -a -G hadoop accumulo

Now we need to create a directory in HDFS for Koverse to use. Assuming the typical ‘hdfs’ user exists for your
Hadoop install, run:
sudo -u hdfs hdfs dfs -mkdir /koverse
sudo -u hdfs hdfs dfs -chown koverse:hadoop /koverse

Accumulo Initialization
Koverse will authenticate to Accumulo using its own username and password. Initially Accumulo has a single user
‘root’ with a default password of ‘secret’. You may have changed the password for ‘root’ during your install of
Accumulo. To create a ‘koverse’ user in Accumulo, start the Accumulo shell:
accumulo shell -u root

After entering the password for the ‘root’ user, create a ‘koverse’ user and password:
root@accumulo> createuser koverse

Then grant the ‘koverse’ Accumulo user the required permissions to manage its tables:
root@accumulo>
root@accumulo>
root@accumulo>
root@accumulo>
root@accumulo>

grant
grant
grant
grant
grant

-s
-s
-s
-s
-s

System.CREATE_TABLE -u koverse
System.DROP_TABLE -u koverse
System.ALTER_TABLE -u koverse
System.SYSTEM -u koverse
System.ALTER_USER -u koverse

If using Kerberos with Accumulo you can do this via the following commands. Creating a koverse user in the Accumulo shell is not required, but a Kerberos principal for Koverse should have been created. To create this principal
do:
kadmin.local -q "addprinc -randkey koverse/my.hostname.com"
kadmin.local -q "xst -k koverse.service.keytab koverse/my.hostname.com"

And ensure the koverse.service.keytab file is placed in /etc/security/keytabs owned by the koverse user with permissions r——–
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Authenticate as the Kerberos principal that acts as Accumulo root:
su accumulo
kinit -kt /etc/security/keytabs/accumulo.headless.keytab accumulo-Hostname@MY.
˓→HOSTNAME.COM

Then grant permissions in the shell:
accumulo shell
accumulo-Hostname@MY.HOSTNAME.COM@accumulo>
˓→my.hostname.com@MY.HOSTNAME.COM
accumulo-Hostname@MY.HOSTNAME.COM@accumulo>
˓→hostname.com@MY.HOSTNAME.COM
accumulo-Hostname@MY.HOSTNAME.COM@accumulo>
˓→hostname.com@MY.HOSTNAME.COM
accumulo-Hostname@MY.HOSTNAME.COM@accumulo>
˓→hostname.com@MY.HOSTNAME.COM
accumulo-Hostname@MY.HOSTNAME.COM@accumulo>
˓→hostname.com@MY.HOSTNAME.COM
accumulo-Hostname@MY.HOSTNAME.COM@accumulo>
˓→u koverse/my.hostname.com@MY.HOSTNAME.COM

grant -s System.CREATE_TABLE -u koverse/
grant -s System.DROP_TABLE -u koverse/my.
grant -s System.ALTER_TABLE -u koverse/my.
grant -s System.SYSTEM -u koverse/my.
grant -s System.ALTER_USER -u koverse/my.
grant -s System.OBTAIN_DELEGATION_TOKEN -

Note that an additional permission, System.OBTAIN_DELEGATION_TOKEN, is required.
Accumulo Configuration
If SSL is enabled for Accumulo clients, ensure that the user Koverse runs as has the following settings in
$HOME/.accumulo/config:
instance.rpc.ssl.enabled

true

If a custom CA is used for Accumulo’s server certificate, a copy of the trust store must be copied to a location the
client can access and the following additional settings should be added:
rpc.javax.net.ssl.trustStore [Path to trust store JKS file]
rpc.javax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword [trust store password]

Koverse Server Install
To install the Koverse Server from RPM, simply run:
sudo yum localinstall koverse-server-<VERSION>.rpm

This will install into /opt/koverse-server/ as well as create a script at /etc/init.d/koverse-server for starting and stopping
the process.
Koverse Web App Install
To install the Koverse Web App from RPM, simply run:
sudo yum localinstall koverse-webapp-<VERSION>.rpm

This will install into /opt/koverse-webapp/ as well as create a script at /etc/init.d/koverse-webapp for starting and
stopping the process.
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PostgreSQL Setup
Koverse stores metadata about Data Collections, Users, Transforms, etc in an RDBMS such as PostgreSQL. These
instructions assume PostgreSQL has already been installed. In an environment where Cloudera Manager is used,
Koverse can leverage the PostgreSQL database that is installed via Cloudera Manager. If you wish to use a different
password than the default ‘koverse1234’, you will need to follow the procedure in Appendix A: Changing Encoded
Passwords for encoding this password before putting it into the koverse-server.properties file.
Cloudera Manager Environment
To get the password needed to log into the existing PostgreSQL database, read the following file:
cat /var/lib/cloudera-scm-server-db/data/generated_password.txt

Then login with the user ‘cloudera-scm’:
psql -U cloudera-scm -h localhost -p 7432 -d postgres

Create the ‘koverse’ user with a password of ‘koverse1234’:
postgres=# CREATE ROLE koverse LOGIN PASSWORD 'koverse1234';

And finally create the database that Koverse will use:
postgres=# CREATE DATABASE koverse OWNER koverse ENCODING 'UTF-8';

Manually Installed
If you have manually install PostgreSQL, use the following steps to setup the user and database for Koverse.:
su -u postgres
createdb koverse
psql -s koverse
postgres=# CREATE USER koverse PASSWORD 'koverse1234';
postgres=# GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON DATABASE koverse TO koverse;

Finally, update pg_hba.conf to set all connections METHOD to password e.g.:
local

all

all

password

Configuration
Follow the instructions below in the Koverse Configuration section.
Running Koverse
As discussed, Koverse software runs as two processes. To start the Koverse Server, as root run:
sudo service koverse-server start

And for the Web App, run:
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sudo service koverse-webapp start

Once both processes have started up, you can access the Koverse user interface from a web browser at
http://<hostname>:8080
The default username and password are ‘admin’ and ‘admin’. The password can be changed immediately after logging
in. It is recommended that you also change the e-mail address of the admin user to a real e-mail address, so that in
the event that the password is lost, you are able to reset the password. It is also recommended to change the e-mail
settings in koverse-server.properties to support automated password resets.
Logs
The Koverse Server redirects stdout and stderr to /opt/koverse-server/logs/server.err but most application logging can
be seen in /var/log/koverse-server/koverse-server.log
The Koverse Web App logs to /var/log/koverse-webapp/koverse-webapp.log with stdout and stderr redirected to the
same directory.
More information on the operations of Koverse can be found in the Operations Guide

4.2.3 Cloudera Manager Installation
Koverse provides a Cloudera Manager Parcel and Custom Service Descriptor (CSD) for easy installation and management through Cloudera Manager.
Prerequisites
• Cloudera Manager version 5.5 or greater
• CDH installed via Parcel, not Packages
• RHEL 6 is highly recommended. The Accumulo Parcel installation is not officially supported on RHEL 7 by
Cloudera. If you require Cloudera on RHEL 7, please contact Koverse technical support for more information
about the installation process.
• Accumulo 1.6 Parcel and Service installed. See http://www.cloudera.com/documentation/other/accumulo/latest/
PDF/Apache-Accumulo-Installation-Guide.pdf for more details.
Files
The following files are provided to support both online and offline installs.
KOVERSE-<VERSION>.jar CSD for Koverse
KOVERSE-<VERSION>-<ARCHITECTURE>.parcel Parcel file (download for offline install)
KOVERSE-<VERSION>-<ARCHITECTURE>.parcel.sha Parcel SHA file (download for offline install)
Problems with “include” directive path: InputError: [Errno 2] No such file or directory: ‘snippets/csdinstall.rst’.
.. include:: /snippets/csdinstall.rst
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Once both processes have started up, you can access the Koverse user interface from a web browser at
http://<hostname>:8080
The default username and password are ‘admin’ and ‘admin’. The password can be changed immediately after logging
in. It is recommended that you also change the e-mail address of the admin user to a real e-mail address, so that in
the event that the password is lost, you are able to reset the password. It is also recommended to change the e-mail
settings in koverse-server.properties to support automated password resets.

4.2.4 Apache Ambari Installation
The Ambari control panel allows for custom services to be integrated into its management interface. The method for
this integration is known as a Stack, which contains all the information necessary for Ambari to configure, control and
monitor the Service. Koverse provides a Stack that Ambari users can use to easily install and manage Koverse.
Prerequisites
• Apache Ambari version 1.7 or greater
• Linux distribution that uses yum for software package management. RHEL 6 is recommended.
• Accumulo Service Installed
Files
The following files are provided.
koverse-server-<VERSION>.rpm RPM installation package for the Koverse Server
koverse-webapp-<VERSION>.rpm RPM installation package for the Koverse Web User Interface
koverse-ambari-stack-<VERSION>.tar.gz The Stack files for Koverse, note that the version of this may not match
the RPM version
Stack Installation
Install the koverse-server and koverse-webapp RPMs, see the RPM Installation section for more information:
sudo yum localinstall koverse-server-<VERSION>.rpm
sudo yum localinstall koverse-webapp-<VERSION>.rpm

Extract the koverse-ambari-stack-<VERSION>.tar.gz to the appropriate place on the file system:
mkdir -p /var/lib/ambari-server/resources/stacks/HDP/2.4/services/KOVERSE
tar xzf koverse-ambari-stack-<VERSION>.tar.gz -C /var/lib/ambari-server/resources/
˓→stacks/HDP/2.4/services/KOVERSE
chown -R root:root /var/lib/ambari-server/resources/stacks/HDP/2.4/services/KOVERSE

Restart Ambari Server to make the Koverse Service accessible
service ambari-server restart
The Koverse Service can now be added through the Ambari User interface. During installation, the stack attempts
to use default settings appropriate to most installations; however, they should be verified against your environment.
Of especial interest is the Advanced koverse-server.properties section. You can find full details of these configuration
options below.
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Once both processes have started up, you can access the Koverse user interface from a web browser at
http://<hostname>:7080
The default username and password are ‘admin’ and ‘admin’. The password can be changed immediately after logging
in.

4.2.5 Koverse Configuration
Environment
The ‘koverse’ user needs to have the ‘java’ command in their path for the Koverse startup scripts to execute correctly.
This needs to be Oracle Java 1.7 or 1.8.
The environment variable HADOOP_CONF_DIR needs to be set for the ‘koverse’ user so Koverse can take advantage
of the Hadoop client configuration. The startup script /opt/koverse-server/bin/startup.sh will default this environment
variable to /etc/hadoop/conf if it is not already set.
koverse-server.properties
Many of the available configuration properties for Koverse can be left to their default values. Please see the Configuration Guide for the complete list of properties. /opt/koverse-server/conf/koverse-server.properties is where required
properties can be set or defaults overridden. A few of these commonly set user properties are discussed below.
com.koverse.server.jdbc.user
com.koverse.server.jdbc.password
These two properties control how Koverse is authenticated to PostgreSQL and need to follow the username and password from PostgreSQL Setup. The password value is encoded to avoid plaintext passwords, so again if the password
chosen was different from the default of ‘koverse1234’, you will need to follow the process in Appendix A: Changing
Encoded Passwords for generating the encoded value for this property.
com.koverse.server.jdbc.url
The value of this property needs to be updated to the correct hostname and port of your PostgreSQL install
com.koverse.server.spark.mode
If you are running Spark-on-YARN, the value of this property should be ‘yarn’. If you are running Spark standalone,
set the value to ‘master’.
com.koverse.server.spark.dir
This needs to be set to the directory where Spark is installed locally. Koverse uses the ‘spark-submit’ script and
therefore needs to know where it is located.
dataStoreSetting.instanceName
The Accumulo instance name can be seen when logging into the Accumulo shell. For instance, the instance name seen
below is ‘accumulo’:
-bash-4.1$ accumulo shell -u koverse
Password: ******
Shell - Apache Accumulo Interactive Shell
- version: 1.6.0
- instance name: accumulo
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

- instance id: 3056fcc7-edbd-463b-9bab-5def770d79e0
- type 'help' for a list of available commands
koverse@accumulo>

dataStoreSetting.username
This is the Accumulo user, likely ‘koverse’, that was created in Accumulo Initialization. This is used in environments
where Kerberos is not enabled.
dataStoreSetting.password
This is the password for the Accumulo user created in Accumulo Initialization This is used in environments where
Kerberos is not enabled.
dataStoreSetting.zookeeperServers
This is a comma-separated list of ZooKeeper servers in the form of <HOSTNAME>:<PORT>. The default ZooKeeper
port is 2181.
koverseBaseURL
The URL that will be sent out in password reset e-mails, this should be the same URL that you are using to access the
Koverse user interface, for example http://demo.koverse.com
smtpServerHostName
The e-mail server that the Koverse software will use to send e-mail, needs to be enabled for automated password resets
to work. Should be a hostname, for example: smtp.example.com
smtpServerPort
The network port that Koverse will use to send e-mail via SMTP, the default is 25.
smtpUsername
If authentication is required for Koverse to send e-mail, this should be set to the username to use when authenticating
to the SMTP server.
smtpPassword
If authentication is required for Koverse to send e-mail, this should be set to the password to use when authenticating
to the SMTP server.
smtpFromEmailAddress
When Koverse sends e-mails, it will use this setting to determine what address to use as a sending address. For
example, no-reply@example.com
smtpConnectionType
The type of network security to use when connecting to the SMTP server. Can be one of plain,TLS or SSL. TLS is
strongly recommended unless it is not supported by your SMTP server.
koverse-webapp.properties
Please see the Configuration Guide for the complete list of properties that can be set for the Koverse Web App.
/opt/koverse-webapp/conf/koverse-webapp.properties is where required properties can be set or defaults overriden, for
example to change the ports for the web server or to enable and configure HTTPS.
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4.2.6 Kerberos Configuration
To configure Koverse to authenticate with a cluster with Kerberos enabled follow these steps.
Create a principal for Koverse
kadmin.local -q “addprinc -randkey koverse/your.koverseserver.com”
Create a keytab file in /etc/security/keytabs
kadmin.local -q “xst -k koverse.service.keytab koverse/your.koverseserver.com”
Set the following properties in koverse-server.properties with the appropriate kerberos realm and keytab location:
com.koverse.server.kerberos.user=koverse@MY.HOSTNAME.COM
com.koverse.server.kerberos.keytab.path=/etc/security/keytabs/koverse.service.keytab
com.koverse.server.kerberos.delay=3600

Koverse Aggregation Library Distribution
In order to utilize the aggregation functions of Koverse, the koverse-aggregation-<VERSION>.jar needs to be deployed to a location where Accumulo can load it. The default location would be in $ACCUMULO_HOME/lib/ext
on all Accumulo tablet servers. This JAR file can be found on the Koverse Server in /opt/koverse-server/lib/koverseaggregation-<VERSION>.jar
Appendix A: Changing Encoded Passwords
If you are changing a password from its default you will need to run the koverse-squirrel utility to encode the password
and store it in koverse-server.properties.
When Koverse runs, it uses the value in the com.koverse.license.verification property as a symmetric key to encode and
decode the value of passwords. This is not intended to be a cryptographically secure solution, but simply to provide
some level of obfuscation versus plaintext passwords.
To generate a new encoded password, run:
sh /opt/koverse-server/bin/licensetool.sh -m encrypt

First enter the com.koverse.license.verification value from koverse-server.properties when prompted. Then you will
be prompted to enter the password that you wish to encoded. Copy and paste the encoded password into the properties
file, for example to change the value for com.koverse.server.jdbc.password

4.3 Operations Guide
4.3.1 Koverse Operations
Starting and Stopping
As mentioned in the Install Guide, the two Koverse software components can be stopped and started using the scripts
installed into /etc/init.d by the RPMs:
service koverse-server stop|start|status
service koverse-webapp stop|start|status

Both the koverse-server and koverse-webapp processes are configured to run as the ‘koverse’ user.
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Logging
Koverse Server App Logging
The main application logs for the koverse-server are in /var/log/koverse-server/koverse-server.log.
By default, logging levels are set to “INFO”. If logging levels need to be changed,
1. SSH to the Koverse Server host
2. vi /opt/koverse-server/conf/log4j.xml
3. Change the Log4J configuration as needed.
4. Restart Koverse Server (If you do not restart, the new log level property will not take effect.)
Additional logs may be found in /opt/koverse-server/logs/server.err and /opt/koverse-server/logs/server.out. These
files are where the stderr and stdout of the Koverse Server process are redirected to and may contain messages,
especially in the case of fatal startup issues. Additionally, the server.err file contains the output of any Spark drivers
that run and may be useful in debugging issues with Spark Transforms.
Koverse Web App Logging
Logs for the Koverse Web App go to /var/log/koverse-webapp/koverse-webapp.log.
By default, logging levels are set to “INFO”. If logging levels need to be changed,
1. SSH to the Koverse Web App host
2. vi /opt/koverse-webapp/conf/log4j.xml
3. Change the Log4J configuration as needed.
4. Restart Koverse Web App (If you do not restart, the new log level property will not take effect.)
Backup and Recovery
Koverse relies on Accumulo for data storage, PostgreSQL for metadata storage, and a set of configuration files. A
production backup strategy must incorporate all three. Here are some suggestions for each.
PostgreSQL
Use the pg_dump command. To restore, simply re-create the postgres database from the backup.
Accumulo
Use the Accumulo Export Tables feature to backup the “kv_*” tables.
Configuration Files
Copy the entire koverse-server directory - specifically the /conf directory must be included.
High Availability and Failover with Cloudera Integration
Running an application in a high-availability configuration where one instance is active and the other is a warm
standby instance that can be activated in case the active instance fails or is in need of maintenance is a common
method of decreasing downtime. However, Cloudera Manager currently lacks the ability to mark a service instance
as disabled (as of Cloudera 5.9). This means that for an application to run in active-standby mode with Cloudera
Manager integration, it must implement its own methods to start and stop services. This section details how Koverse
has implemented active-standby functionality with Cloudera Manager integration.
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Pre-Requisites
• Koverse must be using a PostgreSQL database to store its metadata and both the active and standby node must
have access to the PostgreSQL database. The H2 backend database is accessed via the local filesystem and
cannot be shared between nodes.
• If Kerberos is used in the environment, the same principal must be used by both active and standby instances.
The keytab must be present on both systems in identical locations on the filesystem.
• If TLS is used to secure Koverse, the certificates must be present on both active and standby nodes in the same
location on the filesystem.
• If custom authentication libraries are installed, they must be present in the appropriate directories on both active
and standby nodes.
Installation
The HA functionality may require a new version of the Koverse Cloudera Service Descriptor (CSD). This CSD can be
retrieved from http://repo.koverse.com/latest/csd. The installation process is as follows:
• The KOVERSE-2.0-CS.jar file should be copied to the parcels directory on the Cloudera Manager host.
• Cloudera Manager should be restarted to activate the new CSD.
• Once the new CSD is activated, you can now assign roles to the standby instance that will take over in case the
active instance fails. It is recommended that all of the standby roles be on the same instance to simplify the
failover dependencies.
• To assign these roles, navigate to the Koverse Service -> Instances screen in Cloudera Manager and click the
“Add Role Instances” button:
Bullet list ends without a blank line; unexpected unindent.

Explicit markup ends without a blank line; unexpected unindent.
• You now will be presented with the option to select which hosts to assign the standby roles to. It is recommended
that all of the standby roles be on the same instance to simplify the failover dependencies.
Bullet list ends without a blank line; unexpected unindent.
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Explicit markup ends without a blank line; unexpected unindent.
• Once roles are assigned, you will need to re-deploy client changes to the host and possibly restart the Koverse
service. Cloudera Manager should detect which changes need to be made and display the appropriate prompts.
Bullet list ends without a blank line; unexpected unindent.

Explicit markup ends without a blank line; unexpected unindent.
• After you proceed through the re-deployment process, the Koverse Standby processes will need to be started.
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This does not make the standby instance take over for the active Koverse service, but will indicate if the standby
instance is available to be activated.
Bullet list ends without a blank line; unexpected unindent.

Explicit markup ends without a blank line; unexpected unindent.
• After the standby instances start, Koverse should now be running in a warm high-availability capacity and the
standby instance can be manually activated as detailed below.
Failover Procedure
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This procedure assumes that there is one Koverse node that is normally active and runs the Koverse Server and Koverse
Web Server services. It also assumes that there is a second node that runs the Koverse Server Standby and the Koverse
Web Server Standby instances. 1. Ensure that the Koverse Server and Koverse Web Server are stopped. To do this
manually, navigate to the Koverse Service -> Instances and select both the Koverse Server and Koverse Web Server.
Then perform the Stop action. .. image:: /_static/OpsGuide/image6.png .. image:: /_static/OpsGuide/image7.png
2. Navigate back to Koverse Service -> Status and from the Actions drop down, select “Start Standby Server” ..
image:: /_static/OpsGuide/image8.png 3. From the Koverse Service -> Status screen, use the Actions drop down to
select “Start Standby Web Server” .. image:: /_static/OpsGuide/image9.png 4. The standby processes may take 5-10
minutes to start. After they have finished starting, you should now be able to access the Koverse web application on
the Standby Node.
Failback Procedure
Once the active node is available again, the following procedure can be followed to de-activate the standby instance and re-active the active instance. 1. Navigate to Koverse Service -> Status and use the Actions drop-down
to select the “Stop Standby Web Server” command. .. image:: /_static/OpsGuide/image10.png 2. From the Koverse Service -> Status screen, use the Actions drop-down to select the “Stop Standby Server” command. .. image:: /_static/OpsGuide/image11.png 3. Navigate to the Koverse Service -> Instances screen and select the Koverse Server and Koverse Web Service instances. Then use the Actions drop down to select “Start” .. image::
/_static/OpsGuide/image12.png 4. It will take 5-10 minutes for the processes to restart on the Active node. After
this, the Koverse web interface will be available at the original URL again.
Notes The way that monitoring is implemented in Cloudera Manager means that the red/green status indicators in
Cloudera Manager are not entirely accurate for Koverse Standby instances. In general, a green indicator for a Koverse
Standby instance indicates that the instance is available to be activated, it does NOT indicate whether or not it is active.
High Availability and Failover with Cloudera Integration
Running an application in a high-availability configuration where one instance is active and the other is a warm
standby instance that can be activated in case the active instance fails or is in need of maintenance is a common
method of decreasing downtime. However, Cloudera Manager currently lacks the ability to mark a service instance
as disabled (as of Cloudera 5.9). This means that for an application to run in active-standby mode with Cloudera
Manager integration, it must implement its own methods to start and stop services. This section details how Koverse
has implemented active-standby functionality with Cloudera Manager integration.
Pre-Requisites
• Koverse must be using a PostgreSQL database to store its metadata and both the active and standby node must
have access to the PostgreSQL database. The H2 backend database is accessed via the local filesystem and
cannot be shared between nodes.
• If Kerberos is used in the environment, the same principal must be used by both active and standby instances.
The keytab must be present on both systems in identical locations on the filesystem.
• If TLS is used to secure Koverse, the certificates must be present on both active and standby nodes in the same
location on the filesystem.
• If custom authentication libraries are installed, they must be present in the appropriate directories on both active
and standby nodes.
Installation
The HA functionality may require a new version of the Koverse Cloudera Service Descriptor (CSD). This CSD can be
retrieved from http://repo.koverse.com/latest/csd. The installation process is as follows:
• The KOVERSE-2.0-CS.jar file should be copied to the parcels directory on the Cloudera Manager host.
• Cloudera Manager should be restarted to activate the new CSD.
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• Once the new CSD is activated, you can now assign roles to the standby instance that will take over in case the
active instance fails. It is recommended that all of the standby roles be on the same instance to simplify the
failover dependencies.

• To assign these roles, navigate to the Koverse Service -> Instances screen in Cloudera Manager and click the “Add Role In

• You now will be presented with the option to select which hosts to assign the standby roles to. It is recommended that all o

• Once roles are assigned, you will need to re-deploy client changes to the host and possibly restart the Koverse service. Clou
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• After you proceed through the re-deployment process, the Koverse Standby processes will need to be started. This does no
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• After the standby instances start, Koverse should now be running in a warm high-availability capacity and the
standby instance can be manually activated as detailed below.
Failover Procedure
This procedure assumes that there is one Koverse node that is normally active and runs the Koverse Server and Koverse
Web Server services. It also assumes that there is a second node that runs the Koverse Server Standby and the Koverse
Web Server Standby instances.

• Ensure that the Koverse Server and Koverse Web Server are stopped. To do this manually, navigate to the Koverse Service
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• Navigate back to Koverse Service -> Status and from the Actions drop down, select “Start Standby Server”

• From the Koverse Service -> Status screen, use the Actions drop down to select “Start Standby Web Server”
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• The standby processes may take 5-10 minutes to start. After they have finished starting, you should now be able
to access the Koverse web application on the Standby Node.
Failback Procedure
Once the active node is available again, the following procedure can be followed to de-activate the standby instance
and re-active the active instance.
• Navigate to Koverse Service -> Status and use the Actions drop-down to select the “Stop Standby Web Server” command.

• From the Koverse Service -> Status screen, use the Actions drop-down to select the “Stop Standby Server” command.
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• Navigate to the Koverse Service -> Instances screen and select the Koverse Server and Koverse Web Service instances. The

• It will take 5-10 minutes for the processes to restart on the Active node. After this, the Koverse web interface
will be available at the original URL again.
Notes
The way that monitoring is implemented in Cloudera Manager means that the red/green status indicators in Cloudera
Manager are not entirely accurate for Koverse Standby instances. In general, a green indicator for a Koverse Standby
instance indicates that the instance is available to be activated, it does NOT indicate whether or not it is active.

4.3.2 Distributed System Operations
Koverse sits on top of a complex set of interworking and distributed services. These include:
• Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)
• Hadoop YARN
• Spark
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• ZooKeeper
• Accumulo
• PostgreSQL
Total System Startup
There is an order to which the underlying systems should be brought online. When systems do not depend on each
other they can be started at the same time.
1. Data Storage and Coordination Layer - these can be started first after system boot.
• HDFS DataNodes
• HDFS NameNode
• ZooKeeper
• PostgreSQL
2. Data Services Layer - all of these depend on one or more processes in the Storage and Coordination Layer.
• YARN ResourceManager
• YARN NodeManagers
• Accumulo Tablet Servers
• Accumulo Master
3. Application Layer - all of these depend on one or more process in the Data Services Layer
• Accumulo Monitor
• Accumulo Garbage Collector
• Koverse Server
• Koverse Web App
Total System Shutdown
Processes should be stopped in reverse of the startup layer order.
1. Application Layer
• Koverse Server
• Koverse Web App
• Accumulo Monitor
• Accumulo Garbage Collector
2. Data Services Layer
• YARN ResourceManager
• YARN NodeManagers
• Accumulo Tablet Servers
• Accumulo Master
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3. Data Storage and Coordination Layer
• HDFS DataNodes
• HDFS NameNode
• ZooKeeper
• PostgreSQL
If a process in say, the Data Storage and Coordination Layer, is stopped before all processes in the Data Services and
Application Layers, system state may become unstable or corrupt. All processes in one layer should be stopped before
stopping any processes in the next layer.
Sometimes a single worker process in a lower layer can be stopped and restarted without stopping higher layers. See
“Fixing a simple, single-server failure”.
System Recovery
Automatic Recovery Scenarios
Hadoop, Accumulo, Kafka, and ZooKeeper are distributed systems designed to recover automatically from singleserver failure, often without administrator intervention. The following things can fail and the system should keep
running indefinitely without admin intervention.
Single TableServer process - Accumulo Master will reassign its tablets to other servers and perform recovery of any
data in memory. Clients will automatically detect the failed tablet server and find the tablets of interest on newly
assigned servers.
Single DataNode - the NameNode will redirect remaining data nodes to create new replicas of the blocks on the failed
machine. Clients will use replicas on remaining machines.
Single Zookeeper node - remaining Zookeeper nodes will handle load, optionally electing a new leader Clients will
find the new leader automatically.
Accumulo Monitor - the web UI will be unavailable but clients can continue to communicate with tablet servers to
read and write data.
Accumulo GC - no garbage collection will be performed, but clients will continue to communicate with tablet servers.
Fixing a simple, single worker failure
Most of the time, if a worker process stopped for a non-permanent reason (e.g. not out of disk space) it can simply be
started again. In the case of permanent hardware failure, the server can simply be permanently left out of the cluster.
Remaining servers will take over the failed machines workload, as long as remaining resources allow.
A new process can be started on a new machine for processes that do coordination, such as the master, gc, monitor etc.
Single Zombie Processes
Sometimes a process is still running but not responding to requests. Checking the logs of these processes can reveal
problems such as running out of file handles to start new threads, or sockets to handle new requests. Sometimes servers
just have a high workload queued up (such as lots of compactions scheduled) and will become responsive again after
working down the queue. In some cases queued work, such as compactions, can be canceled and scheduled at a more
opportune time.
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If a server is inexplicably unresponsive despite still running, it can be stopped to cause its responsibilities to be taken
over by another machine. When stopping a zombie process, time should be provided after stopping the process
before stopping any other processes or trying to restart the process, in to allow other processes to absorb the workload
transferred and optionally perform recovery.
Recoverable Failures Requiring Intervention
The following scenarios will result in data being unavailable until an administrator can intervene:
• More than 2 DataNode process failures in a short time resulting in all replicas for a block to be missing.
• Accumulo TabletServer failure while no Master is running - some tablets will be unassigned.
• More than one Zookeeper server down - may result in a failure to form a quorum and accept writes.
When attempting to recover from a system failure involving more than one server, the following rules should be
followed:
Lower layers should be online and healthy before attempting to fix higher layers.
Because system shutdown involves attempting to persist data to disk, starting some stopped processes is often required
before shutdown can happen safely. This will allow the system to become healthy before shutting down.
If Accumulo is still running but some tablets are offline and can’t be brought online, it may be that not all data nodes
are healthy.
Failures Resulting in Potential Data Loss, or other Unrecoverable States
Loss of more than 2 hard drives at once - any data replicas living on those 3 or more hard drives will be lost.
While systems that depend on them are running:
• Unavailability of all Zookeepers at once
• Unavailability of all TabletServers at once
• Unavailability of the NameNode (Single point of failure if not using HA Namenode)
• Loss of the PostgreSQL DB (Single point of failure)

4.4 Tuning Guide
In order to tune the cluster infrastructure, we first need to enumerate the resources that are available. For example,
with d2.2xlarge instances we have
• 8 CPU cores
• 1 EBS mounted root partition (50G)
• 6 x 2T spinning disks
• 60GB of memory
Focusing on our workers, we need to split these resources among the following
• Linux OS
• Accumulo Tablet Server
• HDFS DataNode
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• YARN NodeManager
• YARN applications (MR and Spark jobs)
A good rule of thumb would be, for an 8 CPU node, to give 3 CPUs for the OS, Accumulo Tablet Server, DataNode,
and NodeManager (Accumulo Tablet Server being the only process that is going to demand significant CPU resources).
Then we have 5 CPUs left for YARN apps.
Memory-wise, 1G should work well for both the DataNode and NodeManager. Accumulo should have more than the
defaults, 4-8GB is a good start. Leaving a few GB for the OS and the rest we can allocate to YARN apps, in this case
40G which gives us approximately 8GB per CPU core for YARN apps.
Based on this example, the following configurations would apply.

4.4.1 Accumulo
• master_max_heapsize: 4G //this is actually running on the koverse node
• tserver_max_heapsize: 8G
• tserver.memory.maps.max: 2G

4.4.2 YARN
• yarn.nodemanager.resource.memory-mb: 40G
• yarn.nodemanager.resource.cpu-vcores: 5

// total memory for YARN apps per node
// total CPUs for YARN apps per node

• yarn.scheduler.minimum-allocation-mb: 2G

// min container memory

• yarn.scheduler.maximum-allocation-mb: 8G

// max container memory

4.4.3 Spark
These would go in /etc/spark/conf/spark-defaults.conf:
• spark.dynamicAllocation.enabled: true // dynamically add/remove executors as needed by the job
• spark.shuffle.service.enabled: true // required by dynamicAllocation
• spark.executor.cores: 4

// each executor can use 2 CPU cores

• spark.executor.memory: 32g

// leave room for overhead between this and container

• spark.driver.memory: 2g // increase from the default 512m

4.4.4 MapReduce
These would go in koverse-server settings.xml:
• mapreduce.map.memory.mb: 8G
• mapreduce.map.java.opts.max.heap: 8/1.2 = 6.66G
• mapreduce.map.cpu.vcores: 1
• mapreduce.reduce.memory.mb: 8G
• mapreduce.reduce.java.opts.max.heap: 8/1.2 = 6.66G
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• mapreduce.reduce.cpu.vcores: 1

4.4.5 HDFS
It has come up on some smaller clusters that having HDFS Trash enabled, coupled with decent amounts of ingest,
can cause disk space to quickly fill up due to Accumulo’s Write-Ahead-Log (WAL) filling up HDFS Trash as files are
removed during compaction. In these low disk space environments, you can disable HDFS Trash (fs.trash.interval = 0)
or set it to something far lower than a day which is ofter the default value from a Hadoop distribution. Alternatively you
can set gc.trash.ignore to true in Accumulo http://accumulo.apache.org/1.6/accumulo_user_manual.html#_gc_trash_
ignore.

4.4.6 Max Files, Processes
Another key set of configurations, which must be cluster wide, are the max number of processes and files a user can
have open. These two configs: “open files” and “max user processes” - can be seen by running:
ulimit -a
It seems Cloudera often takes care of these, per user, in /etc/security/limits.d/<koverse-user>.conf. However if checking as the koverse user shows defaults of 1024 for each, create a /etc/security/limits.d/<koverse-user>.conf (in this
case koverse-user is koverse) with:
• koverse hard memlock unlimited
• koverse soft memlock unlimited
• koverse hard nofile 1048576
• koverse soft nofile 32768
• koverse soft nproc 65536
• koverse hard nproc unlimited
Install this file on all nodes in the cluster. No reboots needed to take effect; however, the Koverse server process and
Koverse webapp process will need to be restarted.

4.4.7 Koverse Tuning
The number of processes that Koverse uses to read from Accumulo in parallel is controlled by the dataStoreSetting.numberOfBuckets in the koverse-server.properties file. It should be set to at minimum the number of worker
nodes in the cluster, and possibly more, depending on the computation power available on each node.
Additional information on cluster tuning can be found here:
• http://www.cloudera.com/content/www/en-us/documentation/enterprise/5-3-x/topics/cdh_ig_yarn_tuning.html
• http://blog.cloudera.com/blog/2015/03/how-to-tune-your-apache-spark-jobs-part-2/
• http://accumulo.apache.org/1.6/accumulo_user_manual.html
• http://spark.apache.org/docs/latest/running-on-yarn.html
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4.5 Configuration Guide
4.5.1 Koverse Server Configuration
The following subsections list the koverse server properties along with their default value and a description.
Core Properties
The properties control the core of the server operation.
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property name
com.koverse.addons.dir

description
The directory, relative to the server install directory,
where addons can be loaded from
com.koverse.server.password.hash.salt
JKB//GmLoy8PpNCrt79PPg==
The obfuscated salt to use for user passwords
com.koverse.license.verification
5631524b62324648536e526152336856566a46564f513d3d
An obfuscated key used to verify and encrypt sensitive
property values
com.koverse.server.logging.externalProcess.port
12400
The TCP/IP port used to route logging data from processes created by the server
com.koverse.lib.jar.path
lib
The directory, relative to the server install directory,
where server library files are stored
com.koverse.server.security.auth.modules
Comma-separated list of java classes that define 3rd party
authentication and authorization modules
com.koverse.server.authorizations.autoadd
true
Whether to automatically add a data store authorizations
when a user tries to use one
com.koverse.server.import.withoutsecfield
true
Whether to import records without a security field or not
com.koverse.server.auth.useKoversePermission.required
false
Whether users need a special permission to use Koverse
at all
com.koverse.server.query.allowTableScan
true
Allow inneficient queries to run that would normally require a composite index to be created
com.koverse.server.purgeJobsDate
30d
Jobs older than this time will be deleted from the server,
may also use “h” or “m” for hours or minutes (e.g. 12h)
instancePrefix
kv
In a multi-tenant setup, this prefix identifies each tenant
settingsSavedOnce
true
Deprecated setting, just always leave it as “true”
disableAutomaticSuptrue
Koverse can send support reports through email, it is disportReport
abled by default
defaultDataCollection0
The minimum number of milliseconds required between
FieldStatsMinimumExeexecutions of data collection field stats
cutionPeriod
defaultDataCollection0
The minimum number of milliseconds required between
SamplingMinimumExeexecutions of data collection sampling jobs
cutionPeriod
defaultDataCollection0
The minimum number of milliseconds required between
SchemaMinimumExecuexecutions of data collection schema jobs
tionPeriod
logoffDisabled
false
Deprecated property, has no effect
accountMenuDisabled
false
Deprecated property, has no effect
usersCanChangePasstrue
Whether to allow a user ot change his or her own password
word. In PKI environments, it makes no sense for the
user to change their password
usersCanEditAccountDe- true
Deprecated property, has no effect
tails
temporaryWorkingDirec/var/tmp
Deprecated property, has no effect
tory
serializationMaxBuffer104857600
Buffer size in bytes to use for Kryo serialization
Size
com.koverse.server.jmx.client.url
Deprecated property, has no effect
com.koverse.server.manager.notifications.intervalInSeconds
60
How often (in seconds) notifications that haven’t been retrieved are checked for expiration
com.koverse.server.manager.notifications.expirationInSeconds
600
How long (in seconds) a notification can go unretrieved
until it expires
com.koverse.server.dataset.attributes.values.hide
false
Hide the values for Data Set overviews/attributes or not
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Database Properties
These properties control how the server uses the backend RDBMS.
property name
default value
description
com.koverse.server.jdbc.user
koverse
The database user
com.koverse.server.jdbc.password dMvU/kr0e8muMC2fwpWukw==
The encrypted data password
com.koverse.server.jdbc.url
The JDBC URL used to connect to the database
com.koverse.server.jdbc.acquireIncrement
3
How many connections to acquire for the connection
pool at a time when one is needed
com.koverse.server.jdbc.initialPoolSize
3
The initial size of the connection pool
com.koverse.server.jdbc.maxPoolSize15
The maximum size of the connection pool
com.koverse.server.jdbc.maxIdleTime0
How long a connection stations in the connection
pool before being discarded
com.koverse.server.jdbc.minPoolSize 3
The minimum possible size of the connection pool
com.koverse.server.jdbc.maxConnectionAge
0
How long a connection can stay in a pool, even if
used
com.koverse.server.jdbc.maxIdleTimeExcessConnections
0
How long a connection can be idle before being removed from the pool

Hibernate Properties
These properties adjust how koverse uses the Hibernate Object-Relational framework
property name
default value
description
hiber10
The minimum size of the C3P0 database connection pool
nate.c3p0.min_size
hiber100
The maximum size of the C3P0 database connection pool
nate.c3p0.max_size
hiber300
The maximum length of time a connection stays in the C3P0
nate.c3p0.timeout
database connection pool
hiber50
Number of prepared statements to cache at any one time
nate.c3p0.max_statements
hiber3000
The maximum amount of time in ms that a connection can stay in
nate.c3p0.idle_test_period
the C3P0 database connection pool
hiber10
The number of helper threads to use for slow asynchronous operanate.c3p0.numHelperThreads
tions
hiberorg.hibernate.cache.NoCacheProvider
The caching system to use
nate.cache.provider_class
hibertrue
Whether to use Hibernate’s “new” generator mappings or not, you
nate.id.new_generator_mappings
probably certainly do want to use them
hibervalidate
Whether Hibernate creates DDL or just validates the DDL. We use
nate.hbm2ddl.auto
Liquibase to create the DDL, so Hibernate just verifies it
hibernate.show_sql
false
Log the SQL that Hibernate generates, only really useful for debugging purposes
hiberfalse
Pretty print the show SQL, if SQL is being logged
nate.format_sql
hiberfalse
Show SQL comments, if SQL is being logged
nate.use_sql_comments
hiberorg.postgresql.Driver The JDBC driver class to use, change it for your database. By
nate.connection.driver_class
default it is setup to use Postgres
hibernate.dialect
org.hibernate.dialect.PostgreSQLDialect
The Hibernate dialect, change it if you are not using Postgres
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Thrift Properties
These properties control how the server uses its Thrift services
property name

default
value
com.koverse.server.thrift.numberOfThreads
20

description

The number of threads to use to process the calls to each of
the thrift services
com.koverse.server.thrift.socketTimeoutSeconds
0
The maximum socket timeout for a thrift call
com.koverse.server.thrift.maxBufferReadSizeBytes
1073741824 The amount of memory to use to process each thrift call
com.koverse.server.thrift.dataflow.port 12320
The TCP/IP port for the thrift dataflow service
com.koverse.server.thrift.usergroup.port 12321
The TCP/IP port for the thrift users and groups service
com.koverse.server.thrift.collection.port 12322
The TCP/IP port for the thrift data set service
com.koverse.server.thrift.audit.port
12323
The TCP/IP port for the thrift audit service
com.koverse.server.thrift.query.port
12324
The TCP/IP port for the thrift query service
com.koverse.server.thrift.admin.port
12325
The TCP/IP port for the thrift administration service
com.koverse.server.thrift.resource.port 12327
The TCP/IP port for the thrift resource service
com.koverse.server.thrift.addon.port
12328
The TCP/IP port for the thrift addon service
com.koverse.server.thrift.basic.addon.port12330
The TCP/IP port for the thrift basic addon service
com.koverse.server.thrift.internal.port
12331
The TCP/IP port for the thrift Koverse internal service
com.koverse.server.thrift.notification.port 12331
The TCP/IP port for the thrift notification service

Metrics Properties
These properties control how the server reports metrics, both locally to a log and to external systems like Ganglia
property name

default
description
value
com.koverse.server.metrics.logging.reporter.enabled
false
Whether local log metrics reporting is enabled
com.koverse.server.metrics.logging.reporter.periodInSeconds
30
At what interval to log reports
com.koverse.server.metrics.ganglia.reporter.enabled
false
Whether Ganglia reporting of metrics is enabled
com.koverse.server.metrics.ganglia.reporter.periodInSeconds
10
At what interval to report metrics to Ganglia
com.koverse.server.metrics.ganglia.reporter.host
The Ganglia host
com.koverse.server.metrics.ganglia.reporter.port 8649
The Ganglia port
com.koverse.server.metrics.ganglia.reporter.clientHostnameOverride
Override the client host name, leave blank to not
overrride
com.koverse.server.metrics.ganglia.reporter.aggregationsWhiteList
An optional selection of aggragations to report on,
leave blank to report all
com.koverse.server.metrics.ganglia.reporter.metricsWhiteList An optional selection of metrics to report on, leave
blank to report all

Spark Properties
These properties control how the server interacts with Spark.
If the mode is set to ‘yarn’, the following MUST be done for it to work properly:
1. The system environment variable ‘HADOOP_CONF_DIR’ must be set to the hadoop config directory (e.g.
/etc/hadoop/conf) for the koverse server process
2. The property ‘com.koverse.server.spark.dir’ must be set to the directory containing the spark install
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property name
com.koverse.server.spark.mode
com.koverse.server.spark.master
com.koverse.server.spark.dir

default value
master
local
/opt/spark

description
Can be one of ‘master’ and ‘yarn’.
If mode is ‘master’, specify what kind of master
The directory where spark is installed

Data Store Properties
These properties control how the server uses the backend Data Store. At this time, the only type of data store supported
is Accumulo.
property name
dataStoreType
dataStoreSetting.instanceName
dataStoreSetting.username
dataStoreSetting.password
dataStoreSetting.zookeeperServers
dataStoreSetting.stringDelimiter
dataStoreSetting.numberOfBuckets
dataStoreSetting.batchDurationSec
dataStoreSetting.clockDeltaBufferSec

default value
ACCUMULO
koverse
koverse
secret
_
4
10
5

description
Only ACCUMULO is supported at this time
The Accumulo instance name
The Accumulo user name
The Accumulo password
The ZooKeepers used for Accumulo
Deprecated property, has no effect
Deprecated property, has no effect
Deprecated property, has no effect
Deprecated property, has no effect

Email Sending Properties
These properties control how the server sends email. Note that this capability is diabled by default.
property name
smtpEnabled
koverseBaseURL
smtpServerHostName
smtpServerPort
smtpUsername
smtpPassword
smtpFromEmailAddress
smtpConnectionType

default value
false
http://koversevm:
8080/Koverse
smtp.koverse.com
465
do-not-reply@koverse.com
do-not-reply@koverse.com
SSL

description
Enable the server being able to send emails
The URL to send in the email for koverse
The SMTP host name
The SMTP TCP/IP port
The SMTP user name
The SMTP password
The SMTP “from” email address
The SMTP connection type, can be one of SSL, TLS, or
plain

Kerberos Properties
These properties control the server’s integration with Kerberos. Note that this integration is disabled by default.
If you wish to integrate with Kerberos, be sure to use the following guidelines to define the Kerberos user and keytab
path.
If the HADOOP_CONF_DIR environment variable is NOT set, these values will have no effect.
If you are NOT running in a Kerberized environment, still, do NOT leave these values as empty!
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property name
default value
description
com.koverse.server.kerberos.accumulo.disable
true
Disables Kerberos integration
com.koverse.server.kerberos.user
koThe Kerberos user name/principal
verse@TEST.KOVERSE.COM
com.koverse.server.kerberos.keytab.path /home/koverse/koverse.service.keytab
The path for the Kerberos keytab file
com.koverse.server.kerberos.delay
3600
How often to run the kinit command, in
seconds

4.5.2 Koverse Web App Configuration
The following subsections list the koverse webapp properties along with their default value and a description.
Core Properties
The properties control the core of the webapp operation.
property name
default value
com.koverse.webapp.showDemoTour
false

description
Whether to show a Koverse demonstraiton tour after the user logs in or not
com.koverse.webapp.googleAnalyticsId
A Google Analytics Identifier
com.koverse.webapp.demoMode
false
Whether Koverse is in demonstation
mode
com.koverse.license.verification
5631524b62324648536e526152336856566a46564f513d3d
An obfuscated license key that verifies
Koverse installation and passwords
com.koverse.webapp.auth.modules
com.koverse.webapp.security.DefaultAuthModule
Comma separated list of guice modules
that define auth module classes
com.koverse.webapp.record.modules
com.koverse.webapp.record.DefaultWebAppRecordConverterModule
Guice module for customized web app
record converters
com.koverse.webapp.jetty.http.port
8080
The HTTP port to use
com.koverse.webapp.jetty.https.port
8443
The HTTPS port to yse
com.koverse.webapp.jetty.http.enabled
true
If HTTP protocol and port is used
com.koverse.webapp.jetty.https.enabled
false
If HTTPS protocol and port is used
com.koverse.webapp.jetty.tls.keystore
The Keystore used for HTTPS keys
com.koverse.webapp.jetty.tls.keystore.password
The password to the Keystore
com.koverse.webapp.jetty.tls.truststore
the truststore used for HTTPS certificates
com.koverse.webapp.jetty.tls.truststore.password
The password to the truststore
com.koverse.webapp.jetty.tls.needClientAuth
false
If using HTTPS, whether the client must
use PKI auth or not
com.koverse.webapp.jetty.tls.validateCerts
false
If use HTTPS, whether to validate PKI
certificates or not

Thrift Properties
The properties control the thrift-based communications of the webapp to the server.
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property name
default value
com.koverse.server.thrift.host
localhost
com.server.webapp.thrift.client.id defaultClient

description
The koverse server hostname
The client identifier to use to authenticate with the
koverse server
com.server.webapp.thrift.client.password
7c7m2BWwMwLkRx1i+Kgiag==
The encrypted password used to authenticate with
the koverse server
com.server.webapp.thrift.client.poolSize
20
The size of the connection pool for each thrift service
com.koverse.client.thrift.socketTimeout
120
The TCP/IP socket timeout for connecting to the
koverse server.
com.koverse.server.thrift.dataflow.port
12320
The TCP/IP port for the koverse server’s data flow
service
com.koverse.server.thrift.usergroup.port
12321
The TCP/IP port for the koverse server’s user and
group service
com.koverse.server.thrift.collection.port
12322
The TCP/IP port for the koverse server’s data set
service
com.koverse.server.thrift.audit.port12323
The TCP/IP port for the koverse server’s audit service
com.koverse.server.thrift.query.port12324
The TCP/IP port for the koverse server’s query service
com.koverse.server.thrift.admin.port
12325
The TCP/IP port for the koverse server’s administration service
com.koverse.server.thrift.backup.port
12326
The TCP/IP port for the koverse server’s backup
service
com.koverse.server.thrift.resource.port
12327
The TCP/IP port for the koverse server’s resource
service
com.koverse.server.thrift.addon.port
12328
The TCP/IP port for the koverse server’s add on service
com.koverse.server.thrift.application.port
12329
The TCP/IP port for the koverse server’s application service
com.koverse.server.thrift.basic.addon.port
12330
The TCP/IP port for the koverse server’s basic add
on service
com.koverse.server.thrift.notification.port
12332
The TCP/IP port for the koverse server’s notification service

Metrics Properties
These properties control how the webapp reports metrics, both locally to a log and to external systems like Ganglia
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property name

default
value
com.koverse.webapp.metrics.logging.reporter.enabled false

description

Whether local log metrics reporting is enabled
com.koverse.webapp.metrics.logging.reporter.periodInSeconds
30
At what interval to log reports
com.koverse.webapp.metrics.ganglia.reporter.enabled false
Whether Ganglia reporting of metrics is
enabled
com.koverse.webapp.metrics.ganglia.reporter.periodInSeconds
10
At what interval to report metrics to Ganglia
com.koverse.webapp.metrics.ganglia.reporter.host
control
The Ganglia host
com.koverse.webapp.metrics.ganglia.reporter.port
8649
The Ganglia port
com.koverse.webapp.metrics.ganglia.reporter.clientHostnameOverride
koOverride the client host name, leave blank
verse1:koverse1 to not overrride

Kerberos Properties
These properties control the webapp’s integration with Kerberos. Note that this integration is disabled by default.
If you wish to integrate with Kerberos, be sure to use the following guidelines to define the Kerberos user and keytab
path.
If the HADOOP_CONF_DIR environment variable is NOT set, these values will have no effect.
If you are NOT running in a Kerberized environment, still, do NOT leave these values as empty!
property name
com.koverse.server.kerberos.user

default value
description
koThe Kerberos user name/principal
verse@TEST.KOVERSE.COM
com.koverse.server.kerberos.keytab.path
/home/koverse/koverse.service.keytab
The path for the Kerberos keytab file
com.koverse.server.kerberos.delay 3
How often to run the kinit command, in
seconds
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CHAPTER

5

Developer Documentation

5.1 Introduction
Organizations often to require custom software development to address their own unique set of data analytics requirements. These custom software features will require their own unique sources and methods that provide strategic insight
and competitive advantage.
Each organization could have potentially some combination of unique data sets, mission-specific data processing
requirement used to analyze and transform those data sets, and custom interactive user interfaces.
There are three main categories of custom development on Koverse:
1. Creating custom analytics
2. Building web applications to deliver analytical results throughout the organization.
3. Integrating Koverse with data sources, authentication systems, and downstream data consumer services

5.1.1 Linking to the Koverse API
The Koverse platform’s Integration and Analytics APIs are implemented in Java. Projects written on these APIs can
pull in the Koverse SDK as a dependency adding the following to a pom.xml file for use with Maven.:
<dependency>
<groupId>com.koverse</groupId>
<artifactId>koverse-sdk</artifactId>
<version>2.4.0</version>
<dependency>
<repositories>
<repository>
<id>koverse</id>
<name>Koverse Public Repo</name>
<url>http://nexus.koverse.com/nexus/content/groups/public/</url>
<layout>default</layout>
(continues on next page)
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</repository>
</repositories>

Make sure to use a version of the Koverse SDK that is compatible with the version of the Koverse instance on which
your custom code will be deployed.
All bug-fix releases of the same major and minor versions (e.g. 2.4.1 and 2.4.2) should work with each other.
If your code is built against a version of the Koverse SDK with an earlier minor version than your Koverse instance
(e.g. SDK version of 2.3.0 and a Koverse instance of 2.4.0) your code should run fine with no changes.
Code built against a major version number earlier than the Koverse instance version is not guaranteed to work as there
may be breaking API changes (e.g. custom code built on Koverse SDK 1.5.0 with a Koverse instance of 2.4.0)

5.1.2 Accessing Example Code
Code to accompany examples in this documentation can be found at https://github.com/Koverse/koverse-sdk-project .

5.2 Core Concepts
The following sections provide a basic introduction to the basic abstract concepts which build a foundation of knowledge for a developer before working with Koverse API.

5.2.1 Data Model
The Koverse data model has two main conceptual components: Records, and Data Sets. Data Sets are the basic
container for data in Koverse. Each Data Set contains a set of Records.

5.2.2 Data Sets
For those familiar with relational database management systems such as Oracle or MySQL, the analogy is that a Data
Set is similar to a Table, a Record is similar to a Row, and the fields or attributes of a Record are similar to the Columns.
However, unlike traditional relational databases, Records in a single Data Set in Koverse do not have to all have the
same fields, and fields can contain complex values, like lists and mappings of fields to values.
A Koverse Data Set is a named set of Records. A Data Set has:
• Configurable indexes to enable queries to quickly and efficiently find Records.
• Permissions to control access to Records in the Data Set.
• Automatically discovered statistics and samples to provide insight into the Records contained in the Data Set.

5.2.3 Records
The Koverse canonical unit of data is a Record. A Record is a map of keys/values, or fields, similar to a JSON
document. Like a JSON document, a Record can have embedded lists or nested maps.
A Record belongs to a single Data Set. Different Records within the same Data Set do not have to have the same fields
or structure. The values in a Record can be of many different types, including Strings, Doubles, geospatial points, and
Dates. A Record also has an optional security label which can be used to provide Record-level access control.
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Some key points to remember about Records are:
• Each record is present in one and only one Data Set.
• Records are maps of key/value pairs, similar to JSON
– Example: {key1: valueA, key2: valueB}
• Value types may vary across records with matching keys
– Example Record A: { key1: stringValue}
– Example Record B: { key1: 234 }
• Records do not have a user designated id field. It is up to the application to designate and populate an identifier
field. Applications can submit queries to look up records by any field, including a field to which it has assigned
unique identifiers.
• The optional security label on a record is set programmatically through the Java API and effects how the record
is stored and retrieved.
• Records can contain nested value objects: * Example: { name: parent, children: [ { name: child1} ] }
• Records can contain the following native value types:
Native Value Type
String
Integer
Long
Float
Double
Date

Examples and support string formats
“A string of text characters”
15
10000000000L
44.26
200.05
Unix Timestamp: 1371277293 UTC (GMT)
Epoch Timestamp: 1371277293
DTG: 271545ZFEB13
Other various date formats supported:
• yyyyMMdd hh:mm:ss
• EEE MMM d HH:mm:ss Z yyyy
• EEE MMM d HH:mm:ss zzz yyyy
• yyyy-MM-dd
• yyyy/MM/dd
• yyyy-MM
• yyyy/MM/dd HH:mm:ss
• yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss
• yyyy/MM/dd HH:mm:ss.SSS
• yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.SSS
• MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm
• MM-dd-yyyy HH:mm
• ddHHmm’Z’ MMM yy

KoverseGeoPoint

Well Known Text String Format: Point 1.23 60.423
Comma separated decimal lat,long: 1.23,60.423
192.168.1.1
true
An array of binary bytes such as the original bytes of a
file

Inet4Address
Boolean
byte[]

Note that NULL values are not allowed in Records. An attempt to put a NULL value into a field in a Record will
result in an Exception. It is possible to have the Koverse API automatically search for and remove NULL values when
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calling put() or putAll() on the SimpleRecord class by passing in ‘true’ as the last parameter:
SimpleRecord simpleRecord = new SimpleRecord();
simpleRecord.put("field", null, true);

This check will also remove NULLs at any any level within complex values such as Lists and Maps, and since this
check must be done recursively it is relatively expensive.

5.2.4 Queries
Records in Data Sets can be queried interactively by applications. Koverse provides indexing of values in records
automatically.
Applications can query data using the popular Lucene syntax or by specifying queries as JSON documents.
See the Applications API documentation for examples and details of using queries to deliver answers to applications.

5.2.5 Parameters
Koverse Transforms, Sources, and Sinks are all configured via Parameters. Parameters are defined by the developer and
allow specific instances of Transforms, Sources, and Sinks to be configured and deployed into varying environments
by authorized non-developer users.
When creating a specific implementation of a Transform, Source, or Sink, developers provide a list of Parameters to
present to the end-user via the User Interface.
Parameters are created with the following fields:
Required fields
String parameterName (required) uniquely identifies the parameter within the class.
String displayName (required) the name of the parameter that is shown to the user.
String type (required) one of the possible types defined in Parameter (see below).
Optional fields
String defaultValue a value set as the default.
String parameterGroup the name of a group of Parameters. Grouped parameters will appear together under the
name of the group within in the UI.
String referencedParameterNames any parameterName that should be referenced. For example, for Parameters of
the type TYPE_COLLECTION_FIELD, the possible values presented to the user in the UI are taken from the
parameter defined in the referencedParameterName.
Boolean required whether the parameter must be set by the user. The default is false.
Boolean hideInput whether the value of the parameter should be hidden in the UI. Used for sensitive parameters such
as passwords.
String hint a string of text to be shown to the user as an additional hint for applying a value to the parameter.
For example, a Source may define a parameter in its constructor as follows:
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private static final String FTP_HOSTNAME = "ftpHostnameParam";
private static final String FTP_PORT = "ftpPortParam";
@Override
public List<Parameter> getParameters() {
List<Parameter> params = new ArrayList();
params.add(Parameter.newBuilder()
.parameterName(FTP_HOSTNAME)
.displayName("Host Name")
.type(Parameter.TYPE_STRING)
.parameterGroup("Access")
.required(Boolean.TRUE)
.build());
params.add(
Parameter.newBuilder()
.parameterName(FTP_PORT)
.displayName("Port")
.type(Parameter.TYPE_INTEGER)
.parameterGroup("Access")
.defaultValue("21")
.required(Boolean.TRUE)
.build());
return params;
}

Parameters can be of the following types:
TYPE_STRING for passing in single line short strings such as a hostname or URL.
TYPE_TEXT for passing in longer multi-line strings, such as an entire script.
TYPE_BOOLEAN presents a checkbox to the user and is set to true or false.
TYPE_INTEGER allows the user to specify an integer value.
TYPE_COLLECTION_FIELD allows the user to select a single field from a collection.
The referencedParameterName must be equal to the parameterName of an TYPE_INPUT_COLLECTION or
TYPE_OUTPUT_COLLECTION parameterName. This is useful for informing classes of a specific field to
use.
TYPE_COLLECTION_MULTIPLE_FIELD allows the user to choose a set of fields from a collection selected as
an input or output collection parameter. This is useful for informing classes of a specific set of fields to use.
There are additional Parameter types used primarily by the system:
TYPE_INPUT_COLLECTION an input collection parameter presents the user with a list of collections from which
the user is authorized to read. The UI then fills in this parameter with the internal unique ID of the collection
the user chose. This component generally allows the end-user to select multiple input collections. The contents
of all input collections are read into transform and export jobs for example.
TYPE_OUTPUT_COLLECTION an output collection parameter presents the user with a list of collections to
which the user is authorized to write. The UI then fills in this parameter the internal ID of the collection
the user chose. This parameter generally only allows the user to select a single collection.
TYPE_SECURITY_LABEL_PARSER presents the user with a list of Security Label parser options. Security label
parsers are responsible for translating from a source security label to a Koverse record security label.
Transforms are pre-configured with parameters for input and output Data Sets. Sources and Sinks are pre-configured
with output or input collections, respectively.
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Reading Parameter Values
Once users have configured a Transform, Source, or Sink via the UI, Koverse will execute the business logic to
transform, import, or export data. Your code can grab the values set by the user via a context object.
These may vary slightly, but for example, to read the parameters set by a user in the FTP Source example above, we
might do the following:
private String hostname;
private int port;
@Override
public void configureFileBasedSource() throws IOException {
hostname = (String) getContext().getParameterValues().get(FTP_HOSTNAME);
port = Integer.parseInt((String) getContext().getParameterValues().get(FTP_PORT));
}

Note that the parameter values are all delivered as String objects which may need to be converted to other types for
your purposes. The UI will restrict the values to appropriate types in some cases but your code should check for valid
values.
See the examples for Transforms, Source, and Sinks for details.

5.3 Developer Docker Image
To develop integration components, analytics, or web applications on Koverse APIs it can be useful to use a docker
image designed to run on a developer machine. The Koverse Docker image includes the full software stack and
Koverse processes so anything developed against it will work seamlessly on a production Koverse instance.
To run the Koverse Docker image for development, ensure Docker is installed on your host operating system and pull
the latest Koverse image:
docker pull koverse/koverse:latest

When doing development it can often be useful to access the administrative user interfaces of various parts of the big
data software stack, so when starting a new container based on the Koverse image we’ll expose several ports that allow
us to see the status of various processes and log information:
docker run -ti -h koversevm -P -p 8080:8080 -p 8088:8088 -p 4040:4040 -p 18080:18080 ˓→p 50095:50095 -p 19888:19888 -p 8042:8042 koverse/koverse:latest /etc/bootstrap.sh ˓→bash

These ports are mapped to underlying systems thus:
Port
8080
8088
8042
19888
4040
18080
50095
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When a Koverse Docker container starts up it will start the Koverse Server and log messages from it can be seen on the
console. Although Koverse does deliver error information to the Koverse UI from jobs that do things like importing
data and running analytics, this log may contain additional information about problems. Additional log information
about specific jobs can be found by following the links provided in the Koverse UI which may navigate to a page of
information in the YARN Resource Manager, YARN Node Manager, Spark Master, or Spark Application.
Once the Koverse Docker container is running you can access the Koverse UI by pointing a browser at http://localhost:
8080. The default login is username: ‘admin’ and password: ‘admin’. By default this admin user has permission to
do everything in Koverse.

5.4 Integration API
Koverse is designed to work with existing data sources and systems throughout the enterprise. There are three types
of integration points:
• Sources - a connector to a system from which Koverse imports data
• Sinks - a connector to a system to which Koverse writes data
• Authenticators and Authorizers - connectors that allow Koverse to uses enterprise authentication and authorization systems such as Single Sign On (SSO), Active Directory, or PKI systems.
A Source is only needed when talking to a system that requires a whole new data protocol. For example, if you had
an FTP source and wanted to connect instead to and HTTP server you would need to write a new Source. Koverse
provides built-in sources for many popular data protocols (including HTTP and FTP).
Some Sources share much in common and the Koverse Integration API provides subclasses that make it easier to create
a new Source. For example, database Sources can use a common base class, as well as file-system based sources.
If you need to connect to a remote file system using a source that already exists for your protocol, such as FTP, but
you want to be able to parse a new type of file Koverse provides a File Format API that can be used to parse new file
types. File Formats can be used with any existing or new file system based source.
Similarly, Sinks that write to a file system can produce files in custom formats by creating an Export File Format class.
Finally, 3rd party Authenticators and Authorizers can allow Koverse to integrate with existing user management systems so that data access can be granted to specific roles and groups already defined for an organization.

5.4.1 Sources
Koverse Sources are designed to read data from a specific type of data source, such as a relational database or a remote
file system.
Koverse uses MapReduce to import data from Sources which can allow import jobs to take advantage of multiple
machines. However, many data sources consist of a process running on a single machine, which can limit the speed of
data import.
Sources are configured through defining parameters that are presented to users via the User Interface. This way the
source can obtain necessary information such as the hostname and port of the server containing the source data, or a
username and password.
There are three basic classes used to implement a custom Source: one for reading files from a file system, one for
reading from a relational database, and a third for implementing all other types of Sources.
We’ll cover how to implement each type of Source.
To start the project, we’ll need to include the Koverse SDK. See Linking to the Koverse API for details.
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File System Based Sources
For this example, we’ll write a custom Source designed to read records from files in a remote file system. We’ll handle
connecting to an FTP server and importing all the files found in a given directory.
To implement a file based Source, create a Java class that extends AbstractFileBasedSource. We’ll walk through how
to write each of the methods that our subclass must implement:
package com.koverse.examples.dataflow;
import com.koverse.sdk.data.Parameter;
import com.koverse.sdk.source.AbstractFileBasedSource;
import com.koverse.sdk.source.ImportSourcePath;
import org.apache.commons.net.ftp.FTPClient;
import org.apache.commons.net.ftp.FTPFile;
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.io.IOException;
java.io.InputStream;
java.net.URL;
java.net.URLConnection;
java.util.ArrayList;
java.util.Collections;
java.util.List;

public class FtpSource extends AbstractFileBasedSource {
// methods to be implemented shortly
}

The first thing we’ll do is to define what Parameters our source needs in order to connect to a remote FTP server.
In this case we’ll need the hostname and port of the server, a username and password, and the path to the directory
containing the file we wish to import.
Each one of these pieces of information is described using a Parameter object. This allows us to avoid hard coding
connection information and write an FTP source once that can be used to connect to as many different FTP servers
as we want. Parameters are used by the Koverse platform to present options that are specified end-users through the
Koverse User Interface.
Typically developers declare the names of all their Parameters as constants up front so we’ll do the same:
public class CustomFileBasedSource extends AbstractFileBasedSource {
protected
protected
protected
protected
protected
private
private
private
private
private

static
static
static
static
static

final
final
final
final
final

String
String
String
String
String

FTP_HOSTNAME = "hostname";
FTP_PORT = "port";
FTP_PATH = "path";
FTP_USERNAME = "username";
FTP_PASSWORD = "password";

String username;
String hostname;
int port;
String password;
String pathToFiles;

Next we’ll implement getParameters() and use these constants to tell the Koverse platform how to collect the information we need from end users. For more details on specifying Parameter objects see Parameters
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@Override
public List<Parameter> getParameters() {
List<Parameter> params = new ArrayList();
params.add(Parameter.newBuilder()
.parameterName(FTP_HOSTNAME)
.displayName("Host Name")
.type(Parameter.TYPE_STRING)
.parameterGroup("Access")
.required(Boolean.TRUE)
.build());
params.add(
Parameter.newBuilder()
.parameterName(FTP_PORT)
.displayName("Port")
.type(Parameter.TYPE_INTEGER)
.parameterGroup("Access")
.defaultValue("21")
.required(Boolean.TRUE).build());
params.add(
Parameter.newBuilder()
.parameterName(FTP_USERNAME)
.displayName("Username")
.type(Parameter.TYPE_STRING)
.parameterGroup("Access")
.required(Boolean.TRUE)
.build());
params.add(
Parameter.newBuilder()
.parameterName(FTP_PASSWORD)
.displayName("Password")
.type(Parameter.TYPE_STRING)
.parameterGroup("Access")
.hideInput(Boolean.TRUE)
.required(Boolean.TRUE)
.build());
params.add(Parameter.newBuilder()
.parameterName(FTP_PATH)
.displayName("File Path")
.type(Parameter.TYPE_STRING)
.parameterGroup("Target")
.required(Boolean.TRUE)
.build());
return params;
}

Next we’ll write the method that extracts the values the end user has provided to our Source and store them. Sources
have a method called getContext() that returns an object containing configuration information, included the values
that the end user has specified for each of our Parameters. We simply ask for the value of each and store the resulting
values in member fields:
@Override
public void configureFileBasedSource() throws IOException {
hostname = (String) getContext().getParameterValues().get(FTP_HOSTNAME);
port = Integer.parseInt((String) getContext().getParameterValues().get(FTP_PORT));
(continues on next page)
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username = (String) getContext().getParameterValues().get(FTP_USERNAME);
password = (String) getContext().getParameterValues().get(FTP_PASSWORD);
pathToFiles = (String) getContext().getParameterValues().get(FTP_PATH);
}

Now our Source needs everything it knows to connect to an FTP server. File based sources import data in two steps:
first, we connect to the remote server and find out what files exist to be imported, and second we’ll import each file. The
two step process allows Koverse to process individual files using multiple machines, which speeds up the import process. We’ll now implement the method that tells Koverse which files we’ll be importing, enumerateUnfilteredList():
@Override
public Iterable<ImportSourcePath> enumerateUnfilteredList() throws Exception {
List<ImportSourcePath> importPaths = new ArrayList<>();
FTPClient ftpClient = new FTPClient();
ftpClient.connect(hostname, port);
ftpClient.login(username, password);
FTPFile[] files = ftpClient.listFiles(pathToFiles);
if (files.length == 0) {
throw new IOException(
String.format("No files found for path %s. Check path or username and
˓→password", pathToFiles));
}
// we have the files listed already, so don't need the connection any longer
ftpClient.disconnect();
for (FTPFile file : files) {
String connectionString = new StringBuilder()
.append("ftp://")
.append(username)
.append(':')
.append(password)
.append('@')
.append(hostname)
.append(':')
.append(port)
.append(pathToFiles)
.append(file)
.toString();
importPaths.add(
new ImportSourcePath.Builder()
.path(connectionString)
.lastModifiedDate(file.getTimestamp().getTime())
.fileSize(file.getSize())
.build());
}
return importPaths;
}

Note that we’re using an object called ImportPath to describe each file we’ll be importing. ImportPath objects can
have information such as file size and modification date which allow end users to filter out files older or newer than a
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certain date or over or under a certain size.
The next phase of the import will be done via a MapReduce job and will fetch each file we’ve listed in parallel.
The method for importing each file is called streamForItem() and it returns an InputStream for each file we’ve just
enumerated. In our case this is fairly simple:
@Override
public InputStream streamForItem(String item) throws IOException {
URL url = new URL(item);
URLConnection urlc = url.openConnection();
return urlc.getInputStream();
}

The Koverse platform will take care of the rest - parsing each file and converting the data within each to Koverse
Record objects. That logic is defined by individual classes using the File Format API.
That’s mostly all it takes to implement a new custom Source for Koverse. The only things left to do are to give our
Source a name, version, and description information:
@Override
public String getName() {
return "My Custom FTP";
}
@Override
public String getSourceTypeId() {
return "my-custom-ftp";
}
@Override
public String getVersion() {
return "0.1.0";
}
@Override
public String getDescription() {
return "Example of a Source that connects to an FTP server";
}

There are a few other methods we can define:
// used for streaming sources
@Override
public Boolean isContinuous() {
return false;
}
// used for sources that support input stream reset
@Override
public boolean supportsInputStreamReset() {
return true;
}
// deprecated
@Override
public List<Parameter> getFileBasedFlowParameters() {
return Collections.EMPTY_LIST;
}
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Now we’re ready to package up our Source into an AddOn file, which just just a Java JAR file that contains a descriptor
file. If you’re using the koverse-sdk-project example code, simply build the project using mvn install. This will
produce a JAR file in the target/ directory that you can drop into the Koverse UI. See the section on AddOn Packaging
for more details.
Database Sources
For this example, we will write a custom Source designed to read records from a PostGreSQL database. We will
handle connecting to a database server and importing all the records found in a given database using a specified SQL
query.
To implement a Database Source, create a Java class that extends JdbcSourceBase. We’ll walk through how to write
each of the methods that our subclass must implement:
package com.koverse.examples.dataflow;
import com.koverse.sdk.ingest.format.StatementModifier;
import com.koverse.sdk.source.JdbcSourceBase;
import java.sql.SQLException;
import java.sql.Statement;
public class CustomDatabaseSource extends JdbcSourceBase {
// methods to be implemented shortly
}

The JdbcSourceBase super class does a lot of the work for developers. In this case, it defines what Parameters our
source needs in order to connect to a database server. This includes the hostname and port of the server, a username
and password, the name of the database, and an SQL query.
Since our Source knows everything it needs to connect to a database server, we can construct the JDBC URL needed
to connect to our PostGreSQL database:
@Override
protected String createJdbcUrl(final String host, final int port, final String
˓→database) {
final StringBuilder jdbcUrl = new StringBuilder();
jdbcUrl.append("jdbc:postgresql://");
jdbcUrl.append(host.trim());
jdbcUrl.append(":");
jdbcUrl.append(Integer.toString(port));
jdbcUrl.append("/");
jdbcUrl.append(database);
return jdbcUrl.toString();
}

We need to define the default port for PostGres and the JDBC driver class name:
@Override
protected int getDefaultPort() {
return 5432;
}
@Override
(continues on next page)
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protected String getJdbcDriverClassname() {
return "org.postgresql.Driver";
}

In the getStatementModifier method we provide the opportunity to modify a statement before it is used. In this case
we disable the connections auto-commit state and set the fetch size:
@Override
protected StatementModifier getStatementModifier() {
return new StatementModifier() {
@Override
public void modify(final Statement stmt) throws SQLException {
stmt.getConnection().setAutoCommit(false);
stmt.setFetchSize(100);
}
};
}

That’s mostly all it takes to implement a new custom Database Source for Koverse. The only things left to do are to
give our Source a name, version, and description information:
@Override
public String getName() {
return "CustomDatabaseSource";
}
@Override
public String getVersion() {
return "0.1.0";
}
@Override
public String getSourceTypeId() {
return "my-custom-database-source";
}
@Override
public String getDescription() {
return "Import data from a PostgreSQL database. All records returned from the
˓→specified query are imported.";
}

There is one other method we can define:
@Override
public Boolean isContinuous() {
return false;
}

Now we are ready to package up our Source into an AddOn file, which is just a Java JAR file that contains a descriptor
file. If you’re using the koverse-sdk-project example code, simply build the project using mvn install. This will
produce a JAR file in the target/ directory that you can drop into the Koverse UI. See the section on AddOn Packaging
for more details.
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Saving State
Some sources can benefit from saving the state of the last completed import job. For example a source might want to
record the date of the last time it ran so it can request data that is newer than the last time it retrieved data from the
external data source.
For another example, some web based APIs support paging, and a source could record the last page read so that the
next time data is imported the source begins reading at the page where it left off.
The source API allows developers to retrieve saved state and specify state to be saved when each import job is completed. Developers can store one or more String values associated with a particular String key. Because a source can
be used in multiple import jobs and because import jobs may consist of multiple simultaneous workers importing data
in parallel, the API allows developers the ability to specify how multiple values for a given key should be combined.
To read saved state, sources should use the method of the provided ‘context’ object:
Iterable<String> getState(String key)

which returns an Iterable of String values associated with the given key.
For example, file based sources have the option to read the list of file names already imported, so that they can
determine which files if any have not already been processed and import them:
if (importOnlyNewFiles) {
importedFiles = newHashSet(context.getState(IMPORTED_FILENAMES_KEY));
}

As an example of saving state, when file based sources are done importing some set of files, they can save the filenames
by implementing the stateToSave() method of the ListMapReduceSource interface:
@Override
public Iterable<SourceState> stateToSave() {
ArrayList<SourceState> state = new ArrayList();
if (importOnlyNewFiles) {
state.add(new SourceState(NovelFilenameFilter.IMPORTED_FILENAMES_KEY,
˓→importedFilenames, StateStringOperator.UNIQUE));
}

return state;
}

In this case, we return a list of SourceState objects, of which we have only one. That SourceState object consists of
a key under which we are requesting to store one or more filenames of files we just imported. The last component of
the SourceState object is a StateStringOperator, in this case, the UNIQUE operator which requests that Koverse store
only the unique set of filenames, and avoid storing duplicates.
Other StateStringOperators can be used, with the following behaviors:
ALL store all string values associated with a given key, including duplicates if any
UNIQUE store only the unique set of values associated with a key, removing any duplicates
MAX store only the one value that sorts last among all values associated with a key
MIN store only the one value that sorts first among all values associated with a key
Only String values are supported, but sources may be able to do what they need with dates by converting to a String
format such as ‘YYYYMMDD HH:mm:SS’ so that the String representation of dates can be sorted in time order. This
technique could be used for other non-String types as well.
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Note: when overriding the stateToSave() method, subclasses may consider to calling super.stateToSave() and combining the state from the super class with its own state to preserve the behavior of the super class.

5.4.2 Normalizations
Normalizations, also sometimes referred to as Import Time Transforms, consist of any changes that are made to data
as it is being imported. In general it is recommended to import data as it arrives from the original source and make
any changes to clean up or ‘normalize’ the data in Transforms so that if a mistake is made, the Transform can be
modified and run from the raw data again, or if the way data has been transformed is not appropriate for all consumers
a different Transform can be run to create a different representation of the data.
However, sometimes changes at Normalizations are useful for when data simply cannot be imported as is such as when
custom logic for ingesting certain values as a specific type must be applied.
The API for Normalizations consists of a class to describe the Normalization’s parameters so users can configure it
via the Koverse UI and a simple function to transform data as it arrives.
Normalizations are limited to functionality that can be done within a single call to a flat map function, that is, a
function that takes a record and returns zero or more records. It is not possible to aggregate over multiple records in a
Normalization. For that, use a Transform.
To start the project, we’ll need to include the Koverse SDK. See Linking to the Koverse API for details.
Example Normalization
In the following example we will build a Normalization that allows us to remove a field from all records being imported.
This example is included in the koverse-sdk-project
First we’ll start off with our basic import and package declaration:
package com.koverse.examples.dataflow;
import java.util.List;
import java.util.Map;
import com.koverse.sdk.Version;
import
import
import
import

com.koverse.com.google.common.collect.Lists;
com.koverse.sdk.data.Parameter;
com.koverse.sdk.data.SimpleRecord;
com.koverse.sdk.ingest.transform.ImportTransform;

public class CustomNormalization extends ImportTransform {
}

We’ll begin by defining a set of parameters that our Transform will use to request configuration information from a
user of the Koverse UI. In this case we’ll ask the user to tell our Normalization which field name they would like to
remove.:
private final String PARAMETER_FIELD_NAME = "fieldName";
private String fieldName;

To complete our Transform we’ll give it a description, name, type ID, and version number:
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@Override
public String getDescription() {
return "Remove a field from each records";
}
@Override
public String getName() {
return "Remove a Field";
}
@Override
public String getTypeId() {
return "remove-field-normalization";
}
@Override
public Version getVersion() {
return new Version(1, 0, 0);
}

@Override
public List<Parameter> getParameters() {
return Lists.newArrayList(
Parameter.newBuilder()
.displayName("Field Name")
.parameterName(PARAMETER_FIELD_NAME)
.type(Parameter.TYPE_STRING)
.required(true).build());
}
@Override
public void setup(Map<String, Object> params) {
fieldName = (String) params.get(PARAMETER_FIELD_NAME);
}

Next, we remove the field and value from each SimpleRecord if the field name matches what the user has specified:
@Override
public Iterable<SimpleRecord> transform(SimpleRecord inputRecord) {
if (inputRecord.containsKey(fieldName)) {
inputRecord.remove(fieldName);
}
return Lists.newArrayList(inputRecord);
}

To test our Normalization we’ll write a simple unit test, starting with this skeleton class:
import org.junit.Test;
import static org.junit.Assert.*;
import com.koverse.sdk.data.SimpleRecord;
(continues on next page)
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import java.util.HashMap;
import java.util.List;
import java.util.Map;

public class CustomNormalizationTest {
}

Now we’ll add a simple test to check that our input example records are transformed the way we expect:
@Test
public void testNormalization() {
CustomNormalization norm = new CustomNormalization();
SimpleRecord simpleRecord = new SimpleRecord();
simpleRecord.put("fieldA", "valueA");
simpleRecord.put("fieldB", "valueB");
simpleRecord.put("fieldC", "valueC");
// provide configuration that a user would normally provide via the UI
Map<String, Object> params = new HashMap<>();
params.put(CustomNormalization.PARAMETER_FIELD_NAME, "fieldB");
// configure our normalization based on parameters
norm.setup(params);
// transform input records
List<SimpleRecord> results = newArrayList(norm.transform(simpleRecord));
// should have exactly the same number of results as input records
assertEquals(1, results.size());
SimpleRecord resultRecord = results.get(0);
// should consist of only two fields now
assertEquals(2, resultRecord.size());
// should consist of these specific fields
assertTrue(resultRecord.containsKey("fieldA"));
assertTrue(resultRecord.containsKey("fieldC"));
// should no longer have the field we want to remove
assertFalse(resultRecord.containsKey("fieldB"));
}

We can run this in an IDE or use maven to verify our Normalization is working:
$ mvn surefire:test
[INFO]
[INFO]
[INFO]
[INFO]
[INFO]

Scanning for projects...
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Building koverse-sdk-project 2.4.2-SNAPSHOT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------(continues on next page)
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[INFO]
[INFO] --- maven-surefire-plugin:2.12.4:test (default-cli) @ koverse-sdk-project --...
------------------------------------------------------T E S T S
------------------------------------------------------Running com.koverse.examples.dataflow.CustomNormalizationTest
Tests run: 1, Failures: 0, Errors: 0, Skipped: 0, Time elapsed: 0.13 sec
Results :
Tests run: 1, Failures: 0, Errors: 0, Skipped: 0
[INFO]
[INFO]
[INFO]
[INFO]
[INFO]
[INFO]
[INFO]

-----------------------------------------------------------------------BUILD SUCCESS
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Total time: 8.443 s
Finished at: 2018-03-08T15:44:54-08:00
Final Memory: 15M/309M
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Now that our Normalization appears to be working we can upload it to Koverse so users can apply it to their own
data as it is being imported. If you’re using the koverse-sdk-project example code, simply build the project using mvn
install. This will produce a JAR file in the target/ directory that you can drop into the Koverse UI.
If you’re building your own project make sure to add the line:
com.koverse.examples.dataflow.CustomNormalization

to the file src/main/resources/classesToInspect. See the section on AddOn Packaging for more details.
Once the AddOn is uploaded to Koverse, our custom Normalization will appear in the list of available Normalizations
to apply when importing new data.

5.4.3 Field Maskers
Koverse supports applying policies for obfuscating the values in certain fields for particular groups of users. This
capability allows data owners to use fine-grained controls to protect sensitive information as required by company
policies or privacy regulations such as HIPAA and GDPR. The obfuscation logic is provided by custom code extensions
to Koverse called Field Maskers.
A Field Masker takes a single value and returns an obfuscated value.
To create a custom Field Masker simply create a class that implements the FieldMasker interface.
@FunctionalInterface
public interface FieldMasker {
/**
* Masks a field field value. The provided object will never be null and null must
˓→never be returned.
* Otherwise, the implementation is free to change the value however is necessary.
*
* @param o The field value to mask, is never null.
* @return The masked value, must never be null.
(continues on next page)
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*/
@Nonnull
Object mask(@Nonnull Object o);
}

In addition to the main function, Field Maskers can declare a set of parameters that can be used to allow end users to
configure the masker. We’ll build a simple field masker to illustrate the process.
Example Field Masker
In this example we’ll implement a Field Masker that obfuscates values using a one-way hash. This can be useful
when we want to be able to tell when multiple orders belong to the same customer without disclosing the customer’s
identifiable information. The one way hash will create a deterministic unique identifier for each customer name.
This way any information about a specific customer can be grouped together by the unique hashed ID and there is
no way to recover the original customer name, allowing various groups of analysts to be allowed to process the data
without violating customer privacy.
We’ll start out by creating a simple class that extends the FieldMasker interface.
package com.koverse.record.field.maskers;
import
import
import
import

com.koverse.sdk.annotation.Description;
com.koverse.sdk.annotation.EnumParameter;
com.koverse.sdk.annotation.StringParameter;
com.koverse.sdk.record.FieldMasker;

import
import
import
import

java.nio.charset.Charset;
java.security.MessageDigest;
java.security.NoSuchAlgorithmException;
java.util.Base64;

public class ShaFieldMasker implements FieldMasker {
private final Charset UTF8 = Charset.forName("UTF-8");
private String type;
private String salt;
@Override
public Object mask(final Object o) {
try {
final String input = o.toString() + salt;
final MessageDigest messageDigest = MessageDigest.getInstance(type);
final byte[] digest = messageDigest.digest(input.getBytes(UTF8));
return Base64.getEncoder().encodeToString(digest);
} catch (NoSuchAlgorithmException e) {
throw new RuntimeException("Hash Type not found", e);
}
}
}
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Our code references a few variables we haven’t initialized: the ‘type’ and ‘salt’ fields. We’ll annotate these so that
the Koverse server knows to present these as parameters to end-users who are applying this masker to their own data.
First we’ll annotate the ‘type’ field as an EnumParameter and then annotate the ‘salt’ field as a StringParameter.
@EnumParameter(
id = "type",
name = "Hash Type",
groupName = "",
required = true,
description = "Choose a hash type",
values = {"SHA-256", "SHA-512"},
defaultValue = "SHA-256")
private String type;
@StringParameter(
id = "salt",
name = "Hash Salt",
groupName = "",
required = false,
description = "Salts the hash",
hideInput = true,
defaultValue = "")
private String salt;

Finally, we’ll annotate our class to give our masker a name and a description end-users will see when selecting our
masker in the Koverse UI.
@Description(
id = "sha-hash-masker",
name = "SHA Hasher",
description = "Masks values using one-way SHA hashing",
majorVersion = 1,
minorVersion = 0,
patchVersion = 1)
public class ShaFieldMasker implements FieldMasker {
...
}

Now we’ll need to make a manifest file so the Koverse server finds and loads our class on startup. Make
a folder in your project called src/main/resources/META-INF/services. In that folder, create a file called
com.koverse.sdk.record.FieldMasker. In that file, we’ll put a single line consisting of:
com.koverse.record.field.maskers.ShaFieldMasker

Now our project is ready to be built. Compile the project into a JAR file and place it on the CLASSPATH of the
Koverse Server, such as in the /lib folder, and restart the Koverse Server.
Next we’ll apply our new masker to a field in a data set via the Koverse UI. See Masking Specific Data Set Attributes
for details.

5.4.4 Authentication and Authorization
Koverse can be extended to integrate with existing enterprise authentication and authorization systems that may be
required for a given production environment. While an extensible component that is built against the Koverse SDK,
these authentication and authorization modules are not like other extensible components like Sources and Transform
and packaged into a Koverse AddOn. Instead, these modules need to be built into a JAR and placed in the classpath
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of the Koverse Webapp or Koverse Server. Additionally, the koverse-webapp.properties or koverse-server.properties
files need to be modified to identify the module(s) that Koverse should use for authentication and authorization.
Implementing an Authentication and Authorization Module
To implement an authentication and authorization module for the webapp, a developer will extend the
AbstractWebAppAuthModule class. This is a Guice module that enables the injection of new authentication and authorization implementations.
There are two ways to implement authentication, either
with the HttpServletRequestAuthenticator or the WebAppParameterAuthenticator. The
HttpServletRequestAuthenticator enables authentication based on information in the HttpServletRequest,
such as an X.509 certificate. The WebAppParameterAuthenticator enables authentication based on custom,
named parameters. To pass external groups or security tokens to Koverse, implement a WebAppAuthorizer.
To implement an authorization module for the server, a developer will extend the AbstractServerAuthModule
class, which is also a Guice module. Only authorizers can be created for the Koverse Server. To create one, implement
the interface ServerAuthorizer in your own class. The Server authorizer can do many of the same things that
the Web App authorizer can do, so you may decide to create a Server authorizer instead of a Web App authorizer. The
only time that an authorizer must be used in the webapp and not the server is when some information avaialble from
the HTTP call is required to do the authorization.
Example Webapp Authenticator
For this example, we’ll write an authenticator that uses LDAP and PKI to authenticate. In this scenario, the user needs
to have X509 security certificates installed in their browser. Those certificates will be sent to the koverse web app
when the user visits the koverse URL with their browser. The certificates will then be used to attempt to login to an
LDAP server. If more than one certificate is provided by the user’s web browser, each will be tried and the first one
to sucessfully authenticate with the LDAP server will authenticate the user. This authenticator is thus very simple, but
illustrates the fundamental concepts.
First, create a class that implements HttpServletRequestAuthenticator:
@Slf4j
public class PkiAuthenticator implements HttpServletRequestAuthenticator {
private final String ldapUrl;
private final String ldapInitialContextFactory;
@Inject
public PkiAuthenticator(
@Named("com.koverse.auth.ldap.url") final String ldapUrl,
@Named("com.koverse.auth.ldap.initial.context.factory") final String
˓→ldapInitialContextFactory) {
this.ldapUrl = ldapUrl;
this.ldapInitialContextFactory = ldapInitialContextFactory;
}
}

This authenticator requires that two properties be specified in the koverse-webapp.properties file to specify
the LDAP URL and which Java class to use to get the initial LDAP context. An example is below:
com.koverse.auth.ldap.initial.context.factory=com.sun.jndi.ldap.LdapCtxFactory
com.koverse.auth.ldap.url=ldap://localhost/
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This class will be instantiated by Koverse with the named parameters being populated by the koverse-webapp.
properties file. If the properties file does not contain values for the named properties, the koverse webapp will
fail to start and show an error describing that the properties could not be found.
Next, a method is added to return a description of this authenticator:
@Override
public HttpServletRequestAuthenticatorDescription getDescription() {
return new HttpServletRequestAuthenticatorDescription() {
@Override
public Class<? extends HttpServletRequestAuthenticator> getAuthenticatorClass() {
return PkiAuthenticator.class;
}
@Override
public String getDisplayName() {
return "Example PKI LDAP Authentication";
}
@Override
public String getTypeId() {
return "example-pki-ldap-auth";
}
};
}

The authenticator class that is returned by the description is simply the class of this authenticator. Koverse uses this to
instantiate the autheticator when the web app starts. The display name is the human readable name of the authenticator.
The type id is a string that uniquely identifies this authenticator.
Next is the logic to perform the authentication:
@Override
public Optional<String> authenticate(HttpServletRequest authenticationInfo) {

˓→

final X509Certificate[] certificates = (X509Certificate[]) authenticationInfo.
getAttribute("javax.servlet.request.X509Certificate");
if (certificates == null || certificates.length == 0) {
log.warn("No X509 certificates found");
return Optional.absent();
} else {
log.info("Found {} X509 certificates", certificates.length);
for (final X509Certificate certificate : certificates) {
final Principal principal = certificate.getSubjectDN();
final Hashtable<String, Object> environment = new Hashtable<>();
log.info("Trying X509 certificate for principal: {}", principal.getName());
environment.put(Context.INITIAL_CONTEXT_FACTORY, ldapInitialContextFactory);
environment.put(Context.PROVIDER_URL, ldapUrl);
environment.put(Context.SECURITY_PRINCIPAL, principal);
environment.put(Context.SECURITY_CREDENTIALS, certificate);

try {
final InitialDirContext initialDirContext = new
˓→InitialDirContext(environment);
(continues on next page)
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initialDirContext.close();
log.info("X509 certificate authentication suceeded for principal : {}",
˓→principal);
return Optional.of(principal.getName());
} catch (AuthenticationException e) {
log.warn("X509 certificate authentication failed for principal : {}",
˓→principal, e);
} catch (NamingException e) {
log.error("Could not contact LDAP server for X509 certificate principal : {}",
˓→ principal, e);
}
}
log.warn("No X509 certificates succeeded for login");
return Optional.absent();
}
}

The authentication logic works by getting the X509 certificates from the Java Servlet API. These are the certificates
that the user’s web browser sent. Each certificate is then used to attempt to authenticate with the LDAP server. If one
of the certificates works, the user is authetnicated and their user name is the principal of the certificate. If none of the
certificates work, the user is not logged in, as indicated by returning Optional.absent().
Here is the authenticator source code in its entirety:
package com.koverse.webapp.security.pki;
import com.koverse.com.google.common.base.Optional;
import com.koverse.sdk.security.webapp.HttpServletRequestAuthenticator;
import com.koverse.sdk.security.webapp.HttpServletRequestAuthenticatorDescription;
import com.google.inject.Inject;
import com.google.inject.name.Named;
import lombok.extern.slf4j.Slf4j;
import java.security.Principal;
import java.security.cert.X509Certificate;
import java.util.Hashtable;
import
import
import
import
import

javax.naming.AuthenticationException;
javax.naming.Context;
javax.naming.NamingException;
javax.naming.directory.InitialDirContext;
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest;

@Slf4j
public class PkiAuthenticator implements HttpServletRequestAuthenticator {
private final String ldapUrl;
private final String ldapInitialContextFactory;
@Inject
public PkiAuthenticator(
@Named("com.koverse.auth.ldap.url") final String ldapUrl,
@Named("com.koverse.auth.ldap.initial.context.factory") final String
(continues on next page)
˓→ldapInitialContextFactory) {
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this.ldapUrl = ldapUrl;
this.ldapInitialContextFactory = ldapInitialContextFactory;
}
@Override
public HttpServletRequestAuthenticatorDescription getDescription() {
return new HttpServletRequestAuthenticatorDescription() {
@Override
public Class<? extends HttpServletRequestAuthenticator> getAuthenticatorClass()
˓→{
return PkiAuthenticator.class;
}
@Override
public String getDisplayName() {
return "Example PKI LDAP Authentication";
}
@Override
public String getTypeId() {
return "example-pki-ldap-auth";
}
};
}
@Override
public Optional<String> authenticate(HttpServletRequest authenticationInfo) {

˓→

final X509Certificate[] certificates = (X509Certificate[]) authenticationInfo.
getAttribute("javax.servlet.request.X509Certificate");
if (certificates == null || certificates.length == 0) {
log.warn("No X509 certificates found");
return Optional.absent();
} else {
log.info("Found {} X509 certificates", certificates.length);
for (final X509Certificate certificate : certificates) {
final Principal principal = certificate.getSubjectDN();
final Hashtable<String, Object> environment = new Hashtable<>();
log.info("Trying X509 certificate for principal: {}", principal.getName());
environment.put(Context.INITIAL_CONTEXT_FACTORY, ldapInitialContextFactory);
environment.put(Context.PROVIDER_URL, ldapUrl);
environment.put(Context.SECURITY_PRINCIPAL, principal);
environment.put(Context.SECURITY_CREDENTIALS, certificate);

try {
final InitialDirContext initialDirContext = new
˓→InitialDirContext(environment);
initialDirContext.close();
log.info("X509 certificate authentication suceeded for principal : {}",
˓→principal);
return Optional.of(principal.getName());
(continues on next page)
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} catch (AuthenticationException e) {
log.warn("X509 certificate authentication failed for principal : {}",
˓→principal, e);
} catch (NamingException e) {
log.error("Could not contact LDAP server for X509 certificate principal : {}
˓→", principal, e);
}
}
log.warn("No X509 certificates succeeded for login");
return Optional.absent();
}
}
}

Note that when a custom authenticator is used, any user id that is returned must belong to a koverse group that has
the “useKoverse” system permission. For testing purposes, this can be done by logging into Koverse as an admistrator
user and giving the group “Everyone” that system permission. Then, any user that this authenticator creates will
automatically become a member of that group and thus be able to use Koverse. If the user doe not have this system
permission, then the Koverse user interface will display a notification saying to contact the Koverse administrator to
get access to Koverse.
This is necessary because if your authenticator uses an external system to authenticate a user (such as LDAP), that
does not necessarily mean that the user has permission to use Koverse. Further customization could be done to map
LDAP groups to Koverse groups that have this system permission to use Koverse.
Example Webapp Auth Module
An auth module must be created in order to use a authenticator. This module wires the authenticator to the Koverse
Web app authentication processing.
package com.koverse.webapp.security.pki;
import
import
import
import

com.koverse.sdk.security.webapp.AbstractWebAppAuthModule;
com.koverse.sdk.security.webapp.HttpServletRequestAuthenticator;
com.koverse.sdk.security.webapp.WebAppAuthorizer;
com.koverse.sdk.security.webapp.WebAppParameterAuthenticator;

import com.google.inject.multibindings.Multibinder;
public class PkiAuthModule extends AbstractWebAppAuthModule {
@Override
protected void configure(
Multibinder<WebAppAuthorizer> authorizersBinder,
Multibinder<HttpServletRequestAuthenticator>
˓→servletRequestAuthenticatorsBinder,
Multibinder<WebAppParameterAuthenticator> parameterAuthenticatorsBinder) {
servletRequestAuthenticatorsBinder.addBinding().to(PkiAuthenticator.class);
}
}

In this example, the example authenticator is wired to be used as the Koverse authenticator. To install, simply put
the jar(s) containing these classes into the Koverse web application’s lib directory and then edit the Koverse web
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application configuration file koverse-webapp.properties file, located in the conf directory. All that has to be done
is to set the property com.koverse.webapp.auth.modules to the full class name of the auth module. For
example:
com.koverse.webapp.auth.modules=com.koverse.webapp.security.pki.PkiAuthModule

Then, when Koverse starts up again, it will use this auth module instead of its default one.
Koverse Server Configuration
To update the active authorization modules used by the Koverse Server, set the com.koverse.server.
security.auth.modules property in koverse-server.properties to a comma separated list of Guice module class
names.

5.5 Analytics API
Putting analytics into production is a phenomenal challenge for most organizations building on newer scalable technologies. Koverse makes running analytics in production easy.
Koverse wraps an analytic in a Transform, which allows the analytic to be reused for multiple data sets via code-free
configuration, and Transforms are also scheduled, monitored, and audited.
Transforms allow data scientists to use the APIs they want to use, and adds to that the ability to manage the analytic
deployment. Transforms can wrap analytics written for the following frameworks and APIs:
• Spark
• Spark SQL
• MapReduce
• Python
What makes Koverse transforms different from “vanilla” analytics written for these frameworks is that:
• Developers can avoid writing code to read the original format of data. Koverse provides a common format for
all data whether structured, semi- or unstructured.
• Developers do not have to specify the schema of the data. Koverse learns and provides this to the underlying
frameworks. This makes using structured APIs like Pig and Spark’s SQL or Data Frames much easier.
• Developers can identify which parts of the analytic are configurable. For example, a Sentiment Analysis algorithm can be configured to process the field containing text at run-time. This way it can be run on the ‘text’ field
of Twitter data in one workflow, and run on the ‘body’ field of some email data in another workflow. This makes
analytics reusable for more than one type of data.
• Developers don’t have to worry about where the output goes. Results can be written back to Koverse, automatically secured and indexed. From there, these results can be queried directly, accessed by applications, fed into
additional analytics or exported to external file systems or databases.
• Non-developers can use these analytics simply by configuring them using the Koverse UI. No coding knowledge
or command-line access is needed.
Koverse adds the following capabilities to make every analytic production-ready:
• Triggering jobs to run on a scheduled or automatic basis
• Configurable input data windows, e.g. process data from the last 30 days
• Maintaining relationships and lineage between data sets
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• Auditing
• Job monitoring and reporting
Complete code examples from this section can be found at Koverse SDK Project section .
Koverse supports prototyping analytics using interactive shells and Notebooks. For examples of prototyping analytics
using specific technologies, see the following:

5.5.1 PySpark Shell
PySpark is the name of Apache Spark’s Python API and it includes an interactive shell for analyzing large amounts of
data with Python and Spark.
Koverse supports processing data from Koverse Collections using PySpark and storing Resilient Distributed Datasets
(RDDs) into Koverse Collections.
To use Koverse with PySpark, follow these steps.
Set the following environment variables:
export
export
export
export

SPARK_HOME=[your Spark installation directory]
ACCUMULO_HOME=[your Accumulo installation directory]
KOVERSE_HOME=[your Koverse installation directory]
PYSPARK_PYTHON=/usr/local/bin/python2.7

Copy the following JAR files into a the Spark installation directory:
cd $SPARK_HOME
cp
cp
cp
cp
cp

$ACCUMULO_HOME/lib/accumulo-core.jar .
$ACCUMULO_HOME/lib/accumulo-fate.jar .
$ACCUMULO_HOME/lib/accumulo-tracer.jar .
$ACCUMULO_HOME/lib/accumulo-trace.jar .
$ACCUMULO_HOME/lib/guava.jar .

cp
cp
cp
cp
cp

$KOVERSE_HOME/lib/koverse-sdk-xml*.jar koverse-sdk-xml.jar
$KOVERSE_HOME/lib/koverse-sdk-1*.jar koverse-sdk.jar
$KOVERSE_HOME/lib/koverse-server-base*.jar koverse-server-base.jar
$KOVERSE_HOME/lib/koverse-shaded-deps*.jar koverse-shaded-deps.jar
$KOVERSE_HOME/lib/koverse-thrift*.jar koverse-thrift.jar

Install Koverse python files. As described above, the Koverse Python client can be installed using:
pip install koverse

Start PySpark:
bin/pyspark --deploy-mode client \
--jars koverse-sdk.jar,koverse-sdk-xml.jar,koverse-thrift.jar, \
accumulo-core.jar,guava.jar,accumulo-fate.jar,accumulo-trace.jar, \
koverse-server-base.jar,koverse-shaded-deps.jar
Python 2.7.6 (default, Sep 9 2014, 15:04:36)
[GCC 4.2.1 Compatible Apple LLVM 6.0 (clang-600.0.39)] on darwin
Type "help", "copyright", "credits" or "license" for more information.
Spark assembly has been built with Hive, including Datanucleus jars on classpath
Using Spark's default log4j profile: org/apache/spark/log4j-defaults.properties
(continues on next page)
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Welcome to
____
__
/ __/__ ___ _____/ /__
_\ \/ _ \/ _ `/ __/ '_/
/__ / .__/\_,_/_/ /_/\_\
/_/

version 1.3.0

Using Python version 2.7.6 (default, Sep 9 2014 15:04:36)
SparkContext available as sc, HiveContext available as sqlCtx.

To access Koverse’s Spark functionality import the following:
>>> from koverse.spark import *

A KoverseSparkContext object is used to obtain Spark RDDs for specified Koverse collections. Simply pass in the
pre-created SparkContext object, the hostname of the Koverse Server, and your username and password:
>>> import base64
>>> ksc = KoverseSparkContext(sc, 'localhost', 'username', base64.b64encode('password
˓→'))

To get an RDD for a Koverse Collection, call the koverseCollection() method:
>>> rdd = ksc.koverseCollection('stocks')

This rdd can be used like other RDDs.
>>> rdd.take(1)
[{u'Volume': 26765000, u'High': 25.42, u'AdjClose': 25.17, u'Low': 24.46, u'Date':
˓→datetime.datetime(2014, 9, 1, 20, 0), u'Close': 25.17, u'Open': 24.94}]

If, for example, we wanted to repeat our previous analysis of this example data set, we could build a model using a
few simple functions:
>>> differences = rdd.map(lambda r: {'Date': r['Date'], 'Change': r['Close'] - r['Open
˓→']})
>>> sum = differences.map(lambda r: r['Change']).reduce(lambda a, b: a + b)
>>> mean = sum / differences.count()
>>> mean
-0.08547297297297289
>>> ssq = differences.map(lambda r: (r['Change'] - mean) ** 2).reduce(lambda a, b: a
˓→+ b)
>>> var = ssq / differences.count()
>>> import math
>>> stddev = math.sqrt(var)
>>> stddev
8.613426809227452

Now we can apply our model directly to our differences RDD.
>>> anomalies = differences.flatMap(lambda r: [r] if (abs(r['Change']) - mean) /
˓→stddev > 2.0 else [])
>>> anomalies.count()
12
(continues on next page)
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>>> anomalies.first()
{'Date': datetime.datetime(1998, 8, 31, 20, 0), 'Change': -22.439999999999998}

Note that, unlike the previous example, here we are not setting up a Koverse Transform which means this analysis
workflow will only exist during this PySpark session. We can persist the output, but if we want to repeat this process
we’ll need to run these commands again.
If we wish to persist these anomalies in a Koverse collection to that applications and users can access and search these
results we can use the saveAsKoverseCollection() method.
>>> ksc.saveAsKoverseCollection(anomalies, 'anomalies')

This will create a collection called ‘anomalies’ and store the information from our RDD into it.
If the collection already exists and we wish to simply add new data to it, we can specify append=True
>>> ksc.saveAsKoverseCollection(anomalies, 'anomalies', append=True)

5.5.2 iPython Notebook
iPython Notebook is a popular tool for creating Python scripts that can display results and be shared with others.
PySpark can be used in the context of iPython Notebook to create repeatable workflows.
First, follow the steps to configure PySpark to work with Koverse as described in the previous section.
To use Koverse with PySpark and iPython Notebook, create a new iPython profile:
ipython profile create pyspark

This will create a profile in ~/.ipython/profile_pyspark. In that directory, create a file called ipython_config.py with
the following contents:
c = get_config()
c.NotebookApp.ip = '*'
c.NotebookApp.open_browser = False
c.NotebookApp.port = 8880

Next, in ~/.ipython/profile_pyspark/startup create a file called 00-pyspark-setup.py with the following contents:
import os
import sys
spark_home = os.environ.get('SPARK_HOME', None)
if not spark_home:
raise ValueError('SPARK_HOME environment variable is not set')
sys.path.insert(0, os.path.join(spark_home, 'python'))
sys.path.insert(0, os.path.join(spark_home, 'python/lib/py4j-0.8.2.1-src.zip'))
execfile(os.path.join(spark_home, 'python/pyspark/shell.py'))
from koverse.spark import *

Export the following env vars:
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export SPARK_HOME=[path to your spark installation]
export PYSPARK_PYTHON=/usr/local/bin/python2.7
export PYSPARK_SUBMIT_ARGS="--deploy-mode client --jars koverse-sdk.jar,koverse-sdk˓→xml.jar,koverse-thrift.jar,accumulo-core.jar,guava.jar,accumulo-fate.jar,accumulo˓→trace.jar,koverse-server-base.jar,koverse-shaded-deps.jar"
export KOVERSE_HOME=[path to your Koverse installation]

Now iPython Notebook can be started from the Spark installation directory:
ipython notebook --profile=pyspark

Visit http://localhost:8880 in a web browser to access iPython Notebook and create a new notebook. In this new
notebook, everything should be imported and initialized for us to start using PySpark with Koverse.
Use the same methods described in the previous section on PySpark in iPython notebooks to obtain RDDs from
Koverse collections, process them, and persist RDDs to Koverse collections.
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5.5.3 Jupyter Notebook
Jupyter is a development tool that allows users to create notebooks containing comments and code, like iPython
Notebook. Jupyter supports other languages via the use of ‘kernels’.
To use Jupyter with Koverse and PySpark, first create a kernel.json file in a folder called ‘koverse’
Configure the kernel.json file as follows by setting the right value for SPARK_HOME:
{
"display_name": "Koverse PySpark",
"language": "python",
"argv": [
"/usr/bin/python",
"-m",
"ipykernel",
"-f",
"{connection_file}"
],
"env": {
"SPARK_HOME": "",
"PYTHONPATH": “$SPARK_HOME/python/:$SPARK_HOME/python/lib/py4j-0.8.2.1-src.zip",
"PYTHONSTARTUP": “$SPARK_HOME/bin/pyspark",
"PYSPARK_SUBMIT_ARGS": "--deploy-mode client --jars koverse-sdk.jar,koverse-sdk-xml.
˓→jar,koverse-thrift.jar,koverse-server-base.jar,koverse-shaded-deps.jar,accumulo˓→core.jar,accumulo-fate.jar,accumulo-trace.jar,accumulo-tracer.jar,guava.jar,commons˓→validator-1.4.0.jar pyspark-shell"
}
}

Install the kernel file via the command:
ipython kernelspec install koverse/

Place the following jars into the $SPARK_HOME folder:
accumulo-core.jar
accumulo-trace.jar
commons-validator-1.4.0.jar
koverse-sdk-xml.jar
koverse-server-base.jar
koverse-thrift.jar
accumulo-fate.jar
accumulo-tracer.jar
guava.jar
koverse-sdk.jar
koverse-shaded-deps.jar

Install the Koverse python module via:
pip install koverse

Then you can fire up Jupyter and create a new notebook using the newly installed Koverse kernel.
In that notebook, you can connect to a Koverse instance via:
import pyspark
from koverse.spark import *
import base64
(continues on next page)
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sc = SparkContext()
ksc = KoverseSparkContext(sc, 'localhost', ‘your-username', base64.b64encode(‘your˓→password’))

You can create an RDD from a Koverse instance as follows, for example:
rentals = ksc.koverseCollection('Customer Rentals')
rentals.take(1)
[{u'email': u'DIANNE.SHELTON@sakilacustomer.org',
u'first_name': u'DIANNE',
u'title': u'ACADEMY DINOSAUR'}]

You can process the RDD the same as other Spark RDDs:
pairs = rentals.map(lambda r: (r['first_name'].lower(), 1))
nameCount = pairs.reduceByKey(lambda a, b: a + b)
nameCount.count()
591
nameCount.take(1)
[(u'sheila', 18)]

When you want to write an RDD to Koverse, convert it to be a set of Python dicts and save:
ncRecords = nameCount.map(lambda nc: {'name': nc[0], 'count': nc[1]})
ksc.saveAsKoverseCollection(ncRecords, 'name count', append=True)

After prototyping an analytic, learn how to package analytics in production Transforms:

5.5.4 Spark Java DataFrame Transform
Spark DataFrames provide functionality for working with structured data easily and allows SQL functions to be used.
Koverse provides the records in user-selected data sets to Spark as DataFrames and automatically defines the schema
of each DataFrame according to the structure of records in each Koverse data set.
To start a project containing a custom Transform, we’ll need to include the Koverse SDK. See Linking to the Koverse
API for details.
DataFrame Transform Example
In this example we’ll generate sentiment analysis scores for records containing text and a date field using a Spark
DataFrame and Java. This will allow us to see if sentiment is changing over time.
First we’ll start off by subclassing JavaSparkDataFrameTransform:
package com.koverse.examples.analytics;
import static com.koverse.com.google.common.collect.Lists.newArrayList;
import
import
import
import

com.koverse.sdk.Version;
com.koverse.sdk.data.Parameter;
com.koverse.sdk.transform.spark.sql.JavaSparkDataFrameTransform;
com.koverse.sdk.transform.spark.sql.JavaSparkDataFrameTransformContext;
(continues on next page)
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import
import
import
import
import

org.apache.spark.broadcast.Broadcast;
org.apache.spark.sql.DataFrame;
org.apache.spark.sql.api.java.UDF1;
org.apache.spark.sql.functions;
org.apache.spark.sql.types.DataTypes;

import java.util.Map;

public class SentimentAnalysis extends JavaSparkDataFrameTransform {
}

If you’re using an IDE such as Eclipse or Netbeans you can use the IDE’s function to generate stubs for the functions
required to be implemented by the JavaSparkDataFrameTransform class.
We’ll begin by defining a set of parameters that our Transform will use to request configuration information from a
user of the Koverse UI. In this case we’ll ask the user to tell our Transform which field in their data contains text and
which field contains a date:
private static final String TEXT_COL_PARAM = "textCol";
private static final String DATE_COL_PARAM = "dateCol";
@Override
public Iterable<Parameter> getParameters() {
return newArrayList(
Parameter.newBuilder()
.displayName("Text field")
.parameterName(TEXT_COL_PARAM)
.required(Boolean.TRUE)
.type(Parameter.TYPE_COLLECTION_FIELD)
.build(),
Parameter.newBuilder()
.displayName("Date field")
.parameterName(DATE_COL_PARAM)
.required(Boolean.TRUE)
.type(Parameter.TYPE_COLLECTION_FIELD)
.build());
}

Next will implement our execute() function which will generate sentiment scores based on the text field and return a
new data frame with the new score field and original text and date fields. We’ll start by extracting the user specified
names for the text and date fields:
@Override
protected DataFrame execute(JavaSparkDataFrameTransformContext context) {
String textCol = context.getJavaSparkTransformContext().getParameters().get(TEXT_
˓→COL_PARAM);
String dateCol = context.getJavaSparkTransformContext().getParameters().get(DATE_
˓→COL_PARAM);

We’ll generate a sentiment score by using a word list published in the AFINN data set. The example code in the
koverse-sdk-project repo contains this data set represented in the AfinnData class as a static Java Map that we’ll use
to lookup the sentiment score of each word and generate an average sentiment for each message.
To help us distribute this list in our Spark job, we’ll take advantage of Spark’s broadcast variables, which will distribute
our list once per executor so we don’t ship it on a per-task basis:
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// distribute our word list
final Broadcast<Map<String, Integer>> broadcastWordList =
context.getJavaSparkTransformContext().getJavaSparkContext().
˓→broadcast(AfinnData.getWordList());

Since this is a data frame transform Spark expects us to use SQL functions or custom user-defined functions (UDFs).
We’ll write a UDF that references our word list to generate an overall score for each message based off of all the words
that appear in that message:
UDF1 sentimentUDF = new UDF1<String, Double>() {
@Override
public Double call(String text) throws Exception {
Map<String, Integer> wordList = broadcastWordList.getValue();
// compute average score from all words
String[] words = text.toLowerCase().split("\\s+");
Double score = 0.0;
for (String word : words) {
if (wordList.containsKey(word)) {
score += wordList.get(word);
}
}
score /= words.length;
return score;
}
};

We have to register our UDF in order to use it to create a new column for our data frame:
context.getSqlContext().udf().register("sentimentUDF", sentimentUDF, DataTypes.
˓→DoubleType);

Now we’ll grab the data frame created by Koverse from a data set the user has specified. Then we’ll select only the
text column and date column from it (naming the text column “text” for consistency), drop any rows that are missing
a value for the date or text columns, and generate a new column consisting of sentiment scores using our UDF:
DataFrame dataFrame = context.getDataFrames().values().iterator().next();
return dataFrame
.select(dataFrame.col(textCol).alias("text"), dataFrame.col(dateCol))
.na().drop()
.withColumn("score", functions.callUDF("sentimentUDF", col("text")));
}

We return the resulting data frame and Koverse will store the information in that data frame as a new Data Set in
Koverse. It will index all the data in the Data Set and apply access protection to this Data Set. By default, the user that
created the resulting Data Set is the only user allowed to see the data within it until he or she decides to grant access
to users in other groups.
To complete our Transform we’ll give it a description, name, type ID, and version number:
@Override
public String getDescription() {
return "Generate a sentiment score for each record containing text. "
(continues on next page)
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+ "Also requires records to have a date field so changes in sentiment can
˓→be seen over time";
}
@Override
public String getName() {
return "Analyze Sentiment Over Time";
}
@Override
public String getTypeId() {
return "analyze-sentiment";
}
@Override
public Version getVersion() {
return new Version(0, 1, 0);
}
}

Testing Transforms
Koverse is designed primarily as a production big data system, providing analytics developers with the ability to
provide analytics to a broad community of users and supporting running analytics in a production environment with
monitoring, scheduling, and access control capabilities. But before we’re ready for production we need to test our new
analytic prototype. For that we’ll write a small test class that uses the Koverse SparkTestTransformRunner to rapidly
check that our transform is producing the desired output.
We’ll write a few unit tests that uses the SparkTestTransformRunner to process some test records and produce output
we can inspect and check:
package com.koverse.examples.analytics;
import static org.junit.Assert.assertEquals;
import com.koverse.sdk.data.SimpleRecord;
import com.koverse.sdk.test.spark.SparkTransformTestRunner;
import org.junit.Test;
import
import
import
import
import

java.util.ArrayList;
java.util.Date;
java.util.HashMap;
java.util.List;
java.util.Map;

public class TestSentimentAnalysisOverTime {
@Test
public void simpleTest() {
// todo
}
}

In the simpleTest method we’ll need some input records to test. The Koverse UI supports downloading a sample of a
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data set to a CSV or JSON file. The CsvToSimpleRecord or JsonToSimpleRecord classes in the com.koverse.sdk.test
package could then be used to convert your sample file into a List of SimpleRecord objects that can be passed to the
test runner.
It’s often a good idea to test your transform on real data, in order to find out if there are irregularities that your
Transform will need to handle such as missing values, truncated values, and varying value types. For our unit test
we’re going to create some simple test messages:
// create messages
double badScore = AfinnData.sentiment("bad");
double goodScore = AfinnData.sentiment("good");
SimpleRecord badMessage = new SimpleRecord();
badMessage.put("message", "bad");
badMessage.put("date", new Date());
SimpleRecord goodMessage = new SimpleRecord();
goodMessage.put("message", "good");
goodMessage.put("date", new Date());
SimpleRecord mixedMessage = new SimpleRecord();
mixedMessage.put("message", "bad good");
mixedMessage.put("date", new Date());
List<SimpleRecord> testMessages = new ArrayList<>();
testMessages.add(badMessage);
testMessages.add(goodMessage);
testMessages.add(mixedMessage);

We’ll also want to create a set of expected scores that we can check our Transform’s output against for correctness.
Our score algorithm simply averages the sentiment of each word in a message:
// define the scores we expect to see for each message
Map<String, Double> expectedScore = new HashMap<>();
expectedScore.put("bad", badScore);
expectedScore.put("good", goodScore);
expectedScore.put("bad good", (badScore + goodScore) / 2.0);

Let’s setup our transform as if a user had configured it via the Koverse UI. We’ll specify which fields our transform
should look for, that correspond with the data we’ll generate:
Map<String, String> params = new HashMap<>();
params.put(SentimentAnalysisOverTime.TEXT_COL_PARAM, "message");
params.put(SentimentAnalysisOverTime.DATE_COL_PARAM, "date");
// associate our records with a data set name
Map<String, List<SimpleRecord>> dataSets = new HashMap<>();
dataSets.put("test messages", testMessages);

Now we can run our Transform logic on this data to generate sentiment scores:
// process the input records using our Transform class
List<SimpleRecord> output =
SparkTransformTestRunner.runTest(SentimentAnalysisOverTime.class, params,
˓→dataSets, "sentiment data");

The output will consist of the transformed records with newly calculated sentiment scores for each message, along
with the original message text so we can tell which message is which. We’ll compare the calculated scores to the
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scores we expect:
// check the output
for (SimpleRecord record : output) {
System.out.println(record);
assertEquals(expectedScore.get((String)record.get("text")), (Double)record.get(
˓→"score"));
}

Now we can run our test. The SparkTransformTestRunner creates an instance of the Spark runtime in local mode and
uses that to executes our code. If we’ve coded up our Transform correctly, our test should pass.
We also printed out the output to allow us to visually inspect the structure and values of our output records for
correctness. Here we see that the ‘bad’ message had a negative sentiment score, which we expected, the ‘good’
message had a positive score, and the ‘mixed’ message had an average score of 0:
SimpleRecord{collection=null, securityLabel=null, fields={date=Tue Jan 09 22:06:03
˓→PST 2018, score=-3.0, text=bad}}
SimpleRecord{collection=null, securityLabel=null, fields={date=Tue Jan 09 22:06:03
˓→PST 2018, score=3.0, text=good}}
SimpleRecord{collection=null, securityLabel=null, fields={date=Tue Jan 09 22:06:03
˓→PST 2018, score=0.0, text=bad good}}

This looks like our sentiment algorithm is producing the right kind of output. Now that we think our transform is
working, we’ll upload it to Koverse so it can be used to process data sets.
Uploading the Transform to Koverse
We’ll package our Transform in a JAR file and upload it to Koverse as an Addon. To do this we just need to add a file
that helps Koverse decide what classes will to inspect. There is already a plain text file called ‘classesToInspect’ under
src/main/resources. In that file our class is listed on a line by itself, along with other classes, each on their own line.
Then compile a JAR file using:
mvn clean package

This will produce a JAR file under the ‘target/’ folder. Open up the Koverse UI in a browser. If you’re using the
Developer Docker Image this will likely be at ‘http://localhost:8080’.
Click on the ‘Admin’ button on the left menu. Click the ‘Addons’ tab.
Here we see a list of Addons already loaded into the system. Drag and drop the JAR file in your target/ folder to the
large gray space labeled ‘Drag and drop files from your computer’ or click the ‘Browse Files’ button to navigate to
your new JAR file.
Koverse will process this file and you should see a new card appear in the list of loaded Addons named ‘koverse-sdkproject’. Also listed on that card should be the name of our Transform. If that does not appear, double check that your
Transform class was compiled in the JAR using ‘jar -tf [your-jar]’ and verify that the correct name of your Transform
class appears in the ‘classesToInspect’ file in src/main/resources.
See AddOn Packaging for additional details on building and uploading Addons.
Running the Transform on a Data Set
Our Transform is general enough to be run on any Data Set that contains text and an associated date. This includes
social media data, email, chat logs, etc. Feel free to use the included Twitter, Imap, or other sources provided with
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the Koverse distribution to process data like this. But in the interest of illustrating a simple example we can use some
synthetic data to get a sense for how to run this Transform on a Data Set quickly.
We’ll use the example Synthetic Messages Source described in GeneralSource to generate some synthetic messages
to use to test our Transform as it would be used in a production environment. To generate the synthetic data, follow
the instructions in GeneralSource. The output data can be explored using the example web application described in
Example Web Application and having a good number of messages will allow us to search for subsets of records and
get back a good number of results.
To setup our Transform to analyze the synthetic message data, click the ‘Transforms’ button on the left menu. You
should see ‘Analyze Sentiment Over Time’ in the list of Transforms. Click on ‘Analyze Sentiment Over Time’ and
click the ‘Select’ button.
Now we see the form that Koverse generates for configuring our Transform. Note that Koverse will present users
with varying inputs corresponding to the type of Parameter objects we declared in our Transform code, to aid users in
specifying how the Transform will be configured. These values will be then made available to our Transform code via
the context.getJavaSparkTransformContext().getParameters() mechanism. This is what makes Koverse Transforms
flexible and reusable for more than one data set and by users who are not developers.
Select the data set containing the synthetic messages as the lone input data set. For the ‘Text field’ choose ‘message’
and for ‘Date field’ choose ‘date’. Click the ‘New Data Set’ option under ‘Where should we save the result of this
transform?’ and click the ‘Save’ button at the lower right.
This will cause the Transform job to start. We can watch the progress of the Transform as well as the follow-on jobs
to index and profile the new data set. Once it is complete we can click on the ‘Data’ tab to see a few example records.
All Transforms write their output data back to Koverse in this way. The newly created Data Set is accessible at first
only by the user who created it. See Data Set Security and Access Control for details on grating other groups of users
access to this data set.
The results of Transforms are also indexed so that interactive applications can query them to retrieve specific results for
many concurrent users. To see how an example application can be used to present these results to users interactively,
see Example Web Application.

5.6 Applications API
Koverse is unique in bringing together access control, scalable analytics, and ubiquitous indexing into a single platform. These three things are all needed to put data-driven business solutions into production.
A data-driven solution will need the access control required to protect sensitive data, analytics to extract valuable
insight, and indexing in order to deliver analytical results to a large number of decision makers quickly. Without all
three of these solutions can stagnate in the development phase indefinitely.
End-user facing applications built on Koverse can be written using a variety of web-based technologies that communicate to Koverse through a REST API. The Koverse REST API includes methods for issuing queries against any and
all analytical results according to data access policies.
This documentation will walk developers through the steps necessary to create web applications for Koverse. These
web applications interact with Koverse via a REST API, a reference to which is available at REST API methods.
Continue to see how an application can be built on Koverse.

5.6.1 Example Web Application
In this example we’ll build a web application designed to allow users to explore the results of the example Sentiment
Analysis analytic described in Spark Java DataFrame Transform. We’ll use some common technologies including
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React and Node.js, but applications can be written using any technology that allows web applications to talk to the
Koverse REST API.
A finished copy of the code for this application is included in the koverse-sdk-project repository, in the
src/main/example-webapp directory. But this tutorial will show all the steps to create that app from the ground up.
Initial Setup
Make sure you’re using a recent version of Node installed, such as later than 6. You can use nvm or nvm-windows to
switch node versions:
node -v

First, we’ll create a starting point for our application using create-react-app:
npm install -g create-react-app
create-react-app example-webapp
cd example-webapp

Install some additional modules we’ll need:
npm install --save material-ui@next
npm install --save material-ui-icons
npm install --save typeface-roboto

Start npm and go to localhost:3000 to verify the app is running:
npm start

Overall Design
Most Koverse apps consist of enabling users to query records in one or more data sets and displaying the results.
Koverse queries are designed to return fast enough to support multiple users interacting with a single Koverse instance.
In our example we’ll create an app that allows users to interactively explore and visualize the results of a sentiment
analysis algorithm.
Koverse provides the ability for apps to quickly fetch records based on a query using indexes that Koverse maintains.
All our app needs to do is to present users with a user interface that supports issuing queries, fetching the query results,
and displaying them in a way that best supports the decisions users are trying to make.
In our case, our users are interested in seeing how the sentiment of social media, or other types of messages that
mention a specific search term, changes over time.
This means our app will need a search form, a table for seeing the text and sentiment score of messages, and a chart
for visualizing the changes in sentiment over time. We’ll use material-ui and react-vis to make the components of our
application.
In this example we’ll look at some typical tasks involved in building an app on Koverse, and we’ll build it up in stages,
testing as we go.
Authorizing our App to talk to Koverse
Before we begin development, we’ll want to enable our app to interact with a Koverse instance.
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To authorize our app to query records in Koverse, we have several options. The simplest scenario is where all users
of our application are allowed to see the same data. We can restrict what records our application sees, but we won’t
distinguish users of our application from each other. Other scenarios will be addressed in following tutorials.
In our security scenario we just need an API token to authenticate to Koverse and query records. Perform the steps of
the example in the documentation on API Tokens to create an API token for this example app and return here once you
have your API token.
Querying using the Koverse REST API
Koverse provides a REST API that allows web apps to interact with original data sets and analytical results.
We’ll use axios to talk to the Koverse REST API and query-string to help us construct queries. In your app directory,
install the following NPM packages:
npm install --save axios
npm install --save query-string

Next we’ll write the code for issuing queries against Koverse’s REST API to fetch records containing sentiment
information. Create a file in src/ called ‘koverse.js’ and add the following lines:
import axios from 'axios'
import queryString from 'query-string'

Next we’ll need the ID of the Data Set containing Sentiment Analysis results. To obtain this, simply click on the name
of the Data Set in the Koverse UI. The URL will display the Data Set ID. For example if the URL shows:
http://localhost:8080/#/data-sets/message_sentiment_20180109_235958_313

We’ll want to copy the ID message_sentiment_20180109_235958_313
Paste that ID into koverse.js as:
const datasetId = 'message_sentiment_20180109_235958_313'

Next paste in the API token we obtained via the instructions in API Tokens:
const apiToken = 'your-api-token-here'

Next is the basic function for allowing a user to query Koverse using Lucene syntax. We will pass in our API token,
the user-provided query string, the ID of the data set we will query, and one additional parameter specifying what
format Koverse should use for records returned:
export const query = async (query) => {
const url = `https://localhost:8080/api/query`
const params = queryString.stringify({
apiToken,
query,
dataSets: datasetId,
recordStyle: '2.2',
})
const allResults = await axios.get(`${url}?${params}`)
// for now just log results to the console
console.log(allResults)
return allResults
}
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The syntax supported by this call conforms with the Apache Lucene syntax and is described more fully here.
Note that the URL will need to be changed if using in production and not just for testing with the Developer Docker
Image.
Now just just need a way of getting queries from users that we can send to the Koverse REST API query method to
fetch results.
Create a Search Form Component
We’ll create a search form component to allow users to search for specific records. We’ll use Material-UI for our UI
components like buttons and text boxes. ( Note that in this example we’re using the upcoming Material UI v1. )
Also we’ll install prop-types so our components can signal which properties they require:
npm install --save prop-types

Create a new folder in src/ called ‘components’ and a new file in src/components/ called ‘SearchForm.js’ and add the
following skeleton code:
import
import
import
import
import

React, { Component } from 'react'
PropTypes from 'prop-types'
{ withStyles } from 'material-ui/styles'
Button from 'material-ui/Button'
TextField from 'material-ui/TextField'

const styles = theme => ({
input: {
marginRight: theme.spacing.unit,
}
})
class SearchForm extends Component {
static props = {
onSubmit: PropTypes.func.isRequired,
}
constructor(props) {
super(props);
this.state = {
query: ''
};
// todo
}
render () {
// todo
}
}
export default withStyles(styles)(SearchForm)

We’ll add some handlers in our constructor and define our handler methods as follows:
constructor(props) {
super(props);
this.state = {
(continues on next page)
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query: ''
};
this.handleChange = this.handleChange.bind(this);
this.handleSubmit = this.handleSubmit.bind(this);
}
handleChange(event) {
this.setState({query: event.target.value});
}
handleSubmit(event) {
event.preventDefault();
this.props.onSubmit({ query: this.state.query })
}

Then we’ll define our render() method to draw a TextField and call our handler:
render () {
const { classes } = this.props
return (
<form className={classes.root} onSubmit={this.handleSubmit}>
<TextField
className={classes.input}
name="query"
placeholder="Search..."
onChange={this.handleChange}
/>
<Button raised type="submit">Search</Button>
</form>
)
}

This causes the Search form to be drawn, using a TextField. We can use this component wherever we want a Search
form to appear.
We’ll add our SearchForm component to our web app by editing our App.js file. First we’ll import the ‘query’ method
we wrote in koverse.js and our SearchForm component. We can also delete the lines importing the logo.svg file and
App.css so it looks like this:
import
import
import
import
import
import

React, { Component } from 'react';
{ withStyles } from 'material-ui/styles'
Typography from 'material-ui/Typography
'typeface-roboto'
{ query } from './koverse'
SearchForm from './components/SearchForm'

Add a styling directive after the set of imports:
const styles = theme => ({
root: {
padding: theme.spacing.unit * 4,
},
})

Add a constructor to the App class and remove the boiler plate in the App class’s render() method:
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class App extends Component {
constructor(props) {
super(props);
// todo
}
render() {
const { classes } = this.props
return (
<div className={classes.root}>
// todo
</div>
);
}
}

Finally, add a call to withStyles() when we export:
export default withStyles(styles)(App);

Write handler for when this page receives a Submit event and add it to our constructor. Also add a ‘state’ variable to
which we can assign results from our query method:
constructor(props) {
super(props);
this.handleSubmit = this.handleSubmit.bind(this);
}
state = {
results: {},
}
async handleSubmit(values) {
const results = await query(values.query)
this.setState({ results })
}

Let’s modify the render() method to draw a simple title using a Typography component and our SearchForm component. We’ll tell the SearchForm to call our handleSubmit() method:
render() {
const { classes } = this.props
return (
<div className={classes.root}>
<Typography type="title" gutterBottom>
Koverse Sentiment Analysis Example
</Typography>
<SearchForm onSubmit={this.handleSubmit}/>
{this.state.results.records ? (
<div>
// todo
</div>
) : null}
</div>
);
}
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Testing the SearchForm
At this point we have enough to test our SearchForm and see if we get any results in the developer console of our
browser. If your app is not running, start it via:
npm start

Navigate to your app at http://localhost:3000. Open the developer console of your browser to view the console. You
should see a screen similar to the following:

If we’ve copied in the API token and Data Set ID properly we should be able to type in a search term and see results in
the developer console below. For example, searching for the word ‘good’ should show some results like the following:
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You can use the developer console within the browser to troubleshoot any API calls being made. If for example you’re
getting 401 unauthorized status codes back you can review the steps to authorize API Tokens to access the sentiment
analysis data set.
As we are using React, it can be useful to have the React Developer Tools installed.
Displaying Results in a Table
Now that we’re getting results back from our queries we can format them into a nice, readable table for users. First
we’ll do a little formatting of the query results to make them more amenable to what a table component might expect.
We’re only interested in querying one data set at a time so we’ll simply return the records contained in the first data
set result, along with the extracted schema so the table knows what columns to draw. Modify koverse.js, replacing the
code:
const allResults = await axios.get(`${url}?${params}`)
console.log(allResults)
return allResults

with the following:
const allResults = await axios.get(`${url}?${params}`)
const sentimentResults = allResults.data.find(r => r.id === datasetId) || {}

Because our app is designed to work with the output of the example Sentiment Analysis Transform described in Spark
Java DataFrame Transform, we’ll create a simple list of Javascript objects from each record returned. We’ll also
generate Javascript Date objects for date values, which will help us sort the data and plot these data points on a chart
later:
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const records = (sentimentResults.records || [])
.map(r => ({
timestamp: Date.parse(r.value['date']),
date: r.value['date'],
score: r.value['score'],
text: r.value['text'],
recordId: r.recordId
}))
.sort((a,b) => (a['timestamp'] - b['timestamp']))
return {
schema: ['date','score','text'],
records
}

Now we’ll create a table component for displaying query results. This way, users can see the original text of each
message, the date the message was created, and the associated sentiment score.
To do this we’ll create a SearchResults component to show our results in a table. Create a new file called SearchResults.js under src/components and add the code:
import
import
import
import
import

React, { Component } from 'react'
PropTypes from 'prop-types'
{ withStyles } from 'material-ui/styles'
Table, { TableBody, TableCell, TableHead, TableRow } from 'material-ui/Table'
Paper from 'material-ui/Paper'

const styles = theme => ({
root: {
width: '100%',
marginTop: theme.spacing.unit * 3,
overflowX: 'auto',
},
table: {
minWidth: 700,
},
})
class SearchResults extends Component {
static props = {
results: PropTypes.array.isRequired,
}
render () {
const { classes, results } = this.props
return (
<Paper className={classes.root}>
// todo
</Paper>
)
}
}
export default withStyles(styles)(SearchResults)

In the render() method we’ll draw a table:
render () {
(continues on next page)
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const { classes, results } = this.props
return (
<Paper className={classes.root}>
<Table className={classes.table}>
<TableHead>
</TableHead>
<TableBody>
</TableBody>
</Table>
</Paper>
)
}

We’ll define the table header as containing the three fields we specified from formatting our results in koverse.js. For
each element of the schema we’ll generate a TableCell in a single TableRow in the TableHead:
<Table className={classes.table}>
<TableHead>
<TableRow>
{results.schema.map(s => (
<TableCell key={s}>{s}</TableCell>
))}
</TableRow>
</TableHead>
<TableBody>
</TableBody>
</Table>

Then we’ll define the TableBody as containing a TableRow for each record in our search results, and each TableRow
will contain a TableCell for every value in that record:
<Table className={classes.table}>
<TableHead>
<TableRow>
{results.schema.map(s => (
<TableCell key={s}>{s}</TableCell>
))}
</TableRow>
</TableHead>
<TableBody>
{results.records.map(rec => {
return (
<TableRow key={rec.recordId}>
{results.schema.map(s => (
<TableCell key={s}>{rec[s]}</TableCell>
))}
</TableRow>
);
})}
</TableBody>
</Table>

With our SearchResults table component complete, we just need to add it to our App.js file. Add an import line:
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import SearchResults from './components/SearchResults'

and then add the SearchResults component to our main render method:
<SearchForm onSubmit={this.handleSubmit}/>
{this.state.results.records ? (
<div>
<SearchResults results={this.state.results} />
</div>
) : null}
</div>

Now when we search we should see a nice table like the following:

Viewing Results in a Graph
To help users understand changes in sentiment over time, we’ll display the same query results in a line chart. We’ll
need to install react-vis to draw a simple scatter plot of sentiment scores over time:
npm install --save react-vis

To start, use the following skeleton of the chart code in a new file in src/components called SentimentChart.js:
import
import
import
import
import
import

React, { Component } from 'react'
PropTypes from 'prop-types'
{ withStyles } from 'material-ui/styles'
{XYPlot, MarkSeries, HorizontalGridLines, XAxis, YAxis} from 'react-vis'
"../../node_modules/react-vis/dist/style.css";
Paper from 'material-ui/Paper'
(continues on next page)
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const styles = theme => ({
root: {
width: '100%',
marginTop: theme.spacing.unit * 3,
overflowX: 'auto',
}
})
class SentimentChart extends Component {
static props = {
records: PropTypes.array.isRequired,
}
render () {
const { classes, records } = this.props
return (
<Paper className={classes.root}>
<XYPlot width={1000} height={300}>
<HorizontalGridLines />
<MarkSeries data={[]]} />
<XAxis />
<YAxis />
</XYPlot>
</Paper>
)
}
}
export default withStyles(styles)(SentimentChart)

We’ll write a function for converting our records into the X-Y coordinates our chart expects, and we’ll output our score
for use in coloring the data points at the same time:
const extractXY = (records = []) => {
return records.map(r => ({
x: r['timestamp'],
y: r['score'],
color: (r['score'])
}))
}

Now we’ll call our function to supply data to the chart:
<XYPlot width={1000} height={300}>
<HorizontalGridLines />
<MarkSeries
data={extractXY(records)}
/>
<XAxis />
<YAxis />
</XYPlot>

In order to color each data point according to the sentiment score, we’ll tell our chart to use a range of color and
how our domain of scores relates to that range. We’re using green for positive, white for neutral, and red for negative
sentiment. Add the following additional attributes to the MarkSeries component to map the sentiment score to these
colors:
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<MarkSeries
data={extractXY(records)}
animation="true"
colorDomain={[-3, 0, 3]}
colorRange={['red','white','green']}/>

We’ll also tell our chart to format our X-axis to display dates in a readable way:
<XAxis
tickTotal={5}
tickFormat={d => new Date(d).toLocaleString('en-US')}/>

Now we’ll add our new charting component to our App.js. First, import it:
import SentimentChart from './components/SentimentChart'

Then add it to our results pane, mapping the records member of our results object to the ‘records’ property of the chart
component:
<div>
<SentimentChart records={this.state.results.records} />
<SearchResults results={this.state.results} />
</div>

Your app should now look like this after executing a search:

The white dots are hard to read on a white background so we’ll change our app to use a dark theme to make our dots
easy to see.
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Modify the line App.js that reads:
import { withStyles } from 'material-ui/styles'

so that it looks like:
import { withStyles, createMuiTheme, MuiThemeProvider } from 'material-ui/styles'

Farther down, add the following to App.js:
const theme = createMuiTheme({
palette: {
type: 'dark',
primary: cyan,
secondary: green,
}
})

And modify the ‘styles’ variable to look like this:
const styles = () => ({
root: {
padding: theme.spacing.unit * 4,
background: theme.palette.background.default
},
})

Finally, in the render() method, surround the top level div tag with the tag:
<MuiThemeProvider theme={theme}>
<div>
...
</div>
</MuiThemeProvider>

Now our dots should be more visible:
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And that’s our example of a first web application on Koverse! Unlike other toy examples of data-driven web applications, what’s significant about what we’ve done here is that this application is ready to go into production, on
potentially much more data with many more users, without any more modification than to point it at the URL of a
production instance of Koverse.
The application has been authorized to ready only the results we have authorized it to read. It can be deployed in a
production environment on a cluster that potentially contains other data that this application is not allowed to see as
the Koverse API takes care of authorized each method call this application makes.
Further, all the data this application works with is indexed and exposed to users via a high-level query language. These
queries return in less than a second and only use a fraction of cluster resources so literally hundreds to thousands of
users can access this application simultaneously without experiencing a degradation in performance.
This is the power of developing applications on Koverse. By requiring that apps pay little bit of attention to security
up front, by virtue of having been built on scalable storage components such as Apache Accumulo, and by performing
ubiquitous indexing on data, the Koverse platform makes it possible to get verified, correct, prototype applications into
production with no rewriting of queries or rethinking to meet access control requirements.
• Data owners can contribute data easily to Koverse as a common enterprise data lake
• Data scientists and web developers can develop analytics and applications on precisely the data they need and
are authorized to see
• Data consumers can get the analytical results they require via interactive applications written with the latest and
greatest web technologies to make decisions quickly
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5.6.2 API Tokens
API Tokens are used to authenticate and authorize web applications that are designed to allow all users of that particular
web application to access certain Data Sets within Koverse. API Tokens are managed like individual users, so you can
think of an API Token as representing an application as if an application were a Koverse user. This means that your
application will not differentiate its own set of users in terms of what information they see, they all see the same data.
In many cases it’s useful to create a specific Koverse user to represent your web application. Then this user can be
assigned to a Group that is authorized to read all the Data Sets your application requires.
Generating an API Token Example
To generate an API token, you must have permission to ‘Create and remove API authentication tokens’. The ‘admin’
example user in the Koverse Developer Docker Image has this permission.
For example, if you are building the example web app described in Example Web Application and you’ve generated
a data set containing the results of the example Sentiment Analysis analytic described in Spark Java DataFrame
Transform, you can create a user identified by ‘example-webapp’.
Create a user account to represent this app:
1. Click on the Admin button on the left menu to access administrative functions. The first table selected is the
‘Users’ tab.
2. Click the ‘Add User’ button on the right and enter ‘Example’ as the first name, ‘Webapp’ as the last name, and
‘example-webapp’ as the username and click ‘Save’.
Create a new group:
1. Now click on the Groups tab.
2. Click ‘Add Group’ on the right. Enter ‘Example Webapp’ as the group name.
3. The only system permission this group needs is the ‘Use Koverse’ permission.
4. Click the checkbox next to ‘Use Koverse’ and click the ‘Save’ button on the lower right to create the group.
Now ‘Example Webapp’ should appear in the list of groups.
Add our user account to the new group:
1. Click on the ‘Example Webapp’ group.
2. On the right there is a drop down for adding users to this group.
3. Click on the text input labeled ‘Search for Member’ and begin typing ‘example’.
4. You should see a drop down menu containing the ‘Example Webapp’ user.
5. Click on that user. The user is now part of the group, there is no need to click ‘Save’
Now we have a new user, in a new group. We can grant permissions to this new group to read specific data sets. But
before we do that we’ll create an API token to allow our example web app to access Koverse as this new user account.
Create an API token:
1. Click on the ‘API Tokens’ tab.
2. Click the ‘Add API Token’ on the lower right.
3. Type ‘example-webapp-api-token’ as the Name
4. Choose ‘Example Webapp’ as the Associated User
5. Click ‘Save’. Now you should see ‘example-webapp-api-token’ in the list of API tokens.
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6. Click on ‘example-webapp-api-token’ to view the token. It looks like a long string such as “568fc008-79314976-8dd2-d232f4f6fc45”
7. Copy this token into the webapp koverse.js file in Example Web Application
Now we just need to allow our new user, and associated API token, to access our Sentiment Analysis results.
Grant access to analysis results:
1. Click on the ‘Data’ tab on the left menu.
2. Select the Data Set containing results of the Spark Java DataFrame Transform example.
3. Click the ‘Settings’ tab.
4. Select ‘Permissions’.
5. On the right in the input box that says ‘Search for Group’, begin typing ‘Example Webapp’. You should see a
drop down menu containing the ‘Example Webapp’ group.
6. Click on ‘Example Webapp’. This adds the group to the list of groups that can access this data set.
7. Click on ‘Example Webapp’ in the list of associated groups. You should see a drop down of various permission
types.
8. Check the ‘Read’ permission box
9. Click ‘Save’
Now our web app can query this Data Set as long as it issues REST calls using the API Token we generated. The web
app’s access to this Data Set can be revoked by revoking the read access of the Example Webapp group here.

5.7 AddOn Packaging
Custom sources, sinks, authentication mechanisms, and analytics are plugged into Koverse via simple packages called
AddOns.
An AddOn can be uploaded by developers through the Koverse UI and from there, a wide variety of additional users
can take advantage of them.

5.7.1 Creating an Addon
AddOns are simply JAR files with some specific files and a well formed directory structure. The koverse-sdk-project
provides a complete example maven project that builds an appropriately constructed Addon JAR.
You may use any assembly framework you like to produce a JAR file with the following attributes
• Java binary .class files in the normal Java package directory structure.
• A plain text file named ‘classesToInspect’ must be placed in src/main/resources. This file is a line separated
list of all Applications, Transforms, Sources, and Sink Classes. This file tells Koverse which classes to include
when loading the Addon. Only classes that directly subclass one of the superclasses in the Koverse SDK need
to be included.
Example Addon JAR directory structure:
MyCustomAddon.jar
|
| -- classesToInspect
| -- com
(continues on next page)
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| -- mycompany
| -- myproject
| -- MyCustomTransform.class
| -- MyCustomSource.cass
|-- some
| -- other
| -- dependency
| -- OtherDependency.class

5.7.2 Uploading an Addon to Koverse
Addons can be uploaded via the Koverse UI.
Uploading the Example Koverse SDK Project AddOn
For example, to upload the Addon built by the koverse-sdk-project, we’ll first build the project:
cd koverse-sdk-project
mvn clean package

Now in the target/ folder we’ll find a JAR file named koverse-sdk-project-2.4.0.jar.
In the Koverse UI, click on the Admin tab on the left menu. Click on the ‘Add-Ons’ tab. Drag and drop the newly
created JAR file from the target folder into the large grey square or click on the ‘Browse Files’ button and navigate to
and select the new JAR.
Koverse will process the JAR file and notify us that the JAR has been uploaded. Now if we scroll to the bottom of
the page we should see a new card showing our koverse-sdk-project AddOn along with a list of the items within that
Addon, including our Analyze Sentiment transform, among others.
Now if we navigate to other parts of the Koverse UI we’ll see our custom Sources, Transforms, and Sinks throughout
the UI. Other users of Koverse can start using these right away.
For example if we click on the ‘Add’ button on the left menu we should now see our Custom File Based Source in the
list of available Sources.

5.7.3 Managing Versions for Custom Components
The sourceTypeId, transformTypeId, and sinkTypeId property of the Sources, Transforms, and Sinks, are used by
Koverse to identify these custom components across their versions. This means that, except in extreme cases, all
versions of a custom component should share a single typeId string. This allows Koverse to identify when a newly
installed custom component should override an existing custom component.
Here is an example life cycle of a single Addon containing a single custom source.
1. An administrator or developer user uploads a MyCustomAddon-1.0.0.jar Addon into a Koverse installation.
This JAR contains a MyCustomSource with a sourceTypeId of myCustomSource.
2. The source is used by many other end users over time to import data from various systems.
3. A developer releases a new updated version of the Source. This source is now named My New Custom Source,
has a sourceTypeId of myCustomSource, and is in an Addon named MyNewCustomAddon-2.0.0.jar.
4. An administrator or developer uploads this new Addon JAR file.
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5. Koverse inspects the MyNewCustomAddon at install time, and discovers that the MyNewCustomSource has the
same sourceTypeId as the existing MyCustomSource.
6. Koverse automatically disables the old MyCustomSource. All instances of this source now execute the MyNewCustomSource code. This means end users may need to consider the changes in parameters or behavior.
7. When all of the components of an Addon have been disabled, either manually or via uploading of new overlapping components, the old addon itself is disabled - and is therefore removed from the administration interface.
In this case, MyCustomAddon-1.0.0.jar is disabled.
8. Koverse does not discard the logging or reference to the old Addon. These items remain for auditing and
provenance purposes.
The Version Property
The version properties of these custom components are simply used to identify the active installed version for troubleshooting and verification purposes. Koverse uses a last installed methodology when selecting the implementation
version for custom Application, Source, Transforms, and Sinks. This means that the end user can simply upload any
version of an Addon, and be assured they are using the last installed. The version string itself has no affect on which
version is executed.
Change Control Across Versions
Developers should consider that customers upgrading from one version to the next, or down grading, may have already
established Source, Transform, or Sink instances that have existing parameter values. This means the developer may
need to handle outdated parameter configurations. The most appropriate method to handle changing parameter sets
across versions is to inform the user that new configuration is needed, when simple error checking of parameters fails.
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Access Control

6.1 Permissions Guide (Short)
Contents
• Permissions Guide (Short)
– Overview
– System Permissions
* Manage User & Groups
* Manage Data Collections
* Manage System Settings
* View Audit Logs
* Manage Sources
* Manage Transform Jobs
* Manage Sinks
* Manage Addon
* Manage API Tokens
* Manage System Reset
* Manage Applications
* Manage System Status
* Run Interactive Jobs
* Use Koverse
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– Data Collection Permissions
* Read
* Download
* Write
* Manage Permissions
* Manage Configuration
* View Audit Logs
– Source Permissions
* Import
* Edit
* Delete
– Sink Permissions
* Export
* Edit
* Delete
– Application Permissions
* Use
* Edit Parameters
* Manage Permissions
* Disable

6.1.1 Overview
Koverse provides administrators and data owners fine grained controls over what actions users of the system can
perform and what data they can see. Koverse maintains several types of permissions to enable this functionality.
System Permissions control what actions a user can take within the system. For instance, if a given user is allowed
to create new Data Collections or not. Data Collection Permissions control what data is visible to which Users and
what actions Users can perform with respect to a specific Data Collection (such as, read/write). Source and Sink
Permissions control who can view and execute Imports and Exports that have been created in the system. Finally,
Application Permissions control who can use both the built-in and custom Applications loaded in Koverse. All of
these permissions are controlled at the Group level. Users inherit the permissions that have been given to the groups
they belong to. The following sections describe each permission type in more detail.

6.1.2 System Permissions
Manage User & Groups
Most User and Group management in Koverse is done through the System Administration Application. In addition to
having the Manage Users & Groups Permission, a User would also need permission to use the System Administration
Application.
Users in a group with this permission are able to:
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• View all Groups and Group membership (both Koverse and External)
• Create new Koverse Groups (externally defined Groups are automatically created)
• Modify Koverse Groups
• Delete Koverse Groups
• View all Users
• Create new Users
• Modify Users
• Delete Users
Manage Data Collections
Users in a group with this permission are able to:
• Create Data Collections
• Delete Owned Data Collections
Manage System Settings
This permission is required in order to use the System Administration Application.
Users in a group with this permission are able to:
• View System Settings (Hadoop, Accumulo, Zookeeper configuration)
• Modify System Settings
View Audit Logs
Users in a group with this permission are able to: * View System Audit Logs
Manage Sources
Each Source has an owner, the user that created the Source. Source Permissions can be used to “share” the Source
with Groups in different ways. See Source Permissions for more information.
Users in a group with this permission are able to:
• Create Sources
• View Owned or Shared Sources
• Edit Owned or Shared Sources
• Delete Owned or Shared Sources
• Run Owned or Shared Sources
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Manage Transform Jobs
Users in a group with this permission are able to:
• Create Transforms
• Execute Transforms
• Modify Transforms
Users without this permission may still be able to View Transforms, given they have Read access to all input Data
Collections and the Output Data Collection.
Manage Sinks
Each Sink has an owner, the user that created the Sink. Sink Permissions can be used to “share” the Sink with Groups
in different ways. See Sink Permissions for more information.
Users in a group with this permission are able to:
• Create Sinks
• View Owned or Shared Sinks
• Edit Owned or Shared Sinks
• Delete Owned or Shared Sinks
• Run Owned or Shared Sinks
Manage Addon
Users in a group with this permission are able to:
• Create/Upload Addons
• View Addons
• Remove/Disable Addons
Manage API Tokens
Users in a group with this permission are able to:
• Create API Tokens
• View API Tokens
• Delete API Tokens
Manage System Reset
This System Permission is not currently used.
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Manage Applications
Each Application has an owner, the user that created the Application. Application Permissions can be used to “share”
the Application with Groups in different ways. A User would also need Manage Addons to be able to initially deploy
a new Application. See Application Permissions for more information.
Users in a group with this permission are able to:
• Modify Application Permissions
Manage System Status
This System Permission is not currently used.
Run Interactive Jobs
Running interactive jobs, such as PySpark jobs that are launched when opening a Jupyter Notebook, allocate a fixed
set of cluster resources for the lifetime of the interactive session. As cluster resources are limited, this permission
exists to allow the set of users who can launch interactive jobs to be limited.
Users in a group with this permission are able to:
• Access Data Collections from PySpark/Juptyer Notebooks
Use Koverse
Koverse can be configured, via the com.koverse.server.auth.useKoversePermission.required property in koverseserver.properties, to require the Use Koverse permission for basic access to Koverse. The use case for this property and
associated permission is in environments where any enterprise user can authenticate to Koverse via their credentials,
for example client PKI certificates. While any enterprise user can authenticate, they might not be authorized for basic
access to Koverse. In this use case, you would set the property to true and then an enterprise user would need to be
in a Group that had the Use Koverse permission, otherwise they would be greeted with a message stating they are not
authorized to use Koverse.

6.1.3 Data Collection Permissions
By default, only the User who creates a Data Collection has access to it. Data Collection Permissions allow a Data
Collection owner to provide varying access to the data within the Collection as well as administrative control over the
Data Collection.
Read
Users in a group with this permission are able to:
• View the existence of the Data Collection
• Read samples, statistics, and Records from the Data Collection. This is required for being able to search a Data
Collection.
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Download
Users in a group with this permission are able to:
• View the existence of the Data Collection
• Download the contents of the Data Collection
Write
Users in a group with this permission are able to:
• View the existence of the Data Collection
• Write Data into the Data Collection via an Import Job.
• Clear/Delete Data from the Collection. This does not mean they can delete the Data Collection itself.
Manage Permissions
Users in a group with this permission are able to:
• View the existence of the Data Collection
• Change the Data Collection Permissions for the Data Collection
Manage Configuration
Users in a group with this permission are able to:
• View the existence of the Data Collection
• Change the configuration (indexing, frequency of stats jobs, etc) of the Data Collection
• Delete the Data Collection
View Audit Logs
Users in a group with this permission are able to:
• View the existence of the Data Collection
• View the Collection-specific Audit Logs

6.1.4 Source Permissions
By default, only the User who creates a Source has access to it. Source Permissions allow a Source owner to control
what access other Users have to the Source. Users must have the Manage Sources System Permission to create new
Sources.
The UI does not allow the editing of source permissions. This is to make the Koverse System easier to use and
understand. As long as a user has access to a data set, the user will see that data set’s sources in the data flow view.
However, the user will not be able to edit or delete the source if they did not create it.
Note: The permissions can be set programatically through the REST API if desired.
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Import
Users in a group with this permission are able to:
• View the existence of the Source
• Run an Import Job using the Source.
Edit
Users in a group with this permission are able to:
• View the existence of the Source
• Edit the configuration of the Source. This also requires the Manage Sources System Permission.
Delete
Users in a group with this permission are able to:
• View the existence of the Source
• Delete the Source. This also requires the Manage Sources System Permission.

6.1.5 Sink Permissions
By default, only the User who creates a Sink has access to it. Sink Permissions allow a Sink owner to control what
access other Users have to the Sink. Users must have the Manage Sinks System Permission to create new Sinks.
The UI does not allow the editing of sink permissions. This is to make the Koverse System easier to use and understand.
As long as a user has access to a data set, the user will see that data set’s sinks in the data flow view. However, the user
will not be able to edit or delete the sink if they did not create it.
Note: The permissions can be set programatically through the REST API if desired.

Export
Users in a group with this permission are able to:
• View the existence of the Sink
• Run an Export Job using the Sink. This also requires Read Data Collection Permission to the Data Collection
being exported.
Edit
Users in a group with this permission are able to:
• View the existence of the Sink
• Edit the configuration of the Sink. This also requires the Manage Sinks System Permission.
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Delete
Users in a group with this permission are able to:
• View the existence of the Sink
• Delete the Sink. This also requires the Manage Sinks System Permission.

6.1.6 Application Permissions
Application Permissions allow the accessibility and management of Koverse Applications to be controlled. Built-in
Koverse Applications, like the Data Collections App and System Administration App, are bootstrapped to have default
Application Permissions that control their access to members of the Koverse “Administrators” and “Everyone” Groups.
These can later be edited to control access for other Groups. By default, new Applications that are added via Koverse
Addon, will only be visible and usable by the owner who deployed the Application. The Manage Applications System
Permission is required to deploy a new Application to Koverse. Changing Application Permissions via the Koverse UI
also requires the Use Application Permission on the System Administration Application.
Use
Users in a group with this permission are able to:
• View and use an Application
Edit Parameters
Users in a group with this permission are able to:
• View and use an Application
• Edit Parameters for the Application. This also requires the Manage Applications System Permission.
Manage Permissions
Users in a group with this permission are able to:
• View and use an Application
• Change the Application Permissions for the Application. This also requires the Manage Applications System
Permission.
Disable
Users in a group with this permission are able to:
• View and use an Application
• Disable the Application so it can’t be viewed or used. This also requires the Manage Applications System
Permission.
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6.2 Permissions Guide (Full)
Contents
• Permissions Guide (Full)
– Introduction
– System Permissions and States
– Access Right Specification
– Users
– Groups
– Data Collections
– Record
– Catalog
– System Settings
– Audit Logs
– Addons
– API Tokens
– System Reset
– Applications
– System Status
– Sources
– Sinks
– Transforms
– Import Schedules for Sources
– Import Jobs
– Transform Jobs
– Export Jobs

6.2.1 Introduction
This document formally specifies what is explicitly allowed in the Koverse system by a particular user (subject)
accessing the system. This specification requires that any permission not explicitly allowed is not permitted. It is
organized as sys object types, for an example users, and then sub-section of actions on those object types. In those
sections are contained the specific exact rule that specifies what a subject must fulfill to perform that operation on that
object type.
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6.2.2 System Permissions and States
Listed below are the permissions that exist in the Koverse system. There are two types of permissions. The first type
are group permissions that apply across the system. Note that users (also called subjects, in security parlance) are not
directly assigned permission, only groups are. Instead, users are assigned to groups, and that is how the user gains
permissions on the system. However, each system object has a “responsible user,” typically the creator of the object,
who has some permissions on the object automatically, regardless of what groups the user is in.
Note that since the security system assumes implicit denial of all permissions, permissions are simply additive. This
means that a user who is in multiple groups can simply have the effective permission of the union of those group’s
permissions. Using an Access Control List (ACL) type system where permissions can be explicitly denied would have
greatly complicated this specification, and is therefore not recommended at this time.
In addition to system-wide group permissions, there are also group permissions that apply specifically to data collections. These permissions are assigned for individual collections. For some operations, such as deleting a collection,
both the system wide permissions to manage data collections AND the collection-specific permission to delete the
collection are required for the subject invoking the delete.
Group Permissions
• Manage Users & Groups
• Manage Data Collections
• Manage System Settings
• View Audit Logs
• Manage Sources
• Manage Transform Jobs
• Manage Sinks
• Manage AddOns
• Manage API Tokens
• Manage System Reset
• Manage System Status
Collection Permissions
• Read
• Download
• Write & Delete
• Manage Permissions
• Manage Configuration
• Catalog Permissions
• View
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Application Permissions
• Use
• Edit Parameters
• Manage Permissions
• Disable
Source Permissions
• Import
• Edit
• Delete
Sink Permissions
• Export?
• Edit?
• Delete?
Transform Permissions
Transform permissions are completely implicit, based upon access to the input collections and output collection.
Transform schedules inherit the same permissions as their transform.
Records
• Visibility Label

6.2.3 Access Right Specification
Each section is composed of a Object type and then an action, e.g. User, Create.
Most actions have uniform meaning for all object types, the uniform actions are:
• View - Is an objected returned in a list or returned from a direct query.
• Create - Can the object be created
• Modify - Can the object be modified
• Delete - Can the object be deleted
• Execute - Can the object be executed (Source, Sink, Transform)
• Invoke - Can the operation on an object be invoked.
In addition to the above actions, Data Collections have a few more that are unique to it:
• View - Can one even be aware of the existence of the collection
• Read - Can a collection be read from
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• Download - Can a collection be downloaded
• Write - Can a collection be written to
• Manage Permissions
• Manage Configuration
Further, the individual records in a collection have an action as well:
• Read: Can the record be written or even be made aware of

6.2.4 Users
View
A subject can view all information about its own user object. Any subject can view the following information about
all users:
• ID
• First Name
• Last Name
• Email address
A subject who is in a group with the Manager Users & Groups permission can see the following additional information
about all users:
• Group membership
• Access Tokens
• Enabled/Disabled state
• Creation Date
Create, Modify, Delete
A subject can only create, modify, or delete a user if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage Users & Groups permission.

6.2.5 Groups
View
All subjects can view all groups, with the exception of user membership information of that group. A subject who is
in a group with the Manage Users & Groups permissions can additionally see the user membership of all groups.
Create, Modify, Delete
A subject can only create, modify, or delete a group if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage Users & Groups permission.
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6.2.6 Data Collections
View a Data Collection’s Details
A subject can only view a collection if:
• The subject is the responsible user for the data collection, or
• The subject is in a group that has one or more of the following permissions on the collection:
– Read
– Download
– Write & Delete
– Manage Permissions
– Manage Configuration
Read Data from Collection (including query)
A subject can only read a collection if:
• The subject is the responsible user for the data collection, or
• The subject is in a group that has the Read permission on the collection.
Create Data Collections
A subject can only create a collection if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage Data Collections permission
Download Data from Collection
A subject can only download a collection if:
• The subject is the responsible user for the data collection, or
• The subject is in a group that has the Download permission on the collection.
Write Data to Collections
A subject can only write to a collection if:
• The subject is the responsible user for the data collection, or
• The subject is in a group that has the Write & Delete permission on the collection.
Delete Data Collection
A subject can only delete a collection if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage Data Collections permission, and
• The subject is in a group that has the Write & Delete permission on the collection.
– The subject is the responsible user for the data collection
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Manage Permissions
A subject can only modify the permissions of a collection if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage Data Collections permission, and
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage Permissions permission on the collection, or
– The subject is the responsible user for the data collection
Manage Configuration (mainly index configuration)
A subject can only manage a collection’s configuration if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage Data Collections permission, and
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage Configuration permission on the collection, or
– The subject is the responsible user for the data collection

6.2.7 Record
Read
A subject can only read a record if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Read permission on the collection, and
• The subject possesses tokens that satisfy the visibility label logic for that record.

6.2.8 Catalog
View
A subject can only view the catalog:
• The subject is in a group that has the View Catalog permission.

6.2.9 System Settings
View, Modify
A subject can only view or modify system settings if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage System Settings permission.

6.2.10 Audit Logs
View
A subject can only view audit logs if:
• The subject is in a group that has the View Audit Logs permission.
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6.2.11 Addons
View, Add, Remove
A subject can only view, add, or remove an AddOn if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage AddOns permission.
Note
The management of Addons requires a policy that includes code review and understanding of the addon’s effects on
the system. There is no current technical access control limitations placed on the addon’s executable code.

6.2.12 API Tokens
View, Create, Delete
A subject can only view, create, or delete an API Token if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage API Tokens permission.
Note
Note that subjects who authenticate using a token will not be audited as an individual using the system. Accountability
can be greatly diminished if API tokens are not used properly. Great care must be taken when assigning the Manage
API Tokens to a group. This is because any member of that group will be able to create access tokens and use those
tokens without the actions of those subjects using the token being directly audited to that individual.

6.2.13 System Reset
Invoke
A subject can only invoke system reset if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage System Reset permission.

6.2.14 Applications
Add
A subject can only add an application if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage Applications permission.
Use
A subject can only use an application if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Use permission on the application.
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Edit Parameters
A subject can only edit an application’s parameters if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage Applications permission, and
• The subject is in a group that has the “edit” permission for that application, or
– The subject is the responsible user for the application, or
Edit Permissions
A subject can only edit an application’s permissions if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage Applications permission, and
• The subject is in a group that has the “edit permissions” permission for that application, or
– The subject is the responsible user for the application
Delete Application
A subject can only delete an application if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage Applications permission, and
• The subject is in a group that has the “delete” permission for that application, or
– The subject is the responsible user for the application

6.2.15 System Status
View
A subject can only view the System Status if:
• The subject is in a group that the Manage System Status permission.

6.2.16 Sources
The UI does not allow the editing of source permissions. This is to make the Koverse System easier to use and
understand. As long as a user has access to a data set, the user will see that data set’s sources in the data flow view.
However, the user will not be able to edit or delete the source if they did not create it.
Note: The permissions can be set programatically through the REST API if desired.

View
A subject can only view a source if:
• The subject is the responsible user for the source, or
• The subject is in a group which has at least one of the following permission on the source:
– Import
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– Edit
– Delete
Create a Source
Rule
A subject can only create a source if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage Sources permission
Pre-Condition
None.
Post-Condition
The created Source is only accessible to the subject that created it.
Edit
A subject can only modify a source if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage Sources permission, and
• The subject is in a group that has the Edit Permission on the source, or
– The subject is the responsible user for the source
Delete
A subject can only delete a source if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage Sources permission, and
• The subject is in a group that has the Delete permission on the source, or
– The subject is the responsible user for the source, or
Execute
A subject can only execute a source if:
• The subject is the responsible user for the source, or
• The subject is in a group that has the Import permission on the source.
Note
The subject can only execute the source to an output collection that it has Write & Delete access to.

6.2.17 Sinks
The UI does not allow the editing of sink permissions. This is to make the Koverse System easier to use and understand.
However, the permissions can be set programatically through the REST API if desired.
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View
A subject can only view a sink if:
• The subject is the responsible user for the sink, or
• The subject is in a group which has at least one of the following permission on the sink:
– Export
– Edit
– Delete
Create
A subject can only create a sink if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage Sinks permission.
Pre-Condition
None.
Post-Condition
The created Sink is only accessible to the subject that created it.
Edit
A subject can only modify a sink if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage Sinks permission, and
• The subject is in a group that has the Edit Permission on the sink, or
– The subject is the responsible user for the sink
Delete
A subject can only delete a sink if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage Sinks permission, and
• The subject is in a group that has the Delete permission on the sink, or
– The subject is the responsible user for the sink, or
Execute
A subject can only execute a sink if:
• The subject is the responsible user for the sink, or
• The subject is in a group that has the Export permission on the sink.
Note: The subject can only execute the sink from an input collection that it has Read access to.
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6.2.18 Transforms
Access control for transforms are very different than that of Sources and Sinks. For sources and sinks, access control is
explicitly controlled by assigning permissions to group to edit, delete, and execute them. In contrast, access control for
Transforms are entirely implicit. The ability to view or execute a transform is solely determined by the subject’s access
to the input and output collections. Specifically, a subject must have the Read permission on all input collections and
have Write & Delete permission on the output collection.
The UI does not allow the editing of transform permissions. This is to make the Koverse System easier to use and
understand. As long as a user has access to a data set, the user will see that data set’s transforms in the data flow view.
However, the user will not be able to edit or delete the transform if they did not create it.
Note: The permissions can be set programatically through the REST API if desired.

View
A subject can only view a transform if:
• The subject is in a group that has at least one of the following permissions on all input collections:
– Read
– Download
– Write & Delete
– Manage Permissions
– Manage Configuration, and
• The subject is in a group that has at least one of the following permissions on the output collection:
– Read
– Download
– Write & Delete
– Manage Permissions
– Manage Configuration.
Create
A subject can only create a transform if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage Transform Jobs permission, and
• The subject is in a group that has the Read permission on all input collections, and
• The subject is in a group that has the Write & Delete permission on the output collection.
Modify
A subject can only modify a transform if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage Transform Jobs permission, and
• The subject is in a group that has the Read permission on all input collections, and
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• The subject is in a group that has the Write & Delete permission on the output collection.
Note that any modifications the subject makes needs to adhere to the input and output collection access control restrictions. Also note that it is possible for a subject to modify the transform in a manner so that a subject that previously
had access to the transform no longer does. Specifically, if the input and output collections are changed into collections
that the other subject(s) do not have access to.
Execute
A subject can only execute a transform if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Read permissions on all input collections, and
• The subject is in a group that has the Write & Delete permission on the output collection.

6.2.19 Import Schedules for Sources
View
A subject can only view an import schedule for a source if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage Sources permission, and
– The subject is the responsible user for the source, or
– The subject is in a group which has at least one of the following permissions on the schedule’s source:
* Import
* Edit
* Delete, and
• The subject is in a group that has at least one of the following permissions on the output collection:
– Read
– Download
– Write & Delete
– Manage Permissions
– Manage Configuration
Create
A subject can only create an import schedule for a source if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Write & Delete permission for the output collection, and
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage Sources permission, and
• The subject is in a group which has the Edit permission on the source, or
– The subject is the responsible user for the source
Modify
(Modifications of Import Schedules are not possible at this time)
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Delete
A subject can only delete an import schedule for a source if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Write & Delete permission for the output, and
• The subject is in a group that has the Manage Sources permission, and
• The subject is in a group which has the Edit permission on the source, or
– The subject is the responsible user for the source

6.2.20 Import Jobs
View
A subject can only view an import job if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Write & Delete permission for the output collection, and
• The subject is the responsible user for the job’s source, or
– The subject is in a group that has at least one of the following permissions on the job’s source:
* Import
* Edit
* Delete

6.2.21 Transform Jobs
View
A subject can only view a transform job if:
• The subject is in a group that has at least one of the following permissions on all input collections of the
transform job:
– Read
– Download
– Write & Delete
– Manage Permissions
– Manage Configuration, and
• The subject is in a group that has at least one of the following permissions on the output collection of the
transform job:
– Read
– Download
– Write & Delete
– Manage Permissions
– Manage Configuration.
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6.2.22 Export Jobs
View
A subject can only view an export job if:
• The subject is in a group that has the Read permission for the input collection, and
• The subject is the responsible user for the job’s sink, or
– The subject is in a group that has at least one of the following permissions on the job’s sink:
* Export
* Edit
* Delete

6.3 Access Control Flowcharts
Contents
• Access Control Flowcharts
– Introduction
– Users
* Can Create, Modify, or Delete
* Can View Partial User Information
* Can View Full User Information
– Groups
* Can Create, Modify, or Delete
* Can View Partial Group Information
* Can View Full Group Information
– Collections
* Can Create
* Can Delete
* Can View
* Can Read
* Can Download
* Can Write
* Can Manage Permissions
* Can Manage Configuration
– Records
* Access
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– Catalog
* Can View
– System Settings
* Can View
* Can Modify
– Audit Logs
* Can View
– Addons
* Can View
* Can Add
* Can Remove
– API Tokens
* Can View
* Can Create
* Can Delete
– System Reset
* Can Invoke
– System Status
* Can View
– Sources
* Can Create
* Can Delete
* Can Edit
* Can View
* Can Execute
– Sinks
* Can Create
* Can Delete
* Can Edit
* Can View
* Can Execute
– Transforms
* Can Create
* Can Delete
* Can Modify
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* Can Execute
* Can View
– Source Import Schedules
* Can Create
* Can Delete
* Can View
– Import Jobs
* Can View
– Transform Jobs
* Can View
– Export Jobs
* Can View

6.3.1 Introduction
Included below are some logical flow charts that visually display the rules that were described in previous sections.
The terminal actions that are shown as permitted assume that no other permissions are held by the user other than the
ones that have been accumulated by following a specific path in the flow, and given those permissions, no other actions
will be permitted other than the ones listed. If multiple permissions are sought, a user would traverse multiple paths
in the flow(s) and accumulate additive permissions.
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6.3.2 Users
Can Create, Modify, or Delete

Start

Does the current user
have the system permission
"Manage Users and Groups"?

yes
Allowed

no
Not Allowed

Can View Partial User Information
Can view only the following attributes of a user:
• ID
• First name
• Last name
• Email address
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Start

Allowed

Can View Full User Information
Can view the following attributes of a user:
• ID
• First name
• Last name
• Email address
• Group memebership
• Access tokens
• Enabled/Disabled state
• Creation date
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Start

Am I viewing my own
User information?

no

Does the current user
have the system permission
"Manage Users and Groups"?

yes

yes
Allowed
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no
Not Allowed
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6.3.3 Groups
Can Create, Modify, or Delete

Start

Does the current user
have the system permission
"Manage Users and Groups"?

yes
Allowed

no
Not Allowed

Can View Partial Group Information
Can view all of a group’s attributes except for user group membership.

Start

Allowed
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Can View Full Group Information
Can view all of a group’s attributes.

Start

Does the current user
have the system permission
"Manage Users and Groups"?

yes
Allowed
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no
Not Allowed
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6.3.4 Collections
Can Create

Start

Does the current user
Have the system permission
"Manage Data Collections"?

yes
Allowed
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Can Delete

Start

Does the current user
have the system permission
"Manage Data Collections"?

yes

Does the current user
have the collection permission
"Write and Delete"
on this collection?

no

no

Is the current user the
responsbile user for
this collection?

yes

yes
Allowed
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no
Not Allowed
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Can View

Start

Is the current user the
responsbile user for
this collection?

no

Does the current user
have the collection permission
"Read"
on this collection?

no

Does the current user
have the collection permission
"Download"
on this collection?

no

Does the current user
have the collection permission
"Write and Delete"
on this collection?

yes

yes

no

Does the current user
have the collection permission
"Manage Permissions"
on this collection?

yes

yes
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no

yes

Does the current user
have the collection permission
"Manage Configuration"
on this collection?
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Can Read

Start

Is the current user the
responsbile user for
this collection?

no

Does the current user
have the collection permission
"Read"
on this collection?

yes

yes
Allowed
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no
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Can Download

Start

Is the current user the
responsbile user for
this collection?

no

Does the current user
have the collection permission
"Download"
on this collection?

yes

yes
Allowed

6.3. Access Control Flowcharts

no
Not Allowed
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Can Write

Start

Is the current user the
responsbile user for
this collection?

no

Does the current user
Have the collection permission
"Write"
for this collection?

yes

yes
Allowed
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Can Manage Permissions

Start

Is the current user the
responsbile user for
this collection?

no

Does the current user
Have the collection permission
"Manage Permissions"
for this collection?

yes

yes
Allowed

6.3. Access Control Flowcharts

no
Not Allowed
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Can Manage Configuration

Start

Is the current user the
responsbile user for
this collection?

no

Does the current user
Have the collection permission
"Manage Configuration"
for this collection?

yes

yes
Allowed
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6.3.5 Records
Access

Start

Is the current user the
responsbile user for
this collection?

no

Does the current user
Have the collection permission
"Read"
for this collection?

yes

yes

Does the current user
Have the access tokens
for this record?

yes
Allowed
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no

no
Not Allowed
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6.3.6 Catalog
Can View

Start

Does the current user
Have the system permission
"View Catalog"?

yes
Allowed
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no
Not Allowed
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6.3.7 System Settings
Can View

Start

Does the current user
Have the system permission
"Manage System Configuration"?

yes
Allowed

6.3. Access Control Flowcharts

no
Not Allowed
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Can Modify

Start

Does the current user
Have the system permission
"Manage System Configuration"?

yes
Allowed
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no
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6.3.8 Audit Logs
Can View

Start

Does the current user
Have the system permission
"View Audit Logs"?

yes
Allowed

6.3. Access Control Flowcharts

no
Not Allowed
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6.3.9 Addons
Can View

Start

Does the current user
Have the system permission
"Manage Addons"?

yes
Allowed
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no
Not Allowed
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Can Add

Start

Does the current user
Have the system permission
"Manage Addons"?

yes
Allowed

6.3. Access Control Flowcharts

no
Not Allowed
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Can Remove

Start

Does the current user
Have the system permission
"Manage Addons"?

yes
Allowed
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no
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6.3.10 API Tokens
Can View

Start

Does the current user
Have the system permission
"Manage API Tokens"?

yes
Allowed
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no
Not Allowed
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Can Create

Start

Does the current user
Have the system permission
"Manage API Tokens"?

yes
Allowed
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no
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Can Delete

Start

Does the current user
Have the system permission
"Manage API Tokens"?

yes
Allowed

6.3. Access Control Flowcharts

no
Not Allowed
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6.3.11 System Reset
Can Invoke

Start

Does the current user
Have the system permission
"Manage System Reset"?

yes
Allowed
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6.3.12 System Status
Can View

Start

Does the current user
Have the system permission
"Manage System Status"?

yes
Allowed
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no
Not Allowed
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6.3.13 Sources
Can Create

Start

Does the current user
have the system permission
"Manage Sources"?

yes
Allowed
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no
Not Allowed
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Can Delete

Start

Does the current user
have the system permission
"Manage Sources"?

yes

Does the current user
have the source permission
"Delete"
on this source?

no

no

Is the current user the
responsbile user for
this source?

yes

yes
Allowed

6.3. Access Control Flowcharts

no
Not Allowed
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Can Edit

Start

Does the current user
have the system permission
"Manage Sources"?

yes

Does the current user
have the source permission
"Delete"
on this source?

no

Is the current user the
responsbile user for
this source?

yes

yes
Allowed
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no
Not Allowed
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Can View

Start

Is the current user the
responsbile user for
this source?

no

Does the current user
have the source permission
"Import"
on this source?

no

Does the current user
have the source permission
"Edit"
on this source?

yes

no

yes

Does the current user
have the source permission
"Delete"
on this source?

yes

yes

Does the current user
have the system permission
"Manage Sources"?

yes
Allowed

6.3. Access Control Flowcharts

no

no
Not Allowed
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Can Execute

Start

Is the current user the
responsbile user for
this source?

no

Does the current user
have the source permission
"Import"
on this source?

yes

yes
Allowed
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6.3.14 Sinks
Can Create

Start

Does the current user
have the system permission
"Manage Sinks"?

yes
Allowed

6.3. Access Control Flowcharts

no
Not Allowed
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Can Delete

Start

Does the current user
have the system permission
"Manage Sinks"?

yes

Does the current user
have the sink permission
"Delete"
on this sink?

no

Is the current user the
responsbile user for
this sink?

yes

yes
Allowed
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no
Not Allowed
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Can Edit

Start

Does the current user
have the system permission
"Manage Sinks"?

yes

Does the current user
have the sink permission
"Edit"
on this sink?

no

no

Is the current user the
responsbile user for
this sink?

yes

yes
Allowed

6.3. Access Control Flowcharts

no
Not Allowed
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Can View

Start

Is the current user the
responsbile user for
this sink?

no

Does the current user
have the sink permission
"Export"
on this sink?

no

Does the current user
have the sink permission
"Edit"
on this sink?

yes

yes

no

Does the current user
have the sink permission
"Delete"
on this sink?

yes

yes
Allowed
6.3. Access Control Flowcharts

no
Not Allowed
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Can Execute

Start

Is the current user the
responsbile user for
this sink?

no

Does the current user
have the sink permission
"Export"
on this sink?

yes

yes

Does the current user
have the collection permission
"Read"
on this sink's input collection?

yes
Allowed
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no

no
Not Allowed
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6.3.15 Transforms
Can Create

Start

Does the current user
have the system permission
"Manage Transforms"?

yes

Does the current user
have the permission
"Read" on all input collections
of the transform?

yes

no

Does the current user
have the permission
"Write and Delete" on the output collection
of the transform?

yes
Allowed
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no

no
Not Allowed
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Can Delete

Start

Does the current user
have the system permission
"Manage Transforms"?

yes

Does the current user
have the permission
"Read" on all input collections
of the transform?

yes

no

Does the current user
have the permission
"Write and Delete" on the output collection
of the transform?

yes
Allowed
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no
Not Allowed
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Can Modify

Start

Does the current user
have the system permission
"Manage Transforms"?

yes

Does the current user
have the permission
"Read" on all input collections
of the transform?

yes

no

Does the current user
have the permission
"Write and Delete" on the output collection
of the transform?

yes
Allowed
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no

no
Not Allowed
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Can Execute

Start

Does the current user
have the permission
"Read" on all input collections
of the transform?

yes

Does the current user
have the permission
"Write and Delete" on the output collection
of the transform?

yes
Allowed
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no
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Can View

Start

Does the current user
have the permission
"Read" on all input collections
of the transform?

yes

no

Does the current user
have at least one of the permissions
on all input collections
of the transform:
"Read", "Download", "Manage Permissions",or
"Manage Configuration"?

Does the current user
have the permission
"Write and Delete" on all output collections
of the transform?

no

yes

Does the current user
have at least one of the permissions
on the output collection
of the transform:
"Read", "Download", "Manage Permissions",or
"Manage Configuration"?

yes

yes
Allowed
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no

no
Not Allowed
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6.3.16 Source Import Schedules
Can Create

Start

Does the current user
have the system permission
"Manage Sources"?

yes

Does the current user
have the permission
"Write and Delete" on the output collection
of the source?

yes
Allowed
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Can Delete

Start

Does the current user
have the system permission
"Manage Sources"?

yes

Does the current user
have the permission
"Write and Delete" on the output collection
of the source?

yes

Does the current user
have the source permission
"Edit" on the source?

no

no

Is the current user the
responsbile user for
this source?

yes

yes
Allowed
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no

no
Not Allowed
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Can View

Start

Does the current user
have the system permission
"Manage Sources"?

yes

Does the current user
have the permission
"Write and Delete" on the output collection
of the source?

no

Does the current user
have any of the following
permissions on the output collection
of the source:
"Download", "Manage Permissions", or
"Manage Configuration"?

yes

yes

Does the current user
have any of the following source
permissions on the source:
"Import", "Edit", or "Delete"?

Does the current user
have the source permission
"Edit" on the source?

no

yes

no

Allowed

no

Is the current user the
responsbile user for
this source?

yes

yes
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6.3.17 Import Jobs
Can View

Start

Does the current user
have the permission
"Write and Delete" on the output collection
of the source?

yes

Does the current user
have any of the following source
permissions on the source:
"Import", "Edit", or "Delete"?

no

no

Is the current user the
responsbile user for
this source?

yes

yes
Allowed
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no
Not Allowed
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6.3.18 Transform Jobs
Can View

Start

Does the current user
have any of the following permissions
on all of the transform's input collections:
"Read", "Download", "Write and Delete",
"Manage Permissions", or "Manage Configuration"?

yes

Does the current user
have any of the following permissions
on the transform's output collection:
"Read", "Download", "Write and Delete",
"Manage Permissions", or "Manage Configuration"?

yes
Allowed
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6.3.19 Export Jobs
Can View

Start

Does the current user
have the permission
"Read" on the input collection
of the sink?

yes

Does the current user
have any of the following sink
permissions on the sink:
"Export", "Edit", or "Delete"?

no

no

Is the current user the
responsbile user for
this source?

yes

yes
Allowed
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no
Not Allowed
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